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SUGGESTION FOR THE DUMP

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
If the city fathers could be induced
___
.u i
* It0 ,and some half-dozen cartloads of
.
__
earth and one or.„„„
two loads
of dresshave of lt to spare, the further .1.____ „___ ..
ji.~-.i__ „» «,
—
qx.„,
ing on
the city
dump,
disposing
of it
we make ..
it go.—H. W. Shaw.
•♦• .
.
. '
i_$i$
j
... in six or eight hills, and planting
therein seeds of pumpkin, squash or
other cucurbita, these rapid growers
would soon cover the unsightly array
of old tin cans and ashes which now
confront us. NOW is exactly the
right time to plant the seeds.
A. F. V.
I Here is where the new Garden
OWL’S HEAD
Club might bring its wholesome in
fluence to bear.—Ed.]

DANCE
Town Hall

Miss Ednah Howard was yesterday
elected captain of the Rockland
High School girls’ basketball team
for next season. Miss Howard played
a remarkably fine game the past
winter, and will have the dis
tinction of being the only veteran on
the team next season. Miss Carrie
Breen who was elected manager, gave
excellent service as substitute, and is
considered one of the most promis
ing players for next season’s team.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
MAY 27

Smalley’s Orchestra
Auspices Bay View Society
62-63

DANCE
OWL’S HEAD
TOWN HALL

MEMORIAL DAY
TULIPS $1.00 per dozen
NICE BOUQUETS made up for 75c
I also have Pansies, Polyanthus
and Forgetmenots to put in baskets
for the cemetery. Order early!
EDWIN A. DEAN
Highlands, Rockland, Tel. 671-J
Head of Cedar Street
62*63

Every Monday Night
Silver King Orchestra
FIRST TEN LADIES ADMITTED
FREE
REFRESHMENTS
81*62

RUMMAGE

WREATHS
AND FLOWERS

SALE

FOR

Vacant Store Next to

MEMORIAL DAY
For Details See

BESSIE STAPLES
« WILLOW ST.

Commenting upon Congressman
Nelson’s visit to Rockland this week,
the editor of the Portland Evening
News said:
"The new district which Nelson
will represent after the next election
will be known as the Second District.
It will include from Nelson’s old
Third District, Kennebec, Somerset
and Waldo, and from the present
Second District, Knox, Lincoln, An
droscoggin and Franklin.
“Thus far no opponent has ap
peared to Nelson in the coming pri
maries. The Courier-Gazette, Rock
land’s local newspaper, in announc
ing Nelson's visit hails him as ‘our
own Congressman,’ adding: Tn the
public life of Maine there is none
who takes higher rank than the Au
gusta man who since 1922 has repre
sented at Washington this Third
Congressional district. During this
relatively short period of service at
the national capital, Mr. Nelson has
established himself as one of the
foremost figures in the Maine dele
gation, by reason of character and
ability ranking high in the estima
tion of the entire House of which
he is art honored member.’
"It may be added that his future
constituents of Knox County will
find in Representative Nelson marked
similarity to one of their most popu
lar leaders of a generation ago.
They scarcely can fail to see in the
Augusta man vigor of expression, in
dependence of thought and forth
rightness in tackling governmental
problems much like the attitude of
the late Charles E. Littlefield who
was in Congress from the Rockland
district from 1901 to 1907."

LARGE MILLERS IN FRIENDSHIP

Saturday, May 23

of Augusta

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
AT FRIENDSHIP, ME.

62S71

IT’S

Apple Blossom Time
IN THE COUNTRY
So why not drive up to South Hope
tomorrow and have dinner at the

Community Sweet
Shop
ROAST CHICKEN DINNER, $1.00
STEAK DINNER.
-1.03
HOT CHICKEN BARBECUE

EAT AND ENJOY

CHISHOLMS
HOME MADE ICE CREAM
49-tf

Insurance Claim
Settlements
Local Agents as well as those in other agency capaci
ties may have the privilege of settling losses for the

RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

company or companies represented.

WE HAVE THAT PRIVILEGE

We do not always exercise same owing to the vari
ous contract provisions that demand the highest de
patrons.
1,

417 Main Street

Tel. 819

Rockland, Me.

BETTER SERVICE
TO MOTORISTS
The Barrett Cotton Service Station in connection with
the Lewiston Buick Co., Park Street, will hereafter
be open
SUNDAYS 9 A. M. TO 9 P. M.

QUAKER STATE OIL

SHELL GAS

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE

BARRETT M. COTTON
LEWISTON BUICK CO.

TEL. 238

51 PARK STREET

i
i The attention of the public is again
i called to the poppy sale being conducted by the American Legion and
Auxiliary today
-j
......'
__
Tht
*as worn ln Amerlca ln
! honor of the war dead even before
the close of the war. In 1919 scattered
poppy sales were held by the
American Legion and the following
I year in National Convention at
Cleveland, Ohio, the Legion adopted
the poppy as its memorial flower.
When the Auxiliary was organized ln
Kansas City in 1921, one of its first
acts was the adoption of the poppy
as a memorial flower.
The nation wide sale of poppies to
be worn Memorial Day was begun by
PUBLIC NOTICE TO DE the Legion and Auxiliary in 1921. At
first silk poppies made in France by
LINQUENT TAX PAYERS
French widows and orphans were
—;—
.
j used but soon the manufacture of
The present city administration poppies by American disabled vetfaces an unpleasant but necessary ] trans was begun. The paper poppy
duty to collect back taxes. It has made by the American disabled ln
government hospitals and poppy work
been greatly handicapped in the col shops became the standard American
lection of last year’s taxes, not only Legion and Auxiliary flower.
(
Each year the number of poppies
by business depression but because
sold has increased. The earnings of
of the fact, that when it took charge the disabled veterans making the
of the financial affairs of the city poppies has grown to a large figure.
on January 11, 1930 there were The funds made available each year
more than one hundred twenty for Legion and Auxiliary relief work
have passed the million dollar mark
eight thousand dollars of uncollect
and. most important of all, the poppy
ed taxes, and of this amount more has been kept a sacred symbol of the
than one hundred eight thousand sacrifices of the men who gave their
dollars was due the citv for the lives in the World War.
Throughout the world the poppy ls
years 1926, 1927, 1928 and 1929. recognized as a tribute to those who
The effort to collect such a large lost their lives and a means of serv
amount of back taxes, has in many ing those who live under the shadow
instances, seriously affected the of war disabilities.
ability of the tax payers to pay the
1930 tax. The city is borrowing
YACHT CLUB AHOY! ; KENNISON CONVICTED
BY SHIP AND BY BUS
many thousand dollars in anticipa
tion of taxes. The law requires the
tax collector to enforce payment of Concert By 40-Piece Band Rockland Man Before Lin
and Other Attractions To
coln County Court, Gets The Eastern Announces An Important New Arrange
the 1930 real estate tax, by lien
ment Between Rockland and Bangor
filed during the tax year which
morrow Afternoon
Prison Sentence
I
ends June 16th next. The ten days
Folks who do not go away from the ' The Lincoln County News gave the
legal notice has already been served
Combination sea and bus trips be Back of the plan is the desire on the
and all unpaid taxes have been city tomorrow are quite likely to be following report of the Kennison
tween Bangor and Boston have been part of the steamship company to
found at the Public Landing, where
turned over to me to bring suit there is to be an afternoon band case, which is republished nere be
arranged by the Eastern Steamship enable business men to have more
which the law requires to be concert and other attractions in con cause of the keen local interest in it:
time to attend to business in Bangor
Lines
and will begin on June 1st.
“Tuesday morning the so-called
and to make it possible for tourists
brought immediately, in order to nection with the season’s opening
Under the new plan passengers will to remain almost three hours more
antique case opened belore a drawn
enforce a lien which shall come of the Community Yacht Club.
Chisholm Bros, are going to give jury. The grand jury had found have the option of leaving Bangor in picturesque Bangor.
ahead of mortgages, other incum away 500 toy balloons, St. Clair fit tour indictments against Harold L. for Boston on the steamer at 2 p. m.
Bangor business men at a confer
brances and also transfers of title Allen are going to distribute 500 Kennison of Rockland, an antique daylight, or they may remain in Ban ence with H. I. Brooks, District Pas
in fee. .Mortgagees have the legal Pieces of confectionery, the Munsey dealer. He was charged with com gor until 5.15 p. m. daylight, and then senger Agent of the Eastern Steam
be conveyed, without extra charge, ship Lines a few days ago unanimous
right to pav taxes and add the Motor Co-is 8°in& t0 Present 500 bags plicity in the stealing of furniture by motor bus leaving from Eastern ly approved the new schedule and it
„„
u
\
oi
salted
peanuts,
M.
B.
&
C.
O.
and
other
goods
from
the
house
of
amount so paid to the mortgage, perry are going to provide something
Steamship Lines Bangor pier to is expected that the first ship out of
Miss Ruth Coit, Damariscotta Mills,
otherwise they may lose the security, nice, and probably several other con- from the Kaler house in Waldoboro, Rockland, there to connect with the Rockland operating on the new ar
steamer leaving for Boston at 8 p. m.,
of their mortgage. If the city is to cems will enter into the spirit of the and the Chellis house in Newcastle. arriving at destination early the fol rangement will be crowded.
Of the many trips offered by the
be run on a sound business basis, the oc£aslon
He was tried on the charge of being lowing morning.
ships of the Eastern Steamship Lines
Passengers who sail from Boston that between Boston and points on
taxes must be promptly collected. through the courtesy of John o an accessory before the fact in the
otherwise the liens are lost, and in Stevens, Everett A. Munsey and Ves- breaking, entering and larceny of after June 1st also have the privilege the historic Penobscot is one of the
certain articles from the Chellis of continuing by steamer up the river
manv cases, the taxes are impossible | per Packard. For those who are air- house, and with counseling, aiding to Bangor, or may transfer to a bus most enjoyable.
Until June 28 ships and busses will
of collection. Thousands of dollars minded rather than ocean minded and abetting in the felony.
upon arrival of the ship at Belfast be in operation six days a week and
• .l
- k
l
i
l
there will be eight free airplane trips
“Ruel Eugley of Waldoboro was the the following morning at 7 o’clock, after that date will run also on Sun
in the pas have been lost because s0 attributed that greatest joy will
first witness for the State. Eugley had and be in Bangor at 8.30 a. m. in days.
delay made collection impossible ! be given.
time for the opening of business.
Maine government officials who
It is mighty poor business to borrow There will be a wonderful concert already pleaded guilty to breaking
Through this arrangement the
monev on interest and allow rev- Ka 40-plece band, and for every- and entering and he testified that he traveling time between Boston and have been studying business condi
in that state have reported a
j
•
i body tnere will be punch and some was well acquainted with the re Bangor, in both directions, can be tions
enue due the city to remain uncol- other refreshments.
spondent and that at different times cut down by several hours and one remarkable change for the better and
predict for the coming summer
lected. It is therefore not only j Mrs. Ernest C. Davis will act as Kennison had suggested that there of the most delightful motor car j they
the heaviest passenger and freight
good business, but the bounden duty ] hostess.
were antiques ln these houses after rides in Maine along the Penobscot is \ traffic between Maine and Boston
of the citv to make a faithful effort , The object of a11 ^is friendly atti- wards entered, and that he would furnished Eastern Steamship Lines . since ships of the Eastern Lines be.___ it . ..
,
<- i tude toward the public is a desire to take them off Eugley's hands if he passengers without extra charge. ‘ gan running on that route.
t< collect the over due taxes. Such create greater interest on the part of could get possession of them.
an effort should meet with the the citizens in an institution which
“Eugley had no car so Kennison
GIVES TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS
heartv approval of all our tax pay- means much to Rockland visitors who asked him if he did not know some FOR THE 4TH MAINE
er. The ,o,,l expenses of the ci,y •
™
See’S,” one who would help him. Carroll
Rockland Boy Recalls the
Oenthner was thus brought into the Monument Memorial Fund Former
are practically a fixed and definite, buslness or recreation.
Famous Fourth Maine Regiment
picture.
The
Chellis
house
was
en

sum. Every uncollected tax con There will be no collections and
tered and articles stored in GenthContinues To Grow—Con Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
tributes to an increase in the rate nothing to sell.
ner's shed.
M.
S.
Dick,
Everett
A.
Munsey
and
The movement to mark the Middle
tributions Welcome
of taxation, and thereby, and to that
“The following night two loads
Ernest C. Davis constitute the com
street
camp site of the Fourth Maine
were taken from the Coit house and
extent an increased burden on those mittee in charge.
Interest in the Civil War camp site Infantry, appeals to me as a most
stored in the same place. The wit
who pay their taxes. It is from the
memorial on Middle street hill con creditable, though somewhat belated,
Brocoli: “They say your divorced ness testified that Kennison later
tax payers who promptly pay their
tinues to increase. Letters expressing
went
to
Genthner
’
s
and
bought
a
taxes that an indignant protest wife has made up her mind to marry small stand, a picture of the early sympathy with the effort to mark attempt to give some recognition to
the fact that Rockland sent to the
a struggling young lawyer.”
comes that the delinquent must bear
SDinachi: “Well, if she has made Presidents, and a plate. He would this historic spot and donations of front during the Civil War one of the
the same proportion of burden and up her mind, he might as well cease not take the Coit goods as they be various sizes continue to come in most gallant and famous regiments
longed to ‘rich people’ and it would from relatives of veterans of the ola in the whole northern army. I am
be compelled to pay it. There is struggling."
Maine and from interested citi pleased to be able to send the enclosed
be 'hot stuff’ to handle. On advice of 4th
justice in such a protest, for those
zens.
check as the contribution of a former
Kennison, all of the goods were
No definite goal has been set but Rockland citizen who has never lost
who pay should not carry the whole
taken from Genthner’s and stored in
,t_ i it is desired to erect a fitting marker his love for and interest in his birth
load while others escape.
a barn at Winslow s Mills. Aftei- and naturally the larger the fund, the
/ request that tax payers who
Walter V. Wentworth.
wards getting frightened,
they ’ better the marker. Checks may be place.
Great Works, Me., May 21.
asked Kennison to get the articles made payable to John M. Richardson,
have been served with lien no/z<«,
which he had bought and he did so. i treasurer, and sent to The Couriermate arrangements with me or the
“VAGABOND LOVER”
It was later brought out that they 1 Gazette office. All donations will be
collector of taxes for the settlement j
had been sold to Warren Weston acknowledged in these columns at
The authorship of the “Vagabond
Now Served Regularly
of their 1930 tax before lien attach
Creamer by Kennison.
frequent intervals.
Lover” song that brought fame and
ment proceedings are started on
“The defense made a general de Previously acknowledged ...... $158.00 money to Rudy Vallee was decided in
at
June first next, and thereby save
nial of the greater part of the testi John H. Thomas, Waltham,
Mass .. . ............................m........ 2.00 Circuit Court at Chicago Thursday.
mony of the State’s witnesses and
the expense of the same. All per
Judge Sullivan ruled that Vailce.
Allen H Kelley. Rockland ...... 5.00
declared
that
when
the
three
articles
sons who owe personal or poll taxes
2.00 his agent, Leon Zimmerman and Leo
were bought at Genthner’s they were Miss Emma Shields ..............
Feist, Inc., must account for profits
are also requested to make payment
Manley T. Perry, Prop.
not shown the Coit goods and did Mrs. A. F. Green ...................... 1.00 from the ballad to Jesse Brown, an
to the tax collector at once. Those
not see them in the shed. This was Mrs. A C. Strout. Thomaston .. 1.00 attorney. Brown said he composed
corroborated by Alden Tyler, who is Walter Wentworth, Old Town 25 00 the song and that Zimmerman had
who are unable to do so are request
Leori Crawford ........................ 1.00
also under indictment.
copied it.
ed to call at the Collector’s office
“
When
court
adjourned
Tuesday
LINCOLN 4-PASS. SEDAN
and show cause why a warrant
$195.00
afternoon, the evidence was all in
Late model close coupled sedan.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
should not issue. Every deserving Very
low mileage. Here is an oppor
and the attorneys’ pleas finished
tunity
to
purchase
a
$5000
car
lor
a
case of inability to pay will receive
The
judge
charged
the
jury
Wed

tion with the antique thefts in this
MARGARITAE SORORI
fraction of its original cost for cash
careful attention. It is a fact that Phone MRS. J. L. COLLINS. 41 nesday morning. After deliberating section several months ago.
A late lark twitters from the quiet skies;
Tremlett
street.
Dorchester,
Mass
And
from
west
35
minutes
a
verdict
of
guilty
was
Bryant Levensaler of Waldoboro, Where the the
a large number are able to pay and Talbot 2322 or write.
62-63
sun. hls day's work ended,
returned."
for breaking and entering, was L.ngers as in content.
have not paid because others of,
• • • •
sentenced to the Reformatory for There falls on the old gray city
equal or more ability, have not paid I
Influence luminous and serene,
Convicted by the Lincoln Coun‘v Men at South Windham and Reuel An
A shining peace.
their taxes and no effort has been
Superior Court jury on the charge of Eugley of Waldoboro on a similar The smoke ascends
j selling vanilla for beverage purposes. charge, was also sent to the In a rosy and golden haze. The spires
made to compel them.
Shine and are changed. In the valley
| Clarence McKown, 61 year-old reformatory. Carroll Genthner w:
Shadows rise. The lark sings on.
It is by no means a pleasure to
Boothbay Harbor merchant, was given six months in jail.
The
sun,
enforce the collection of taxes by | To be sold at a bargain tf taken at Tuesday sentenced bv Justice Manser
• ♦ • •
Closing hls benediction.
Sinks,
the darkening air
legaf process, but in justice to those once, property on Lime street ex | to pay a fine of $500 and costs and
Sentence was awarded yesterday— Thrills and
with a sense of triumphing
night—
who have paid their taxes and the tending to shore, including wharf serve six months in jail. The Jail two to four years in State Prison.
was suspended and he was
Kennison's attorney. Adelbert L. Night with her train of stars
need of the city for the revenue due' privilege. Directly across from j sentence
placed on probation for two years. In Miles of Rockland, filed a motion for And her great gift of sleep.
it we are obliged to undertake the Livingston's. Ideal site for garage ' pronouncing sentence. Justice Manser a new trial, which was denied bv So be my passing!
or business.
task.
! cave McKown a severe lecture. The Justice Manser and an appeal from My task accomplished and the long day
done,
iury retired about 10.30 a. m. and re his denial was taken. Bail was fixed My wages
taken, and ln my heart
Yours truly,
turned its verdict at 3.45 p. m.
in the sum of $5000 and the execu Some late lark singing.
CARLE
BROS.
• • » *
E.W. PIKE,
j
Let
me
be
gathered
to the quiet west.
tion of the state prison sentence
The sundown splendid and serene,
CAMDEN, MAINE
City Solicitor.
Two reformatory sentences and one stayed to await the result of the ap Death.
62*lt
adv.
jail sentence were imposed in connec- peal.
—William Ernest Henley.

Park Street Cafe

Arthur L. Orne
Complete Insurance and Surety Bond Service

Announcement that the title would
not be decided on a foul was made
by the Cleveland Boxing Commission,
The Commission, however, considered
amending its decision so that in the
event a low blow forces the end of the
bout, heavy cash penalties might be
inflicted.

PENOBSCOT RIVER
SALMON

gree of legal and technical training to best serve our

WE HAVE THAT

DO YOUR BIT TODAY

A no-foul rule, with possible reser-

] Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Having read with great interest
the piece in your paper regarding the
Immense greens and clams of Medo
mak, I decided that although down
here in Friendship we have, as far
as I know, neither greens nor clams
to boast of, yet I imagine no other
town in Knox County has such a
unique way of carrying the mails.
The millers here grow so large that
only two of them are required to
carry all of the outgoing and incom
ing mails. Even during the holidays
and through the summer when mails
are heavy they do their task faith
fully and well.
Amy Stebbins

PIERCE’S ORCHESTRA

NO-FOUL IN BIG BOUT

And Buy One of the Legion
Portland Editor Likens Con
gressman’s Attitude To Schmelling defends his heavyweight
Poppies In Memory of the
championship against Young Strib- j
World War Dead
That of Littlefield
ling in Cleveland stadium July 3.

Woolworths

Auspices R. II. S. Sophomores
60-61

ROCKLAND
62-64

NELSON'S VISIT

Drive in happiness in your own
car. Little Prices! Guaranteed.
Act Now!

1928 Ford Roadster
1927 Chevrolet Coupe
1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
1927 Chrysler Roadster
1929 Whippet 6 Coach
1928 Ford Coupe
1927 Essex Coach
1927 Buick Coupe
1929 Chevrolet Coach

Garage Site Cheap!

The Courier-Gazette

KNOX

IN

THE

REVOLUTION

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland. Me.. May 23. 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
who on oath declares that he is Press
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Mav 21. 1931, there was printed a total of
6250 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 23, 1931

Page Two

Citizen of Pine Tree State Who Figures In the George
Washigton 1932 Bi-Centennary

Secretary Gallyon, Recently sa
Returned From Sao Paulo
Tells of Work There
3

! dromedaries on this continent re Lady Elephant—many miniature fea
cently imported, the big rings be tures for the kiddies have been in
Walter L. Mains Circus, coming i neath the electric lighted tent in troduced this season such as baby
Here June 5 Has Attractions Galore. miracles of action all pepped to the leopards, lion cubs, baby monkeys
tune of the circus concert band rein and a baby camel thc first to be born
in this country in over sixty years.
When the Walter-1.. Main Circus forced by the sonorous notes of the See the baby elephant “Bozo” who
Museum, Menagerie, Wild West ex specially built calliphone lend a world takes his daily rations from the
position and Trained Animal Show of enchantment never to be forgot bottle. Three bands and the air
comes to Rockland June 5 one will ten. Twelve dapple greys from calliopes will keep the entire show
wonder at the collection of arenic Sussex Farms, Dowington. England, programs well pepped up that you
_____
celebrities, the hippodrome
and in drills, quadrilles, waltzes and
^iogicaf contingent^combined with ’mafthes. flying feather plumes and may enjoy every minute spent with
wild ^est and frontier days exhibi sporting brilliant trappings, glorious the greatest of all American outdoor
enterprises, Walter L.
tion. Never before has a tented or ly glittering troupe groups and herds amusement
Main Circus now enjoying over a half
ganization offered so many attrac of performing animals from every century
of continued success. Doors
tive features, and many continents clime have been added this year.
The zoological collection of the open 1.30 and 7.30 p. m. Performance
have been productive in furnishing
this galaxy of stupendous bewilder Walter L. Main Circus excels all pre- starts 2 and 8 p. m. Free outside exing program of America’s famous vious efforts, and the management j hibition at 1 and 7 p. m. on the show
offers no apologies here, rather bids Grounds.—adv.
out-door sport the circus.
Aerial gymnasts, human butterflies you come early and inspect—seeing j
trapeze artists, tinseled riders, rope is believing. The children are invit- j According to an economist, money
spinners, jugglers, ladder acts, pony ed to ride the ponies around the rings is the people's servant. Here today
actors, trained elephants, a herd of after the afternoon performance— ; and gone tomorrow.—The Humorist
Siberian camels, two of the largest likewise take a ride on the largest 1 (London).

A BIG TENT SHOW

YMCA-ING IN BRAZIL
REAL ESTATE

TRANSACTIONS

------S3
From Gardiner, Me., to Sao Paulo. ----The story of Maine's participation' tered down the fortifications and Brazil, is a far cry, but distance Clara W. Johnson of Rockland sold
In the world ye shall have tribula in the Revolutionary’ War is an ac- made the place untenable.
yields to duty when one joins the land in Rockland, ^o R. Anson Crie of
tion: but be of good cheer; I have
After the war General Knox was force of international Y. M. C. A. Rockland.
(
j count of the devotion and patriotism
overcome the world.—John 16:33.
among the foremost to advocate the
H. W. Lunt of Rockland, sold land.
i of a people determined to be free, establishment of a strong central workers.
And so with I. H. Gallyon, the together with the buildings thereon
j The future Pine Tree State, then a government. His views were clear Maine man who for the past 18 year? in Vinalhaven to Mrs. Earle C. Dodds
• part of Massachusetts, responded tc ly expressed in a letter to Washing has been general secretary of the of Milford. Mass.
Laforest E. Hannan of Washington
! the call to arms with no hesitancy or ton in which he pointed out the in Association down in South America
Mr.*
and
Mrs.
Gallyon
were
in
the
"old
land in Washington to Ralph E.
efficiency
of
a
confederation
such
as
I delay, and many of her sons gave
that by which the war had been car citv for a brief stay this week, mak- Hannon of Washington.
y
1UI
a
U
Nelson
Bunker and G. C. Peaslee,
their lives on distant battlefields.
ried on. When the Constitution was ing the detour in order to pay a social
The division of information and completed and presented to the visit to two very dear friends whose both of Vinalhaven, sold land in
Vinalhaven to Ezra Conway and
publication of the George Washing- States for ratification, Knox was one acquaintance they had formed in Grace Conway, both of Vinalhaven.
of
its
most
earnest
supporters.
Sao
Paulo
—
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
L
j ton Bicentennial Commission recalls
Joseph L. Halvorsen of Brooklyn,
WEAR A POPPY
Karl.
I that one of the most distinguished
N. Y., sold land in Rockland to
Mr. Gallyon chatted interestingly Charles E. Johnson of Brooklyn, N. Y.
When Washington became the
War
Poppy Day. Over the entire coun 1 names of the Revolutionary
Elbert L. Starrett of Warren sold
„
head of the new government as its with a Courier-Gazette reporter re....................he
_ proceeded to thc garding the efforts which he has land in Warren to Burleigh Mank of
try the day is receiving observance, period is that of Henry Knox, patriot, first president
soldier,
and
friend
of
the
First
Presiformation
of
his
cabinet.
Knox
had
'
been
directing
in
the
Brazilian
city
Warren.
not alone because of a solemn asso
in thp interest of "spirit, mind and
ciation with those memorable fields dent. The Commission is now com- been acting as the head of the War tod? the triangular motto of the KNOX COUNTY ERIDGES
of France, but also that by reason of pleting plans for the nation-wide DePartment and in that capacity he Young Men's Christian Association.
-------miohnKAr
rr.
was retained
by
In
.
, the
. . President.
»- divided
j. j j
the sale of the emblematic flower celebration next year of the Two »u
Here in the North we know so lit Great
the controversies
which
the
Improvements
At
funds are produced which help sup-, Hundredth Anniversary of the birth cabinet he stood with Hamilton in tle about the expansiveness and
Relatively
Small
Cost
To
port the welfare work carried on by j of George Washington, which will ‘ the support of a national bank and progress of the South American
Our Tax-Payers
the auxiliaries of the American ! C,0?ln.e?ce, „Peb' 22 and continue ' other projects which came to be re- countries. We know in a gen
Legion Whoever todav wears the I
the followln& Thanksgiving day. garded as particular interests of the eral way that Brazil is a large
h„ „ T
\
A
EVery Person in the United States Federalist party. He was however, country, and that we used to be
It seems that the new Main street
in collecting Brazilian stamp; bridge project for Camden may set
_ _
poppj honors the men who made will have an opportunity to partici- a friend of Jefferson and with him happy
their sacrifices in never to be forgot- I pate in the observance. In every helped to establish the United buf'not many of us know that Sao the State back $19 500 tor a handten days of a dozen years ago, as well1 schoolhouse, church and in every states navy to put an end to the Paulo is a city of more than a mil some structure, but Knox County will
as those who now are engaged w-ith j building where people assemble in piracy which was seriously injuring lion inhabitants, and that it sup not have to put its hand directly into
ports a Y.M.C.A. of 2000 members its pocket for one penny of this sum.
no less patriotism in meeting the
k"8®' commemoration programs American shipping in the Mediternor will it for the Sid-Mill bridge in
rpcnnncihiiitipc nf thnen lotor
Wl 1 be he d' Extendmg even beyond ranean. Knox may also be said to housed in a fine two-story building. Washington, likely to cost $11,800.
* "
' ^e borders of this nation, the bi- be the father of the present militia 40 meters long.
Mr Gallyon's work has been at- nor for the Medomak bridge between
Let us buy of the poppies liberally.
centenary observance will include of this country.
Y.M.C.A.
work since 1903. having Washington and Union for $20,000
abroad as well as citizens of all for
From the moment of their first ac
been
located
in Boston, Pittsburg and as recently adjusted by the Joint
VALVE OF LOCAL NEWS
eign countries.
quaintance a friendship sprang up
of State Highway Commis
Kansas
prior
to accepting the Bra boards
Henry Knox, although born in Bos- between Washington and Knox
sion and Knox County’ Commission
zilian
appointment
from
the
foreign
At the recent annual meeting of ton. became a son of Maine by adop which terminated only with the
ers.
However, the new bridge project at
the American Newspaper Association. tion for it was hi Thomaston that he death of the First President. Their department of the National Council
in New York.
the Keag in South Thomaston is In
held in New York, in which two hun j made his home upon retirement mutual esteem and admiration may
In
his
new
assignment
he
found
I from public life.
be seen in the many letters which assembled toys and adults represent rated on a state aid road and may
dred publishers of papers in small
cost $28,800. in which case the coun
Engaged in his profession of book- passed between them.
cities participated, the gist
gist of
of the
the seller in Boston. Knox was among the I Another son of the Pine Tree ing 27 nationalities—a melting pot tv's part will be $8640. the town’s part
reports and discussions agreed that, first to take up arms at the begin- State, which till 1820 was a part of which necessitated the assimilation S2041.39, and the State's part the
of at least three languages. And in balance of $18,118.61 of the total
newspapers outside the larger cities ning of the war and at Bunker Hill Massachusetts, who attained emi- this connection how’ many of you $28,800.
should build their circulations upon rendered distinguished service as a nence in the sendee of his country, knew’ that Portuguese is the preFor the land damage claims for the
the bedrock of news strictly of local private in the defense of the Ameri- although in a different sphere was dominant language of Brazil.
new road cut-off in South Warren,
interest
Statistics were eathered Cat\ P°sltlon- When Washington. William Cushing, prominent lawyer
Boys and men are not the only total awards of over $3000 were lateinterest, statistics were gathered With hls commission as commander- of Lincoln County. Judge Cushing ones
who enjoy the privileges of the ly adjusted by the joint board to fall
through house to house canvass, two in-chief of the Continental armies, was appointed Associate Justice of Sao Paulo Y.M.C.A.; girls and women to the places belonging to seven difsurveys being conducted by Prof, came to Boston to assume the leader- the Supreme Court by Washington in have the use of the institution, espe ferent estates—Cutting's; McIntire's;
George H. Gallup, dean of the School sbiP ot the troops. Knox was there to 1789. He held this position until his cially the physical department at Y’ettaw; Brennan and Spear; Mer
rill; Robinson; Young and Davis.
of Journalism in Iowa University, and offer his services ln any capacity in death in 1810.
certain hours.
Knox County's improvement for
Kenneth Fryslie, a graduate of the Which he was needed'
From the bays and harbors of
Mr. Gallyon's work has been at
travelers will be advanced markedly
Maine
many
ships
were
built
or
tended
with
much
success,
and
the
Iowa University. Professor Gallup's J Perhaps the mos’t’spectacular ex
equipped and sent out as privateers esteem with which the Brazilian peo when this work, which now occasions
researches found practically no inter- pioit of the entire military career of to wreak havoc on the British ship ple held him found expression, on a detour through Warren village, is
est in foreign news, very little in the former bookseller was his trans ping. It is said, indeed, that the first the eve of his departure, in the pre completed._____ x________
political news from Washington, a portation to Boston of the cannon English naval officer to lose his life sentation of a solid Brazilian gold
awry
great deal of interest among women taken by Allen and Arnold at T'con- in the Revolution was Captain medal, “given in gratitude by his Mrs. Myron Mank, daughter Lucille
ln letters to the editor and a maxi- de‘°Ja' Washington was seriously Moore, killed in the harbor at Ma collaborators.”
and Mrs. Clifford Allen of Rockland
. ..
. .
handicapped throughout the entire chias in a fight between the “MarThe Sao Paulo Y.M.C.A. played a were at Albion Wotton's last Tuesday.
mum of interest in the picture pages. , siege
by
lack
of
and
artiUery
_ . _____ ,_____ _____ ___ garitta" and the American sloop
very important part in the recent
Marlon Timberlake of Auburn is
Bedtime stories and deaths gained and the value of the cannon he thus afterward known as the "Liberty.”
Brazilian revolution. Five or six spending a few days here with his
large audiences, and health news and ■ received cannot be overestimated. It is impossible in a limited space thousand youthful soldiers were sud lathei, Rev. E. H. Timberlake.
Rev. S. Clark is attending the pro
recipes, together with advice for per- The enterprise and courage which to name all the sons of Maine who denly centered in the capital city and
sons in the throes of “love” seemed■1 Knox displayed in dragging the took part in various capacities in the this was the group which the “Y phetic convention in Waterville this
captured guns over the snow covered Revolutionary War. but if assem helped save—the youth who had week
to be absorbed avidly by more than'
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Prior. Mr. and
bled they would present an impos come from home in small towns and
half the women readers of newspa- piajn earned the respect and admira- ing list. They all combined their were unaccustomed to city life. Head- Mrs H. Poland and V. Thompson of
pers. The interest in society and tion of the commander-in-chief and efforts under the leadership of quarters were secured and the great Loudville called on old friends in this
personal notes varied, according to he was placed in command of the ar- George Washington to win the free work began. Barber shops, lodging? vicinity last Sunday.
Chester Wotton was the guest of hls
Professor Gallup's survey, with the | tillery. Knox may justly be consid- dom of their country and establish clothing, sanitary facilities, corres brother
Edmund in Rockland Sunday.
its
independence.
pondence
tables,
social
programs,
etc.,
ered
the
father
of
this
branch
of
the
size of the city, with little comparaRev. L. W. Spencer of Springwater.
In the celebration next year ol the were among the many things which
army.
tlve interest in great cities, but ! From Boston Knox accompanied two hundredth anniversary of the Mr Gallyon was instrumental in put N. Y., (a former pastor of the Advent
absorbing attention in the smaller the army to New York. After the birth of George Washington a promi ting across -with the assistance of Church in this town), is calling on old
friends and will occupy the pulpit
places.
Sport stories and sports defeats which the Americans suf nent part may, and undoubtedly will many of the outstanding citizens of hcre next Sundav while the regular
be
played
by
the
great
Pine
Tree
the city. Many of the leaders in the pas(0I.i Rev. E. H. Timberlake, supcolumns have been vastly overdone in fered in the New York campaign, in
Swan’s Island.
the American newspapers, it was cluding the loss of Forts Washing State. Her people rallied to the sup revolution were friends of the Y M. I pjjes
port of the man commissioned to
having been members of the
Mrs. Florence Wallace and son Milagreed in both surveys. One of the ton and Lee, the American army re J lead the Revolutionary armies and C.A.,
Board of Directors and even one or , |On are spending the weekend with
treated across the Jerseys and
best features of newspapers in seemed likely to dissolve. Washing cooperation was continued when he two having been president of the As- 1 her daughter, Mrs. F. Maloney m
attracting readers, according to Dr. ton planned and carried out the at was called to fill the Presidential sociation
Thomaston.
Though still attached, to the for
A delegation from Friendship at
Gallup, was department store and tack on Trenton and Princeton as chair. The same spirit which actu
amusement advertising, women read a means of bolstering the waning ated the country at that time and eign department of the Y.M.C.A. it tended the service held by Rev E. H.
is quite likely that Mr. Gallyon will i Timberlake Thursday evening at
ers being the followers of the “ads ' morale of the entire country. In which is the inspiration of the forth be relocated in this country. He is \ South Waldoboro,
these successful raids Knox was an coming commemoration cannot but
from stores, and meh readers
the i important factor for with Glover he make itself evident in Maine as well an enthusiastic Rotarian. and orMr. and Mrs. Everett Thompson of
.
followers of amusement advertising. , supervised the transportation of the as in all the other States of the Na ganized three clubs in Brazil during ] Loudville visited Mrs. Thompson'."
I mother, Mrs. Delora Simmons, last
These conclusions arrived at through \ troops across the ice-jammed Dela- tion founded by George Washington. his stay in that country.
He speaks with much admiration ; Sunday. Mrs. Simmons accompanied
In the act creating the United
systematic surveys were years ago ware.
discounted by The Courier-Gazette, j His services were recognized by States George Washington Bicenten- of the important work which Mr. i ber daughter home on her return.
STRAND THEATRE
x- <*—*•
to"'d Karl did for public service corpora
, the rank of brigadier general. At every one of the States to create bi tions in Sao Paulo and of the high
Among
the many outstanding fea
papers through modern transporta- Monmouth Knox further distin- centennial organizations to cooper regard in which Mr. and Mrs. Karl tures of the Fox production, “Always
tion facilities to serve far distant, guished himself, and at Yorktown, ate with the national body in the were held there.
Goodbye," which stars the gorgeous
points with the morning daily filled the final great battle of the war. he forthcoming celebration. Most of
,
, . ., _
, .Venetian beauty, Elissa Landi, and
Missing
words
in
the
Payson
winwhlch comes for Monday and Tuesd
with the newsof the world leaves to i was in charge of the American artil- the States have appointed commisthe newsnaDer of the smallcommun-' lery which did “ much dama«e t0 sions in accordance with this re- dow contest. The Payson Company are the exquislte seUi'gs and pho.
. tography.
William Darling, who
I the town in which Lord Cornwallis quest and it is fully expected that Is On The Square.”
ity a quite inexhaustible field for had fortified himself. It was the ; Maine will soon create her own orserved as art director on the produc
local news exploitation. It is some well-directed bombardment by both ganizations to direct her participation, had the full cooperation of WilHEALTH and APPETITE | liam Cameron Menzies, one of the co
time since we gave over endeavoring the French and Americans, of the j tion in the greatest national obThere
Is
an
old
adage
"thou
shalt
directors, on the design and con
to make our columns cover the wide- British stronghold there that bat- i servance in all history.
earn thy bread in the sweat of thy
struction of all the sets. Menzies was
brow." This might have been para
world field. The home must have its
phrased “thou shalt earn thy appe | awarded the Academy of Motion Pic
tite" because It is generally recog
ture Arts and Sciences medal for the
bulky city daily, but by its side is cer
"ON MY SET"
CAMDEN WON MEET
nized that It takes labor to lend zest
best art direction of last year.
to appetite.
tain to be found the smaller sheet
However, the facts are that the ap
"Always Goodbye” is the first cowhose columns are filled with things j Alton Keene Big Noise In the
petite Is good without labor, when
dlrectorial assignment of Menzies and
the body Is ln healthy condition.
that relate to the comings and goings
Kenneth MacKenna. It tells the ro
Appetite depends on healthful action
Trotting Park Athletic
of the stomach and liver If these
mantic and thrilling story of a young
and doings of the Home Folks.
organs are normally vigorous, there
society girl, who, upon finding her
Events Thursday
is usually a good relish for food. The
self bankrupt, chooses the life of an
health of stomach and liver depends
Writing to the Boston Herald's
upon spinal nerves being free and
adventuress rather than one of pov
■The triangular track meet at Knox
Mail Bag. Steven Byington of Bal
capable of transmitting full Impulse.
erty. Supporting Miss Landi is an all
Trotting
Park
Thursday
afternoon
re,
When
this
is
so.
there
is
health
and
lard Vale, Mass., says:
appetite. Chiropractic adjusting will ■ star cast, headed by Lewis Stone and
suited
in
victory
for
Camden
High
restore the conditions of nervous
Paul Cavanaugh in the male leads.
One of your correspondents in
freedom and vigor to stomach and
Other celebrities portraying import
quires about the spelling of Muscle School, very largely through the skill.
liver.
ant roles are John Garrick, Lumsden
Shoals, named from mussels. The and endurance possessed by Alton
By my chiropractic health method
I correct diseases of the eyes, ears,
Haro, Frederick Kerr and Herbert
word, whether for biceps or for shell Keene whose day's achievements ac
nose, throat, lungs, heart, stomach,
Bunston.—adv.
fish, comes from the Latin for “little
liver, kidneys, bowels and lower
counted
for
27
points.
Reception has been unusually
organs.
mouse.” The Latin has the “c”; the
Tlie summary’ showed the following
Phone 1163 for an appointment.
strong and clear this week, and
English used to have it in both mean
rating:
Camden
High
School,
47
’
,5
the programs have afforded much
DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
ings, as your correspondent may see
points;
Belfast
High
School,
34
points;
’
pleasure.
Chiropractor
by looking at an old book that men
Rockland
High
School,
26'
if
points.
“Scicntifif Chiropractic Correctly
tions the shellfish, where the spelling
Light rain fell occasionally while
An orchestra of unusual merit
Applied"
will be “muscles." More recently we
was broadcasting over WIP
30 High Street
Rockland. Me.
have simplified the spelling for the the meet was in progress, and this
Thursday night, and at the eonshellfish, but neglected to simplify it rendered the track damp and heavy,
elusion I heard the announcer
for the bioeps. But the proper but the showing made by the school
say that the concert was given
name has kept the old spelling after boy athletes was very satisfactory on
through thc courtesy of Mrs.
the spelling of the common noun was the whole.
The officials were H. J. O'Brien ol
Mary Louise Bok.
changed: proper names do so now
Belfast, starter; Durwood S. Heal of
-«►-••••••
and then.
thp Rockland and Standish Perry of
The Camden-Rockport Lions
We have always contended f
Camden, judges; Raymond D. Bow$30
1926 Ford Coach
Club will broadcast through sta
mussel. particularly when dealing den of Rockiand, cierk.
tion WLBZ next Thursday night
1926
Essex
Coach
$50
with the narrow channel that The summary:
from 9.30 to 10.15, a feature of the
with
100 yard dash—Won by Keene (C);
$25
1924 Ford Coach
program to be thc Boys’ Band.
stretches southerly from the entrance
Horne (B) 2nd; Ellingwood (R) 3rd.
BILL WINCAPAW and thc
to Rockland harbor. Because the Time, 10 4-5 sec.
$20
1923 Ford Touring
man (C) 2nd; Cunningham (B) 3rd.
Maine Air Transportation
bottom of it is thickly sown with the
220 yard dash—Won by Keene (C); Distance 38 ft. 3 in.
1923 Ford J/2 Ton
familiar bivalve the name Mussel Clark <B>. 2nd Reed (B), 3rd. Time,
Co.
Hammer—Won by Morseman <B>;
Truck
$35
to the
Ridge Channel naturally belongs to 24 sec.
TI , ,
Cunningham <B» 2nd; Larrabee <B)
Studebaker
Touring
..
j
.
v.
i 440 yard dash—Won by Hopkins 3rd. Distance 113 ft.
$45
it. and we believe can so be found
. Lawry (R) 2nd; Knowiton (rj,
Islands in Penobscot Bay
Discus
—
Won
by
Keene
(C);
Inman
Buick
Touring
$45
upon some of the older charts. When \ 3rd Time, 58 4-5 sec.
in
<C) 2nd; Cunningham <B) 3rd. DisDodge Touring
$30
“Muscle” Ridge came into vogue we 880 yard dash—Won by Ripley (R); i tance, 102 ft.
Large 7 Passenger Heated
cannot say. We have freouently Beverage (C), 2nd; Faulkingham <R>
Javelin—Won by Home iBi; Keene
Chevrolet
Touring
$25
3rd. Time, 2 min. 24 3-5 sec.
DeLuxe Planes
called the government's attention to Mile run—Won by Pletroskl (R); ! (C) 2nd; Dunton (Rj 3rd. Distance
Buick Roadster
$35
on Pontoons Daily
the matter with view to bringing Havener (r> 2nd; Nash (C) 3rd. Time 120 ft.
Essex
Touring
$25
Leaving—
about official correction, but nothing 5 min. 12 3-5 sec.
These Cars are in Good Running
WITH
THE
BOWLERS
High
Jump
—
Won
by
Keene
(C)
and
A.
M.
P.
M.
has ever come of it. Governments
Order
Rockland
8.00 & 4.33
are sometimes that way. and then Elms IB) tied for 1st; Duncan (R)
In the 10-string sweepstakes con
A Good Buy For thc Price
and Nasli (C) tied for 3rd. Height 5
Vinalhaven
8.15 A 4.45
wonder that they get overthrown.
test last night these totals were
ft. 4 in.
North Haven
8.30 Sc 5.00
Pole Vault—Won by Horne (B); made: V. Norton 1013, Racklifl 1003, 1 Stonington
8.30 A 530
Biggest run of alewivcs in War Snowman <R) 2nd; Elms <B> 3rd. Glidden 95lj. Howard 921.
DAYLIGHT TIME
ren’s history. That is the word which Distance 8 ft. 3 in.
Fare to Vinalhaven, North Haven
Repairs
are
being
made
by
the
I.
L.
Broad
Jump
—
Won
by
Nash
(C)
;
comes across country, and the rea
$3.00; Stonington, $4.00;
RANKIN ST.
ROCKLAND
son why so many Rockland motorists Ellingwood (R) 2nd; Clark (B) 3rd. Snow Co. on one of the cement kilns,
Special Trip $12.00
Distance
18
ft.
1
in.
the
shell
of
which
had
been
damaged
are daily riding ovei to the mill town
53-tf
Shot
Put
—
Won
by
Keene
(C);
Inby
overheating.
on the Georges River.

Our Sale is in full swing NOW!

Lamps

of Quality

a, extremely LOW PRICES

"T

FLY

These Ca rs
Must Be £iold
At OnciB

E

People arc quick to realize real value for their money—that’s why hun
dreds of these fine quality lamps are going so fast during this special Lamp
Sale.
To reduce our stock, we are selling this high grade merchandise at a
sacrifice that WILL move it. You will find some very fine lamps priced far
below actual cost.
A few of the many on display at our local store are shown here but you’ll
have to see them to appreciate their value. Step in the next time you are
down street and choose from a varied assortment just the type you wish for
that room.

May we suggest that this, too, is an ideal time to buy future Wedding or
Christmas Gifts as the saving is worthwhile.

-

THIS SALE ENDS MAY 29TH

»

Central Maine Power Company
at any oj

our storea
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Thc Past Grands and Past Noble
Rev. W. M. Brewster will preach
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. McLoon are on
GLENMERE
❖
❖
Grands Asociation of Knox and Lin Sunday at Owl's Head at 11 a. m.
a weekend trip to Haverhill, Mass.
Rev. Milton R. Kerr of Boston has
coln Counties meets at Waldoboro
accepted a call to the Second Baptist
Wednesday, with supper at 6, stand
Frank L-throp has moved from
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
The furnishings for the new
Church. Martinsville and Port Clyde. J
ard.
the
Melvin
house
on
Warren
street
May 26—Graduation of Knox Hospital
Mr. Kerr will take up his work on the
Sankaty which has been rebuilt at
May 27—Intercity meeting of Rotary
into the Conary house on Pine street. Snow's were provided by the Burpee i
field early in June.
Clubs at Belfast.
Harold
Greene
sang
at
the
State
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Hooper were .j.
May 28—Knox County W.C.T.U. Con
Furniture Co.
Street
Congregational
Church
in
vention ln Warren, at the Baptist
Members of the G.A.R., and allied
guests of relatives in Friendship Sun- ❖
Church. Miss Helen Louise Byrnes speak Portland last Sunday morning. This patriotic bodies are asked to meet
day.
.
?
A box alarm from 25 called the fire
er.
Mr. Adams and friend of Jamaica *
May 28—Rockport Town hall—Oper service is broadcast each Sunday Sunday morning at 10 o'clock at the department to the Legion hall at 10
etta "Aunt Drusllla's Garden," by East from Station WCSH.
G.A.R. hall for the purpose of at
Plain, Mass., have been spending a *
Side grade schools.
tending divine worship at the Congre this morning where a lively roof Are
few days at the Adams cottage.
.;.
SERMONETTE
May 30—Memorial Day.
was
in
progress.
Much
excitement
The
annual
meeting
of
the
Con

gational Church.
Leo McDonald and sister of Boston +
May 30—Letter Carriers' convention
but
little
damage
resulted.
gregational
Woman's
Society
will
ln Biddeford.
and George Garland of Dedham,
Time
June 2—Lecture by Arthur P. DeCamp. take place Wednesday afternoon in
The silent policeman which has
Mass., were weekend guests of Mrs.
C. S. B of St. Louis, at First Church of the vestry at 3. There are many im
A
child
asks
“
What
time
is
A
meeting
of
the
Sea
View
Ceme

done voiceless duty in Winslow-Hol
Eugene Smith. On their return trip
Christ Scientist
it?
”
A
simple
question
easily
portant
matters
to
be
discussed
tery
Association
directors
and
mem

June 4—"Nothing But the Truth."
brook Square—Park and Main streets
they were accompanied by Mrs. Mc
Watts hall, Thomaston, by St. Bernard's which makes a large attendance nec —has been replaced by a mushroom bers will be held Monday night at
answered you say—but be very
Donald and Mrs. Garland who have
Players.
essary.
traffic light, and the granite marker 7.30 in the Chamber of Commerce careful that he does not leave been Mrs. Smith's guests the past two
June 4—Camden High School senior
off
the
“
it.
”
for
you
might
well
play at Rockport Town hall.
bearing the name of the square has rooms.
weeks.
June 5—Walter L. Main's circus.
Mrs. Maynard Brasier entertained been set in concrete alongside.
traverse the entire range of
Winslow Watt and daughters Mrs.
June 16—Community Chest drive.
at
bridge
and
luncheon
at
her
home
Philosophy and likely never find Walter Barter and Mrs. Verona MilJune 19—R. H 8. Alumni Association
E. F. Maxim, the well known Lew
in
Thomaston
Monday
evening
as
meeting at the High School.
The 155 m. m. gun lately assigned
the answer. Some would say i ler were in Rockland Thursday.
June 23-28—Baptist State convention an observance of her husband's birth to the Rockland battery of Coast Ar iston building contractor, who is just
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Davis arc .
now erecting a new High School only God knows, and still others
at Ocean Park.
day,
among
the
guests
being
Mr.
and
tillery will be seen in the Memorial building in that city, was a business
answer it is a measure of man's guests of their daughter Mrs. Chaun- ’£
July 4—Independence Day.
Mrs.
Leo
Howard
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
July 7-14—Squadron runs of Easterif
Day parade, and will furnish an as visitor in Rockland Thursday, and
: cey Keene in Rockland. Mr. Davis is ♦>
unknown to God.
Yacht Club ln Penobscot Bay.
Lloyd N. Benner of this city.
tonished public with a better idea dined at the home of Deputy Sheriff
receiving medical treatment from Dr. *
The tick of a clock Is clever man's
of the perils that brave men faced Ludwick. who formerly worked for
device
W. D. Hall.
*
Arthur "Nate” Saunders is thc new
Blue Bonnet Troop Girl Scouts in the World War.
To measure time, which knows di
Sidney Andrews of Rockland was a j ❖
him in Lewiston.
proprietor of the lunch room and meets Monday afternoon in the Uni
vision not;
recent visitor of his father, Capt. O. ' *
He recks hls calendars by sun and
pool room in Rankin block.
versalist vestry at 4 o'clock. In
The W.C.T.U. held a special meet
dark.
A. Andrews.
1+
"Alumni is always the same old
preparation of- the Eastern State ing Friday afternoon at the home of
Yet sun knows not a night nor sea
thing
”
cannot
be
the
complaint
this
son
’
s
change.
Rally
to
be
held
in
this
city
on
June
Mrs. Hope Brewster. Reports of
Needed repairs and improvements
NOTICE TO MARINERS
In philosophy there has been
62-64
will be made at Community Park 13, it is imperative that all members superintendents of departments for year, for President Herman M. Hart
and
his
energetic
committee
have
*. »J« »J» «£• »•« »’♦ •»,
be
present.
Take
signal
flags.
even
more
difference
of
opinion
the year were read. Delegates to the
next week under the direction of
Changes
in
buoyage
to
be
made
some
plans
that
are
genuinely
differ

as to the nature of time than of
county convention at Warren were
Willis I. Ayer and John W. Burns.
about June 1.
ent. The meeting will be held in the space. How early man began
The Woman's Committee of the appointed.
Petit Manan Bar East Buoy to be wrzjarerarafi'jafHisfyHJcfiLur
high school building the evening of
Central
Maine
Power
Company
met
to use a measure of time, which
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent of this city Wednesday evening with supper in
established
a 2d-class can, with black
June
19.
Misses
Katherine
Veazie
The children at the Warren street
never concerns creatures, we
and Mr. and Mrs. Ross Patterson of the rooms, after which the members,
and Mary Holbrook are collecting
know not; but the first mention and white vertical stripes, in 24 feet
Rockport are motoring to Bangor to numbering 15, journeyed down to the school are having a wonderful time dues.
of water, about 2,525 yards 327 deg.
of such a measure is in Isaiah
day where Mrs. Sargent gives her Gas House where they inspected the with the chute-the-chute, which has
deg. from Petit Manan Lighthouse.
been
placed
on
the
school
grounds
38:8:
final broadcast this evening.
works and listened to very instruc for their enjoyment, but much to the
Petit Manan Bar West Buoy to be
The Thomaston cement plant is
"Behold I will bring again the
tive talks by Frank Seavey and Elmer detriment of their clothing, and the chewing up about 1200 tons of lime
established, a 2d-class can, with i
shadow
of
the
degrees
which
is
Antonio Gustin, charged with tak Kaler, in charge.
rock a day, and after reading this
black and white vertical stripes, in 60 J
neighbors’ ear drums especially in statement the public will no longer gone down in the sun-dial of
ing indecent liberties, was yesterday
feet of water, about 2,700 yards 31414
the
early
evening.
Ahaz,
ten
degrees
backward.
So
sentenced to eight months in Knox
At the meeting of Edwin Libby Re
marvel at the encroachments which
deg. from Petit Manan Lighthouse.
County jail. He pleaded “guilty’’ lief Corps Thursday evening final
the
sun
returned
ten
degrees,
by
are being made on the southern side
Petit Manan Bar Buoy to be dis
Mt. Battie Lodge, I.O.O.F. of Cam of the New County road. As the cor- | which degrees it was gone down.”
when arraigned before Judge Butler. plans were made for the public sup
continued.
den
conferred
the
first
degree
at
the
Ecclesiastes
says:
“
To
every
per to be held this evening from 5
poration owns approximately 900
Mount Desert
Rock Lighted
thing there is a season, and a
Camp days at Chickamauga Park to 7; also for the annual children’s recent district meeting of Odd Fel acres of mineral rights the mills will
Whistle Buoy to be established about
lows
in
this
city.
Mt,
Battie's
degree
(Spanish War era) are recalled by party which will take place Thurs
time to every purpose under the
not have to go on a diet for some
June 1, in about 288 feet of water,
the Poppy Day display in the win day afternoon directly after school, staff came in for general commenda time.
heavens,” and enumerates many,
about 5)4 miles, 334 deg. from Mount
Past
dow of Commander I. L. Cross' shop on with Mrs. Ida Huntley, Mrs. Nellie tion on its excellent work.
between the timeposts of birth
Main street. “Les” will be glad to Higgins. Mrs. Julia Huntley and Mrs. Grand John Johnson acted as noble
and death. It is enough for Desert Rock Lighthouse, buoy will
The
Knox
County
W.C.T.U.
con

grand and Past Grand Hanson as
have black and white vertical stripes,
explain the details.
Eliza Plummer in charge.
vention will be held in Warren at
most of us, to know that by time
degree piaster.
and will show a flashing white light
the Baptist Church Thursday at 10 we measure our existence. “So
every three seconds, flash 0.3 second
A flower and food sale is to be con
Members of Winslow-Holbrook
a. m. daylight. Miss Helen Louise ! teach us to number our days
Two mammoth elms, which have Byrnes
duration, of 390 candlepower, !6 feet
Post, American Legion, are requested ducted by a group of Universalist
field secretary of the National
that we may apply our hearts to
We are offering a wide choice in
stood
in
front
of
the
rooming
house
above water, visible nine miles.
to meet at the Legion hall Sunday ladies in the vestry Friday afternoon
W.C.T.U. will be the speaker. Miss 1 wisdom.”
Steel and Wood Refrigerators in
Blue Hill Bay—Four foot rock buoy
morning at 10 a. in. to attend th^ at 2 o'clock under the direction of of that name, on the street of that Byrnes is scheduled to be in Rock- i
all thc new and wanted colors.
It is a serious thing to treat a
8, to be established about June 1, a
services at the Congregational Mrs. George B. Wood. Particular at name, were removed by the axeman land Wednesday when she will speak 5 child's question as simple, for so
These refrigerators incorporate all
tention will be given to orders for Thursday, and the thoroughfare has at a joint assembly of High School '
red, 1st class spar, in 60 feet of water,
Church.
the newest principles of iee
few questions really are simple.
flowers for Memorial Day, Mrs. Grace lost much of the gloominess which and Junior High in the forenoon and
about 2200 yards 86'4 deg. from Dar
economy and efficient use. Note
W. A. H.
Ayers
Black
and
Mrs.
M.
E.
Wotton
too
many
trees
gave
to
it.
There
are
ling
Island,
left
tangent.
will
be
guest
speaker
at
a
Y.P.B.
ban

The “Silver Kings" will play their
their beauty.
having
charge
of
this
feature.
Ar

many
other
Rockland
streets
which
Sheepscot
River
—
Barter
Island
quet at the Littlefield Baptist Church
opening dance a’ Owl’s Head Town
rangements may be made with them
in the evening.
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal). buoy 10 to be established about May
hail Monday night The first ten for flowers prior to Friday if desired. could profit similarly.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv 15, 1931, a red, lst-class spar, in place
ladies will be admitted free. Re
We offer Absolutely Free with each
In connection with the program at
Between whiles the Lawrence Port ices for tomorrow will be appropriate of Barter Island Lighted Buoy 10,
freshments will be served by Parker
sale in the city a week's supply of
The Masque and Gown, dramatic
or Whitsunday: which will be discontinued.
Stimpson and a good time is assured society of Bowdoin College, will pre Park Theatre Thursday night an land Cement Co. has been manufac for Pentecost
ice.
nouncement was made that Mrs. Da turing concrete posts for the. 1400
sent two one-act plays on Ivy Day at vid S. Hyler of 18 Oak street, had foot fence which it purposes to build Holy communion at 7.30; church
WINS FINE SCHOLARSHIP
school
at
9.30;
choral
eucharist
and
The United States Marines have the Cumberland Theatre, Brunswick.
opened a recruiting station in Port One is “Wurzel-Flummery” by the won the souvenir offered by the in front of its property on the New sermon at 10.30; evensong at St. George M. Kuhn of Waldoboro Gets
Eastern Furniture Co. It was deliv
land. The age limit has been re British humorist, Alfred A. Milne, ered yesterday—a mahogany library County road, commencing near thc John's at 7 o’clock.
S2000 Prize Offered By Wesleyan
entrance and running easter
» * » *
duced from 19 to 18 years. Any in and the other is “The Lost, Silk Hat" table, selected by Mrs. Hyler from cement
University
ly. The posts are 414 feet high and
formation relative to enlistment in by Lord Dunsany. In the latter Wil among many fine articles placed at will carry two galvanized cables. The
At the Congregational Church to
the Marines will be gladly furnished liam D. Rounds. '34 son of Rev. and her disposal.
morrow
morning
Mr.
Rounds
will
George M. Kuhn of Waldoboro, a
fence will be of the Massachusetts j
by Sergeant William T. McLaughlin, Mrs. Walter S. Rounds of this city,
highway standard, and will resemble preach on the subject, “The Life senior at Hill School, Pottstown,
has
the
role
of
the
policeman.
who can be addressed at City Hall,
Many members of Knox Lodge, those seen in Maine road projects Heroic.” This is Memorial Sunday Penn., has been awarded one of the
Portland.
except that the posts will be of con and the patriotic bodies of the city six $2000 Olin Scholarships offered
At the 112th annual convention of IO.O.F., will hie to Warren tonight crete instead of wood.
will meet for worship in this service. by Wesleyan University to qualifying
to attend the district meeting being
the
Episcopal
Diocese
of
Maine
at
District Agent L. A. Walker and
The Pilgrim Choir will sing. The members of next year's freshman
held today by the district compris
Portland
this
week
Rev.
Ralph
Hay

his associate, Lloyd Spear, left yes
The Ford parade was a general Sunday School will convene at the class.
ing the Warren, Waldoboro, Union
den,
rector
of
St.
Thomas'
Church,
terday for Randolph, N. H., where
The Olin Scholarships, amounting
Camden, was elected one of the cleri and Round Pond lodges. District topic of conversation along the street noon hour.
* * • •
Mr. Walker is to address a meeting cal
to $500 a year the four years the win
deputies to the General Conven Deputy Moore of Warren is presid yesterday and proved well worth a
of Maine, New Hampshire and Ver tion which takes place in Denver, ing. Waldo Lodge of Belfast will look. It was located on Tillson ave
At the First Church of Christ, ners are in college, are awarded six
mont agents of his company. This Colo., Sept. 16. Among the alter work the third degree.—Pittsfield nue during the afternoon and today Scientist, comer of Cedar and Brew boys from six districts in the United
group, with ladies, have taken over nates named to the National Con Encampment is to work the Royal and tomorrow may be seen at the ster streets, Sunday services are at States who give the best indication
the Mt. Crescent Inn at Randolph vention in Denver in September was Purple degree in this city June 6.
Knox County Motor Sales show 10 30 and the subject of the lesson of possessing outstanding traits of
for two days. Mrs. I#. A. Walker is noted the name of Mrs. Ralph Hay
roo.ms. The exhibit consists of 22 sermon tomorrow will be “Mortals character, scholarship and leader
a member of the party.
den of Camden. Mrs. J. B. Water
The Penobscot Bay Dental Club models of 1931 Ford commercial ve and Immortals.” Sunday School is ship.
bury, also of Camden, is a member met May 19 with Dr. Ralph Hutch hicles and is very instructive. Spe at 11.45. Wednesday evening testi
Mr. Kuhn is the son of Mr. and
The one-legged man who has been of the advisory board.
ison, exodontist of Portland as the cial interest is manifested in the pa mony meeting is at 7.30. The read Mrs. Hadley H. Kuhn of Waldoboro.
soiling pencils on thc street "mugged
trol wagon and ambulance which ing room is located at 400 Main street
up" Thursday and proceeded to in
The newly formed Garden Club guest speaker, assisted by Miss Louise may remain in this city. There was and is open week days excepting He attended the public schools of
■lErerafaremgHraiaiSfErarefaiaiaT!
Waldoboro and Lincoln Academy
sult pedestrians, patrolman Ingra will meet Thursday evening in The Libby, anesthetist. The afternoon
matriculating to Hill School. He is
ham promptly put him under cover Thorndike grill at 7.30 when actual clinic was held in the offices of Dr. a fire truck and all sorts of new holidays, from 2 until 5 p. m.
• • • «
an outstanding athlete at the Penn
and yesterday the man was escorted organization will take place. Every Lloyd Richardson and dinner was en wrinkles in delivery trucks A cordial
IHEd
to the town line. Nine out of 10 of one is asked to take a clipping per joyed at the Copper Kettle by 19 invitation is extended for all persons
Rev. George H Welcn, pastor of sylvania school and this year is cap
dentists
and
seven
dental
assistants.
interested to visit the Ford head the Universalist Church will have as tain of the baseball team. He played
these mendicants turn out that way, taining to gardens or flowers or to
and are a very poor advertisement foi relate a personal experience of their Following this Dr. Hutchison ad quarters.
the topic of his sermon Sunday morn guard on the football team and has
any city where they ply their trade. own gardens. All those interested in dressed the dentists, illustrating his
ing at 10.30 “Sacrifices for Peace.” been catcher on the baseball team
Dr. Alvin W. Foss was elected The quartet will sing as anthems two years.
the movement are requested to be remarks with lantern 6lid.es while
Next week's games in the Knox & present. Mrs. Nina Beverage who is Miss Libby presented a paper to the president of the Rotary Club at yes Goin' Home,” Dvorak-Fisher, and
terday's meeting. Charles M. Kal "Soldier Rest," Scott. Kindergarten
CEMETERY WREATHS & SPRAYS, ea. $1.00
Lincoln League are set forward one acting as temporary chairman will be dental assistants.
COMPENSATION FOR LANE
loch is vice president; Louis A. Walk is at 10.30: church school at noon and
iS
day because of the fact that Me glad to take names of those who wish
WAX FLOWERS, each............................ 5c and 10c
Thomaston High School will pass er, secretary (reelected); Joseph Em senior Y.P.C.U. at 6 p. m. In the
morial Day falls on Saturday. Rock to become members if unable to at into
Compensation at the rate of $14 a g
first place in the Knox & Lin ery, treasurer, and Dr. William Elling week’s activities appears the flower
land High will play at Camden and tend Thursday's meeting.
week
from
Nov.
29,
1930
to
May
19,
CEMETERY
VASES, each................................... 10c
coln Baseball League this afternoon wood. Elmer B. Crockett and retiring and food sale to be conducted in thc
1931 and to continue until further
Vinalhaven High at Newcastle Tues
They
are
going
fast.
Get them now. The assortment is complete.
—
"if"
it
is
able
to
defeat
Vinalhaven
president
Homer
E.
Robinson,
direcvestry
Friday
afternoon,
Appointment of Mrs. John E.
notice, was awarded Charles R. Lane
day, while on Friday Camden High
High in this afternoon's game at tors. In observation of Memorial
«...
by the Industrial Accident Commis
plays at Vinalhaven and Lincoln Walker of Thomaston as Rockland Thomaston—a proposition that does
a group of Civil War veterans
At the.Littlefield Memorlai church, sion yesterday for injuries suffered
SEE OUR NEW SUMMER MERCHANDISE
Academy
plays at Thomaston. and Thomaston chairman is an not look altogether easy in view of Day
were present including Cot Fernando Rcv L Q p
the
lor w,u take Nov. 22. 1930 while working as a
nounced
as
a
first
step
in
plans
for
Please rearrange your schedule ac
the
fact
that
the
gallant
island
lads
Philbnck, Sate Commander H. R for his morning subject, ..The wrong laborer for Gillis & Clune, Rockport.
MEN’S STRAW HATS, each.............................. 98c
Maine’s participation in the activities
cordingly.
of the National Women's Committee have not lost a game this season. Huntley. William H. Maxey, Eugene ' viewpoint." The choir will sing an Lane said he strained shoulder
TENNIS
SHOES, pair............................................ 79c
Comparative
scores
show
Vinalhaven
Rider
and
Samuel
Rankin.
Col.
Philfor Washington Cathedral, of which
and Mrs. Evelyn Hart and muscles and ruptured a blood vessel
Boy Scout Troops 2 and 3 held a Mrs. Robert Hallowell Gardiner Jr., High to be a logical favorite, for brick and Capt. Huntley spoke brief-: anthem
SHOES, pair........................................................... $1.00
Norman Crockett will sing a duet; which caused two hemorrhages,
joint supper hike on the shore at of Gardiner is State chairman. As Thomaston was defeate'd by Lincoln ly and the group was warmly ap- junior church at 10.30 is for children
while turning over a rock with a
DRESSES, sizes 7 to 14....................... 50c and $1.00
Ingraham Hill Monday night. Troop sociated with Mrs. Walker is Miss 3 to 2. while Lincoln lost to Vinal plauaca. A table of Spanish War from fjve
eleven years of age under crowbar, and has since lost thc use
6 also had an out-door meeting there Margaret Buttomer of Rockland who haven 15 to 1. Comparative figures vets included A. C. McLoon. Dr. Foss the direction of Miss Olive Bragg. of an arm.
WASH SUITS........................................50c and $1.00
with games. The Cub Pack held its has been interested in this work for are apt to furnish inconsistencies, W. A. Glover and M. R. Pillsbury. Sunday school is at 11.45; B.Y.P.U.
SUN
SUITS, each....................................... 25c and up
first supper hike Wednesday night some time. This committee's general however, so hold your hosses before The annual reports showed the club at 6.15, led by Misses Vivian Chaples
SUICIDE BY POISONING
you
bet
your
automobile,
radio
or
at Ingraham Hill. The next court of purpose is to arouse nation-wide in
to be prospering financially and doing and Frances Hammond, their topic
PRICES LOWEST IN YEARS
honor will be held June 5, time and terest in the work of completing pipe against the disciples of Styvie. much active work Its membership is being "Why is the Bible worth know
Despondent because of ill health, It
The
game
will
be
played
at
3.30,
and
55 and for the year past has rated ing?" The young people's orchestra is believed, William Perkins. 60, of
place to be announced later. Alt the North and South Transepts of
merit badge applications ijiust be in Washington Cathedral for use dur is likely to draw a large crowd from highest in clubs of over 50. Visiting will lead the praise service at 7.15 Newcastle, cudci* his life Tuesday by
ing the George Washington Biennial Rockland in view of the fact that the Rotarians were Herbert Thomas. and will furnish special music taking poison.
by May 30.
Rockland team is playing Lincoln Kendall Hopkins, Harold Nash and through the evening. The pastor’s
observance in 1932.
One of his sisters heard him groan
Academy away over in the other end Col. E. A. Robbins of Camden and ! subject will be “The Question of Di ing in his room, and when she dis
Pleasant Valley Grange held an
Rockland, Maine
Ned Leighton of Waterville.
The annual State Convention of of the district.
other of those pleasant, friendly, in
I vine healing" or “Did Christ die for covered what he had done a physician
the
Knights
of
Columbus
will
be
held
was
summoned,
but
it
was
too
late
to
“
-------our
bodily
ills?
”
Weekly
prayer
serv
formal sessions Tuesday night, after
Auto awnings bring cool comfort: jce comes on Tuesday evening at 7.30. save him Mr. Perkins who was for
a bountiful supper of beans, greens, in Orono Tuesday. Following the
to your family. See Rockland Awn
a long time a railroad worker, leaves
and “in-betweens” consisting of business session, a banquet will be
ing Co.. 18 Willow St. Tel. 1262-W,
“Help in thc Conflict,” is to be the abrother, James F., and two sisters,
various kinds of cake and other served at the Penobscot Exchange in
at 7.30. Among the speak
adv.
subject of the sermon at thc First the Misses Clara and Georgia Perkins.
sweets. Nearly every member had Bangor
ers will be Peter W. Collins, director
-----------------Baptist Church on Sunday morning,
a story to tell; Jesse Tolman had of employment from the Supreme
A good rat dog is almost indispen- The choir will sing, "Oh Be Joyful In
his usual collection of funny clip Office of the order in New Haver:
sable on a farm where old buildings the Lord." Nevin. Charles Wilson Epworth League meet9 at 6 o’clock.
pings, Robert McIntosh sang, Eunice Supreme Director James Carroll.
attract rats and offer shelter for ' will sing, “We Are Grass in the Gar- At 7.15 the pastor will preach a short
Morse gave a harmonica solo, some Past State Deputy Fred D. Harvey of
them. A small terrier dog especially den Of God,” Bartlett. Thc church sermon on "God’s Covering For Sin.’’
of thc old, well known songs were Portland. District Deputy Raymond
when
taught to hunt by itself, will 1 school with classes for all ages will The weekly prayer service is held on
rendered by the Grange, Julia Phil Grady, State Deputy J. Frank Baker
often
keep
a farm entirely free from meet at noon. “Why is the Bible Tuesday evening at 7.15, topic, "Home
brook and Adella Veazie gave read of Orono. J. Edward Sullivan, master
Worth Knowing," will be the topic Sickness.’’
rats.
ings,- and all agreed that it was one of the fourth degree, and Grand
of the Christian Endeavor meeting at
BORN
of the most enjoyable meetings of Knight Harold Sullivan of Orono. It
6 o'clock when Everett Frohock will
EIGHT SMALL WORDS
1930 Willys-Knight De
-At Portland. May 20. to Mr.
thc season During the business ses is also expected that the Right Rev.
lead. The people's evening service DUDLEY
I For The Courier-Gazette |
and Mrs. Ralph F. Dudley (Myrle O.
sion Willis Snow was installed as Bishop John Gregory Murray of the
will be at 7.15 (just one hour). The
yiie sun went down ln the golden west,
Luxe Sedan
Thomas), a daughter, Marilyn June.
And the gypsy moon hung low.
sistant steward, with O. Gardner Diocese of Portland and pastors of
I choir will sing, “Onward Christian
No sound was there ln the silent night Soldiers," MacDougall, and “He Was
You make no mistake when you use ANTHRACITE
acting as installing officer. The pro surrounding parishes will deliver ad
DIED
But the great sea's ebb and flow.
1929 Willys-Knight Stand
Wounded for Our Transgressions,” HEAL—At Lincolnville, May 23, David H. |
gram for next Tuesday night bids dresses. Ralph Tardiff. grand knight
COAL. Its even burning qualities and real heat
Heal, aged 71 years. 5 months, 13 days, >
I was left alone with my thoughts and Oliver. Mrs. Mildred Havener will
fair to be even more interesting, as of the local order, and Raymond Mou
ard Sedan
Funeral Monday at 1 o’clock, standard. j
God.
sing “Borrowed.” Mr. MacDonald's EARLseveral new features will be intro laison, past grand knight, expect tc
making power
And the tang of the salt sea air.
At Camden, May 18, Raymond,
attend the convention.
j subject will be, “The Dare of Christ.”
I was lett alone ln solitude.
son of Harry A., and Margaret (Mc
duced.
1929 Whippet 6 Coach
With the great rocks standing there.
Cauley, Earl, aged 1 month, 25 days.
The happy prayer and praise meet
Baraca Class met Thursday eve
—At Camden. May 22. Harriet M.
I watched the moon on the restless sea. ing will be held on Tuesday evening ANNIS
The clinic nurse of the Maine Pub ning in the Methodist vestry with
Annis, aged 86 years. Funeral Sunday ;
at 7.15, topic, "A Sea Shore Prayer
And on the salt-caked sod;
1929 Nash Special Sedan
lic Health Association has completed good attendance. These committees
at, 2 o’clock from her late residence, 92 |
I thought of the Scriptures holy words: i Meeting.”
Chestnut street.
taking chest X-rays of school chil were named: Executive, George W
"Be still and know that I am God."
ROBERTS—At Newport, May 19, William
dren who reacted to the tuberculin Gay, Mrs. Shirley Rollins, H. M. de
We have just received a barge load of this high grade
Morning
worship
at
Pratt
Memorial
Roberts, aged 72 years. Burial in Cam- j
1929 Ford Tudor
I looked, and the turbulent sea was
test. Fifty-one X-rays were taken Rochemont, Mrs. Fanny Dow. Mrs.
den.
calmed;
. M. E. Church tomorrow will be at
fresh
mined coal and can make prompt deliveries.
\wo weeks ago, 57 May 19 and 50 Ruth Ellingwood. Rev. Harry H. Marr
—At Warren. Mav 21. Emma
Hls presence was nearer Kthan breath 10-30 with Mr. Marr s sermon subject PERKINS
E., wife of Emerson Perkins, aged 67
1928 Whippet 6 Sedan
May 20. The taking of them was and Leroy Chatto; membership. Mrs.
itself.
"The Responsibility of the Human
Why not let us have your order Today while
years, 2 months. 10 days. Funeral from '
delayed one week because of the need Margaret Rackliffe, Ralph U. Clark
As those words rang out on the night will.” Sunday school convenes at
the late home Sunday at 2 o’clock
Lyra Cook.
standard.
for a new part for the portable ma and Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt; social, Mr'.
11.45 with classes for all ages, and the
1928 Whippet 4 Cab
5 Bunker St., Rockland.
chine. Reports on the X-rays can Esther Dolliver. Mrs. Fanny Dow and
CARD OF THANKS
Coupe
not be expected in less than two Mrs. Thelma Stanley; devotional,
L take this opportunity to thank my i
Rev.
H.
H.
Marr.
Mrs.
Ruth
Elling

friends
for
the cards, letters and gifts
weeks. The films are mailed to the
received during my stay in Knox Hos- j
sanatorium to be developed. From wood and Ralph IT. Clark; mission
Ford
1%
Ton
Truck
pital;
for
the
Sunsl^ne basket from |
there they will be mailed to Dr. F. ary. Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, Mrs.
Crescent Temple and friends, gift l[rom
Edith
Tweedie
and
Mrs.
Jessie
B.
Good
Will
Grange
and Knox Pomona,
B. Ames, Roentgenologist, Bangor,
E. A. Starrett Auxiliary, Anderson
These cars are in perfect
to be studied. After that is done Marr; visiting. Mrs. Margaret Phil
Auxiliary
of
Rockland,
and Dr. North
Mrs. Thelma Stanley and
and the nurses for their kindness
Miss Davis will report to all parents brook,
condition
Will give 3 complete per
George 3. Orcutt: ways and means,
Mrs.
Mabel
J. Mills.
telling whether or not Dr. Ames has Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, A. W. Gregory
519 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 487
formances Today at the
recommended an examination by a Mrs. Thelma Stanley. Ralph U. Clark
1855
1931
J
chest specialist for the child. The and Mrs. Shirley Rollins. Rev. and
Park. Regular matinee,
62-65
Knox County Medical Society will Mrs. Harry H. Marr and Mrs. Emma
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO. «
Telephone
466
-W
two
complete
eve.
shows.
cooperate in planning the chest Martin were voted into membership
Waldoboro and Rockland
WILLYS-KNIGHT & WILLYS
clinic when the number to be ex Games and music rounded out the
Highlands
SALES SERVICE
Your
last
chance
to
see
!
amined is known. This week the evening, ice cream and cake being
Artistic Memorials In Stone
632
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
giving of tuberculin tests in Belfast served under the direction of Mrs
122S-tf
will be begun,
Aiiah Gay.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Oakland Park

Saturday, May 30
FINEST DANCE FLOOR

MOST BEAUTIFUL BALLROOM

CELEBRATED ORCHESTRAS

TO BUY WISELY
BUY NOW—
AND BUY AT

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Note These Two Seasonable Offers!
Refrigerators

E. B. CROCKETT 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE

E. B. CROCKETT 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE

One Thing
Is Certain!

Cannot Be Equalled In Any Other Fuel

Prices Are Low and Coal The Best

KIRMA

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

DOINGS OF THE

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 23, 1931
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“C1RKIS" IS COMING

GIRL SCOUTS

Famous Showman Says That Ele
phant Is Most Intelligent Animal
Trained

Report of Their Activities For the Fast Year Indicates a
Live Organization

(COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLEj

IO II
12 13
1
3
2
"Of all the animals that are
!5 b 7 6 9
trained for circus performances, the
'
1
lb
5
w
elephant is the most intelligent.”
1
Thus quotes this well known circus
Orissa Merritt, secretary, has sub work, followed by a pleasant social
20
Wills probated: Edith F. Snow- Robert W. Armstrong of Winchester, showman of Walter L. Main Circus,
17
19
6
mitted her annual report of the Girl hour at Mrs. Emery's home.
deal, late of Owl's Head, de- Mass., exr.; William H. Dyer, late ot Museum, Menagerie, and Egyptian
The girls responded to the Red
ceased. Chancey K. Snowdeal of East Lansdowne. Penn., Beulah Taney Caravan, which will give afternoon |
25
IT
21
Scout Council, for the year ending
Cross call by a donation of $2 taken
and night performances in Rockland,
Owl's Head, exr.; Emma W Cooper, of East Lansdowne, Penn., exx.
May 14.
from the weekly 5-cent collection.
late of Rockland, deceased, Alice
Petition for license to sell real es- June 5.
2M
25 2b
Regular meetings have been held They have between $5 and $6 in the
Walter L. Main ought to know ani
M. Cooper of Rockland, exx.: tate filed for notice: Estate Barbara
mals
for
he
has
been
an
animal
with an average attendance of nine; treasury.
Charles A. Mitchell, late of Rock- Achorn. filed by Olive E. Horsley of
32 33
31
n 26
trainer ever since he was a boy in
Troop 3. Mrs. Nina Beverage cap
17 councillors accepted duty in the
land, deceased. Virgie F. Studley of Thomaston, guardian.
his
teens,
and
ranks
as
one
of
the
tain and Miss Irene Lunden lieuten
Rockland, exr.; Almon G. Varney.
Petition to determine inherit1
is
organization. The loss of two mem ant, has 32 Scouts- seven first class
37
.
3M
efficient and expert trainers of 1
late of Rockport, deceased, Inez L. ance tax filed for notice: Estate most
bers by removal from the city, is re Scouts, seven second class Scouts, 12
animals in the United States Among i
Varney of Rockport, exx.; Francis Aaron M. Andrews, late of Rockport other interesting things Mr. Main
40
39
gretted—John Thompson and Rev. Tenderfoot Scouts and six girls join
V. Crocker, late of Vinalhaven, de deceased, filed by Z. M. Dwinal, quotes: “Elephants learn with phe
ing at the last meeting; three girls
Jesse Kenderdine.
ceased. Nellie M. Wilson of Vinal admr.
nomenal quickness and they do not
Ml L 45
4b 47
43
m
42
Those present at every meeting are working to become Eagle Scouts;
haven, exx.; Parks Buker. late of
Petition for distribution filed for show that aversion to their tricks
were: Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood. com- seven
r
r
f X X r»',
Rockland.
deceased, Harriet
A notice: Estates Annie Sprowl, late of that the cat animals do. I have seen
50
missioner; Mrs. Nina Beverage, cap--80115
Mrs. Ellis of the Central
96
49
Buker of Rockland, exx.
Rockland, filed by Lester J. Sprowl animals practice difficult tricks vol
tain of Troop 3; Herman Hart, treas- M‘l\ne_,?On3r^C°'S !laff'
)h H
Petitions for administration grant- of Rockland; Oscar A. Hix, late of untarily when they didn’t know any
urer; and Mrs. Orissa Merritt, sec- ’ At Thanksgiving they contributed
51
52 53 54
ed: Estates Lizzie A. Carroll, late of Rockland, deceased, filed by Hattie body was around.” Speaking of the
Rev. Aug. Nelson. Evangelist
retary. Those having missed but one | to Miss Corbett’s work.
cat animals Mr. Main says that
Rockport,
deceased.
Oscar
W.
CarE.
Hix
Midwood,
admx.
Outside activities in which the
...................................
I
1
Rev.
Aug. N. Nilson,_ evangelist roll of Rockport, adnir.; Erick Har5& 59 bO
meeting were Rev. W. S. Rounds,
55 5b
Petitions for confirmation of trus- about seven weeks are required tp
Mrs. Gertrude Wooster, Mrs. Maude Scouts have participated are: The from Southern California, who is jula. late of South Thomaston, de- tee filed for notice: Estate Parks teach a trained lion or a bear a trick
Blodgett, Mrs. Margaret Flanagan, 10tl1 annual review of Massachusetts preavhing at the churcli of the ceased. Arthur E. Harju'.a of South Buker, late of Rockland deceased, while a little longer time is required
bi
b4
fe5
bl
Mrs. Kathrvn Sherman and Miss state Scout leaders, at the Boston xalarene, I'ninn, in a series of revi- Thomaston, admr.: Charles W. Wot- filed by Frank H. Ingraham of Rock to teach a leopard or a tiger. It is
ochran
uaraeu. May
.viav 17,
ii, 1930.
i3ou. where
wncic Scouts
ovuuu- , val
va| services.
services, The
me meetings
mecm.gs will
wm eoniuuEllen Cochran.
' Garden.
the opinion of Mr. Main that the
b6
w
ton, late of Friendship, deceased, land.
bb
b/
J
There are 36 registered Scouts, with from a11 sections of New England ,inUe another week each evening exAccounts filed for notice: Estates above named animals have even
illment of 46: divided thus *'ere lnvited- Rockland sent 12 rep- cept Saturday at 7 30 standard Re .
% Davis of St. George, admr.;
more
capacity
for
learning
than
a
an enrollment
70
72
71
first class
class Scouts
by Mrs Mr. Nilson is a widely traveled, well onar.es L Johnston, late of Rock- Lena W. Webb, late of Warren, first horse. He said that while a tiger can
Seven first
Scouts, seven
seven secsec- resentatives accompanied
„
known evangelist and brings splen- land- deceased. Gertrude E. Sylvester and final account filed by C. A Webb, be taught to walk upon its hind legs
ond class Scouts, 22 tenderfoot Ellingwood and. Mrs. Beverage
did. spiritual messages, in the opinion and Ralph C. Johnston, both of adnir.; Fred J. Taber, late of Rock- in three or four months, it will re
Scouts and ten who are doing the
i Rockland, admrs.; Lydia E. Doloff. land, deceased, first and final ac- quire a much longer period of time
Thirteen Scouts and others at- of his followers,
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) I VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
work, but who have not attained the
late of Camden, deceased, Percy J. count, filed by State Street Trust Co., to teach a horse to do the same trick.
51-Conjunction
i27— Founder of Calvatended
the
Eastern
Maine
rally
in
1-To approach
age to become Tenderfoot Scouts.
Good of Camden, admr.; Willie A exr.; Frank H. Osgood, late of VinalThere are many outstanding ani
;52-To give remedies to
tion Army
5-A kind of beer
UNION
Ninety-two merit badges have been City hail. Bangor. June 7. under the
Coggan, late of Union, deceased, Al- haven, deceased, first and final ac- mal features with the Walter L.
2S-To concur
10-Deep lethargic sleep 55-Sick
distributed this year. Helen Ruben- direction of Miss Ruth Hed und, |
57-To guide a boat with 30-ln
Mrs Mark Bradstreet who has been bert H. Goss of Union, admr.; Row- count filed by Alfred S. Osgood, exr.; Main Circus. A baby camel was re
sleep
stein has the largest number. 22, and le«lollal dll^t0J for Nt’’ England
. ...
----- .. ,_x.
-----..H.—Derry,
------ ,xx_
32- Carried
14- To declare po«la rudder
Rockland Scouts made a splen- visiting her husband at Augusta has i<landj J.
Wasgatt.
late ..
of Rockland. „
Oscar
late of* Camden, de cently born and said to be the first
Avis Lovejoy and Alice Gay 21 each. The flowing winning first place twice returned home.
33- Grlmace of con
tlvely
53-Fairy
\ deceased, Mary K. Wasgatt of Rock- ceased, first and final iaccount filed to be born in this country in over fifty
' did showing
* * * *
tempt
15-To clothe or dress
61-Stillness
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mills and child j land. admx.
by Charles A. Perry, admr.; Aaron years. With the two Egyptian drome
i in games
______
Eight Scouts have had perfect at16- Greek god of war
64-British territory In 35-Same as rattan
Petitions for license to sell real es- M. Andrews, late of Rockport, de- daries the largest ever imported came
In September 1930 Rockland had of Washington. D. C., arrived Monday
’ 36-Not in
17- Perplexing predicaW. Africa
tendance for the year. One girl in the distinction of sending one of the ' and are to make their home with Mrs. tate .granted:
---------- ----------------------------------------------------Estates ------Alvah ....
M ceased,
first and final account
filed a baby elephant which takes its daily
38-Wheel track in a
- ment
66- Freczes
Troop 3 has had perfect attendance tWQ
0( which Maine was Mills' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Spear, late of Thomaston, deceased, by Z. M. Dwinal. admr. c. t. a.: Al rations yet from the bottle. These I
road
19-Notched like a saw 67- To accumulate
since the troop was organized.
entitled, to Springfield for a week. Ripley.
. . ..........................
.
filed by Robert .....................
W. Walsh of—Thomas- bert
F. Vose, late of....
Union,
deceased, along with the baby leopards and1
42- Of less size
21- Crete's highest
169—A city of Massa
There are at present two Owl,
aH exppnses paid
guesU pf | Charles Esancy is building a piazza ton, admr.: Mertie L. Simpson of first and final account filed by Oscar lion cubs have everywhere endeared
43- One of the Pilgrim
mount
chusetts
^0U K,
ops
ez.=n^,n !nd
Mrs. James J Storrow. Miss Helen on his house and making other re- Rockland,
..............................
„ .Elisha W. Pike of W. Carroll, exr.; Ellen B. Delano of themselves to the hearts of the
filed by
Fathers
22-The superior of an
70- Dried and yellow
Mrs. Nina Beverage captain and Mis RUbenstejn was the
chosen be- Pairs- Hls brother David Esancy ot Rockland. guardian.
Thomaston, final account filed by kiddies and older element. The circus
44- A type measure
abbey
71- A dependency of
Irene Lunden lieutenant; and Cloiei cause of her outstanding work in ’ Appleton is assisting him.
Accounts allowed: Estates Annie Olive E. Keizer, guardian; Mary E. with its blazing three bands, grand I
45- Ardent
23- A drink
China
Leaf having Mrs. Lou Emery as cap- Sz,nlltino,
Mrs. J. C. Simmons is spending he gprowi late of Rockland, deceased. Coombs and Martha B. Coombs of opening spectacle and hippodrome
24-One who cares for 72- Chopping f-?l (pi.) 47-Nearly extinct New
tournament
will
transform
the
in

tain and Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy as
In July 1930, two girls were sent 7eelLin ™r^,an?.'.’tsiting her daugh‘ , first and final account filed by Ed- Marshall, Michigan, first and final
!
Zealand bird
the sick
terior of the big circus tent to that of
lieutenant. The latter troop was or by the Council for a two weeks' (
VERTICAL
Eleanor Sukeforth of Wash- ward K Gould- admr.; Addie Knowl- account filed by Helen B. Coombs, a mystic realm which brings to the
53- Dried in the sun or
25- Combining form—
ganized
in
October
1930,
and
with
Miss
1- A Turkish
in smoke (Scot.)
equal
ganizea in uciouei aaau,
course at Camp Edith Macy—Irene .-r’n „,ho ha, hppri visitine her ’ton' late of Roekport. deceased, first guardian, of Marshall, Michigan.
youthful mind as well as others a
meeUngs wrk got'underway quick- Lunden and Mar>' Lawry; also Alice g^,ldn,otder Mrs. Carrie Esancy re- alld final a«»unt filed by Ernest O
Petitions for probate of wills filed grand transformation that proves be
54- A unit of work and
magistrate
27-A sack
energy
2- 0Id Roman poet
29-Ocean
The meetings are held in Gay for two weeks at CamP piscata- turned home Sundav.
Patterson, adnir.; Eliza F. Crockett, for notice: Clara A. Hall, late of witching and bewildering, scenes long
3- Mixture or medley 55-An Egyptian
31-Natives of Serbia
the
Congregational vestrv These 9uis in East Barrington, N. Hvirgil Simmons and Harold
Wads- late of North Haven, deceased, first Rockland, deceased, Simon H. Hall to be remembered.
goddess
34-Man-eating demon
4- 3ooner than
A grand free outside exhibition on
reeetimrs have had the ODening cere- These girls brought back much that1 WOrth are working on the road at and final account filed by Jennie W , of Rockland, exr.; Elinor Robinson,
5- Young sheep
55-Parasitic insect (pi.)
36- AII correct (abbr.)
the show grounds at 1 and 7 p. m.
the
col,ite
to
the
Flag
therewas
of
value
10
them
and
to
their
Union.
Stone,
admx.;
Anna
L.
Dunton.
late
late
of
Rockport,
deceased,
Grace
monv, the Salute to the Flag, the re
37- Dlsloyalty to the
6- Same as arabesque 1 c57-Prefix—half
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Fuller of Rockland, deceased, first and final Mildred Robinson of Rockport, exx.; Doors open at 1.30 and 7.30 p. m.
peating of the Girl Scout promise, troop and it is hoped another sum7- Greek (abbr.)
59-Slender mark or
state
Performances
at
2
and
8
p.
m..
Prices
mer
all
first
class
Scouts
can
take
a
were recent guests of friends in account filed by Susie D. Davis, exx Albert H. Newbert, late of Rockland,
laws and motto. Following this the |
streak
39- Conjunction
8- The Orient
of
admission
have
been
reduced
for
Portland.
Annette Denig Jones, late of St deceased, Ella L. Newbert of Rock40- Musical note
9- One of the grains
£0-Devlces for agitat
girls have formed into two patrols course at a Scout camp.
this
day
and
date
only.
May 10, 1931, was observed as the
Leroy Carey and family of Still- George, deceased, first and final ac- iand, exx; James F. Woodsum, late
ing the air
41- Having made a wi'l tO-Whosied vehicle
A pleasant part of each meeting is
Yes, there will be a street parade.
first Girl Scout Sunday in Rockland. water visited Mr. and Mrs. W. J. J count filed by Kate Denig Tower of Rockland, deceased, Amory B.
11-Public speakers
62- A compass point
N before death
the singing.
I
special
service
at
the
UniBrvant
last
week.
admx.;
c.
t.
a.;
Catherine
McIntire.
Allen
of
Rockland,
exr.;
Daniel
H.
(abbr.)
45- Pronoun
: 12-To apportion
Mrs Ellingwood invested nine:wlln a
WALDOBORO
Vivian Hannan and Herbert Hawes late of Rockland, deceased, seventh Glidden, late of Vinalhaven, degirls with the rank of Tenderfoot.I versalist Church, at which all Girl
13-Atsca
46- Of sound mind
63- Household pet
Dr.
and
Mrs.
D.
B.
Mayo
of
Jones

attended
Masonic
Grand
Lodge
at
account
filed
by
Alan
L.
Bird
of
i
ceased,
Jeannette
G.
Carver
of
Vinal48- Pertaining to blood 18-To spoil
65-Highest note of
The other five who attend the meet- i Scouts and Council members were
Rockland, trustee; Liller J. S. Fou- haven, exx.; Martha D Allen, late port have been in town.
49- Human beings
Guido’s scale
20-To elevate
ing have not yet reached the age of invited. Blue Bonnet and Clover Portland.
Miss Gertrude Newbert of Rock
Leaf troops attended in body and
26-Chairs
68-Prefix—from
Mrs. Nellie Hannan of South dray, late of Rockland, deceased, first of Rockland, deceased, Walter H.
50- Prefix—through
ten.
land
has
been
the
guest
of
Mrs.
_ _ troop were represented by almost 100 per- Montville is keeping house for A. E. i account filed by Corinne H. Edwards Butler of Rockland, exr.
Some of the m
activities of this
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
were a hike* to the Breakwater and cent attendance. Miss Alice Gay, Ames. Mrs. Willard Overlock who j trustee; Ruth G. Stanton of StoningPetitions for administration filed Geneva Welt.
Mrs. Joseph Stafford was hostess
another to Chickawaukie Lake, on patrol leader of the High School has been there for several months1ton. Conn., first and final account, for notice: Estates Julia M. BlackSOUTH BELFAST
which work in laying and following group of Blue Bonnet troop, gave a has returned to he>- home at Razor- filed by Lewis B. Stanton of Stoning- mgton, late of Rockland, deceased, at the meeting of the Susannah
Ruth Wight and George Hardy'
trails was practiced
fine and comprehensive address on
ville for the summer.
ton. Conn., guardian.
C. A. Blackington of Waterville Wesley Society.
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Quiner have spent Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
A Christmas party was held with Scouts Ideals and Accomplishments
Herbert Hill has been on jury duty Petitions to determine inheritance admr.; Ashael A. Norton, late
returned from Marblehead, Mass,
a tree presents and refreshments.
Scout work pays big dividends in in Portland.
tax granted: Estates Annette Denig of South Thomaston, deceased, where they passed the winter and Fred Herrick.
Harlan Ramsey is working for J
At this time a large basket of gifts, satisfaction and results.
Mrs. Eva Sayward was in Rock- Jones, late of St. George, deceased Charles T. Smalley of Rockland are at their home on Dutch Neck.
Charles Dickey at Bayside.
donated bv the girls was taken to
People willing to give of their time land Wednesday.
filed by Kate Denig Tower of St admr.; Herbert Bucklin, late of War__
Dr._______
Randall___
Condon and Mr. and
Douglas Tare of Old Town is work
R. Bliss Fuller and Herbert Tib George, admx c. t. a.; Addie Knowl- ren, deceased, Levi R. Bucklin of Mrs ' RufuT Condon of Friendship
Boy Scout headquarters for delivery, and strength, as leaders, are few and
The-e was a coasting party at Mrs Rockland should feel very grateful to betts were in Rumford Friday.
ton, late of Rockport, deceased, filed Warren, admr.
| were at Mrs. Mary Achom’s Monday, ing for Harold Herrick.
Clarence Drinkwater is clerking a1
Mrs. Emma Jones is having her by Ernest O. Patterson of Rockport,
Emery's, a Valentine party andan Mrs. Beverage., Mrs Emery,~Mrs
inventories granted: Estates Cora
-----Mrs .Walter
Boggs has been in
The First National Store in Belfast.
admr.
,B. Millay, late of Camden, deceased, Rockland a few days.
outdoor May meeting with field j Lovejoy and Miss Lunden for the piazza repaired.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Walton visited
outstanding work they have accom
Clarence Moody has greatly im
Petition perpetual care of burial] $2729.90; Laura E. Wadsworth, late
Friends of Mrs. Lillian M. iSmith)
plished with the girls.
proved the appearance of his store lot granted: Estate J. Emery Ladd, I of Camden, deceased, $9508.50; Min Brackett, wife of Edward E. Brackett, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Drinkwater
The Scriptures tell us it is “pre by giving it a coat of white paint
iate of Vinalhaven, deceased, filed by I nie C. Dene, late of Union, deceased. were saddened to hear of her death last Sunday.
Hazel Robinson has returned from
cept upon precept, here a little and
Everett Prescott and family have Lmias A Elwell of Rockland, admx. $2858; Hattie M. Prescott, late of which occured suddenly Tuesday
there a little" and to review the year moved into the Creighton house which
Petitions for probate of foreign Rockland, deceased, $8000; Silas P. afternoon .at her home on Friendship Boston after spending the winter in
that city.
as a whole it is plain that those who they recently bought of the heirs.
] wills filed for notjCe: Marilla J. Arm- j Dunton, late of Rockland, deceased, street.
Graaid View Grange will dedicate (
have labored have not labored in
Mrs. A. L. Shorey entertained at a
strong, late of Winchester, Mass.;. $500.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
charming luncheon Friday afternoon. their new hall June 5. State Mastei | copies
evidenced in the sudden and tragic
vain.
of The Courier-Gazette, with the
It was one of the pyramid parties Harry Crawford of Houlton and home news, at Central News Co., 66 Condeath of Will Coggan. He was of a
ROCKPORT
I
salad
'
hot
rolls
>
Pickles,
angel
cake
that
are
being
given
for
the
benefit
of
State
Lecturer
Allison
P.
Howflls
will
I
gress
St.;
or Ross News-stand. 381',i ConMAINE WOMEN WORKERS
kind and generous disposition and
! and coffee.
the Lincoln Home and there were 12 be present and take part in the cere- 1I Krpss St
will be very much missed among
,,
™
_
,
x
In appreciation of the work done guests present.
One Maine woman makes her liv neighbors and friends and especially
mony Dinner will be served at noon.
Mrs. Flora Kemp of Camden was hv Mr
he -was nresented with
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Kuhn have been Following the dedication a program
WORK DONE
ing by coal mining, writes the Wash bv his companions at the quarfy,; the guest Tuesday of Mrs. Ethel Yorlt aV “ld piece ’ from the Girl Scouts,
in
Portland.
ington correspondent of the Port where he had been a faithful worker and Mrs. Gertrude Havener, Spear He thanked the friends and said that
is to be carried out under the direc
ANYWHERE
Miss Creeland Rowland of North
land Evening News.
50 i°nS>sheet.
(words could not express his feelings Carolina, who has been acting as tion of Lecturer Ruth Wight. The
PROMPT SERVICE
Sixteen
others
told
the
censushall
has
been
used
several
times
for
Water Pipes Repaired and Relald.
Mrs. Frank Eaton who has been a j of surprise and happiness, and hoped coach for “The College Flapper” has
MAY 28, 29, 30
taker their gainful occupation is the
guest of Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey J the instruction given would bring been staying at Mrs. E. M. Whit meetings and a play and dance re Inside and out. Digging included.
TENANT'S HARBOR
I "extraction of minerals,” two in oil
cently held there. Dances will also Pipes Wired Out. Sewers Dug,
Mrs. Emma Torrey has returned for a few days returned Tuesday to i them both benefit and pleasure in comb’s.
Return Limit
and gas wells and 14 in other mines from Massachusetts and Connecticut, her home at Winterport.
J rendering first aid.
Mrs. Frederick A. Brummitt of be held each Tuesday night. Thurs Laid Out and Cleaned when
Cesspools Dug and
and quarries.
George D. Pottle and Frank Win- 1 A prize was offered for the best note Boston is at her home on Friendship day night the third and fourth de Plugged.
where she has been passing the win
JUNE 1st
Shallow Cellars Dug
Manufacturing and mechanical in ter with relatives and friends. She chenbaugh of Friendship were re- (book brought in on the First Aid street.
grees were conferred on a class of j Rocked.
dustries give work to more Maine is now a guest of her daughter Mrs. cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. St. course and Miss Mary Veazie was the
Benjamin Reed of Portland has eight candidates by the degree team Deeper. Floors Cemented and
only $7.96
Clair, Limerock street.
, winner, receiving a first aid kit. The been passing his vacation at G. W. from Liberty Grange; Equity Grange Walls Repaired.
women than any other group of in Wesley Comstock of Rockland.
Lester Grey and daughters, Mrs. j whole affair, carried out under the Simmons.
Mrs. Rose Dukeshire and Mrs.
was also invited. The building stands
dustry, 30.9 per cent, or nearly oneS.£. EATON
Round Trip
third of Maine’s 68.623 women with Fannie Orcutt of Massachusetts are Edward Auspland and Miss Arvilla ' all!e supervision of Scout Leader Mrs.
Dudley Hovey of Newtonville, on the Atlantic Highway in North- TEL. 534-J
ROCKLAND, ME.
making
a
brief
visit
at
their
cottage
Grey returned Thursday from D°er Mildred Holmes, was a credit to the Mass., has bqen visiting his parents port at what is known as Birch Crest,
from
gainful occupations being in this
41Stf
organization.
Other
guests
present
at
Elmore.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Hovey.
Isle, having accompanied the remains
is very commodious and well ar
group.
Rockland
were
Mrs.
F.
F.
Fowle
and
children
Mrs. Rinna Andrews and Mrs. Ma of the late Mrs. Vesta A Grey there
Mrs. Mary Creamer of Farmingdale ranged, shingled and stained brown,
Domestic and personal service ran
and Rev. and Mrs. G. F. Currier.
has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Allen two stories high with large assem
manufacturing a close second in pro bel Rose motored from Springfield. for interment.
•
•
•
•
last Saturday, and are guests
Creamer.
Fannie Fuller arrived from Boston
bly hall and stage on the second
viding work for women in Maine, in Mass.,
MAINE
of Mrs. Blanche Simmons. Mrs. An
Church Notes
The annual service of King flooi* and banquet hail and kitchen
1 1930, with 19591 women, or 29.1 per drews will remain at home for the Wednesday morning for a short stay
CENTRAL
Baptist: Rev. G. F. Currier, minis Solomon's Lodge F. and A. M., will on the ground floor It is one of the
cent of the working women, telling summer and Mrs. Rose returns to with her mother Mrs. Emma Fuller.
Railroad
The condition of Charles Berry ter: Sunday at 10.45 a union Memo be held this year in the old German most attractive Grange halls in the
the census-takers that they made Springfield today, Saturday.
rial Day service, members of Fred A. Church. Sunday, June 21, at 2 p. m.
their living in some form of domestic
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hathorn and who has been very ill for several Norwood, G.A.R., W.R.C., and sol Rev. Walter S. Rounds of Rockland county and Grand View is being con-1 Sell Your Broilers and Fowl While
vzeeks,
is
gradually
improving
and
gratulated on its enterprise.
and
personal
service.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
family of Waltham. Mass., are occu
he is now able to be up and about the diers of all wars, attending in a body. will preach the sermon. Mr. Rounds
the Market is High
Maine had 38 women farm mana pying the Abbie Clark house.
STEAMBOAT CO.
will
be
accompanied
by
a
male
The
pastor
will
speak
on
“
A
Chang

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
B
^x= _and
___________
........................
.......
gers
foremen,_ 1,262
women farmMaster Cecil Polkey recently cele house a part of each day.
quartet and there will be other
FRIENDSHIP
ing
Battleground;
”
children
’
s
story,
Call or write
S. E. Cooper arrived Thursday "Heroes of Yesterday and Today:” special music. A number of Masonic
AT^on!nXf.TN%rfbXven75/5° ers .owners or tenants), 192 women brated hls birthday with several of
Talking pictures will start again at
from
Newark.
N.
J.,
and
will
spend
vinalhaven 8 15, due to arrive at Rock- farm laborers, of whom 91 were wage his boy chums as guests. Refresh
Church school at noon; B.Y.P.U. at 6. lodges have been invited to attend the Playhouse today, Saturday
COHEN BROS.
land about 9.30.
M earners and 101 unpaid family work- ments were served by his mother Mrs. the summer with his daughter, Mrs. Mary Cavanaugh, leader; evening this service and the public will also Marie Dressier and Wallace Beery in
E.
B.
Thompson,
West
street.
WARREN, TEL. 2-3
VlM!hIvenL245e8N^?trh Haven 3.30, Ston- ers, agriculture providing employ- Minnie Benson, and grandmother,
service at 7.30 with special music; be cordially welcomed.
"Min and BiU” will be the opening
The baseball season for Rockport subject, Forgiveness;” Trytohelp
The
And a Truck WUI Call
lngton at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan’e menf for 1,509 Maine women, or 2.2 Mrs. Margaret Thompson.
There will be no service at the attraction. There will also be a
60-tf
island BabHUtstinson, General Agent.
per cent of the women with gainful kiddies had the usual fun which a High opened this week, two games meeting Monday evening; Scout Baptist Church Sunday morning A talking comedy. Dancing will follow
party furnishes them.
having been playod and Rockport meeting, Tuesday evening; Ladies’ Union service in honor of Memorial
143-tt occupations.
with
music
by
Pierce
’
s
orchestra
of
Members of the summer colony are winning in each instance, defeating Sewing Circle, all-day session, Wed Sunday will be held at the Methodist
Some of the jobs held by Maine
beginning to arrive and more are ex St. George High Tuesday with the nesday; Thursday praise and prayer Church. The evening service will be Augusta.
women,
considered
unusual
for
wo

Work has been started on the new Why auffar terturee from RheuDR. ETHEL H. CRIE
pected Memorial Day.
score 6 to 5 and Camden High 2nd service will begin at 7 o'clock, owing held at the Baptist Church as usual
men but shown by the 1930 census
piece of State road extending from matiam, Sciatica, Nauritia, MuaeuAt the Baptist Church, Rev. F. W. team. Thursday 14 to 13. The Rock to the entertainment which is to be
At
the
Tuesday
evening
meeting
of
lar Lamanaaa, 8praina and Bruiaaa
to give jobs to many women all over Barton, the Sunday morning subject port tram is being coached by Prin
Osteopathic Physician
that evening by the grade Good Luck Rebekah Lodge Mrs. Belle O. C. Cook’s house to where work was whan
the country, are 48 foresters, and 17 will be another in a series on "Luke's cipal Hartshorn and is doing good presented
left
off
at
Lawry.
Levi
Noyes
is
in
schools
at
Town
hall.
Lewis
of
Auburn,
grand
warden
of
Obstetrics a Specialty
women making their living by fish- pictures of Jesus as the Perfect work.
Methodist, Rev. F. F. Fowle, minis the Rebekah Assembly, was the charge of operations
METHYL BALM .
Office Phone 136—Residence 83
! ing; 107 in saw and planing mills; 27 Man.” the specific subject, "Re
Rockport friends of Alton W. Rich ter: Due to the union Memorial Day guest of honor.
Mrs. Edith L. Wilder of Gardner,
Miss Evelyn
will bring almoat inatant rellef7
MAIN STREET,
THOMASTON I in”slaughter and packing houses; 15 storing That Which W’as Lost.” ards of Rockland, are interested to service at the Baptist Church, the Levensaler, Mrs. Emma Sheldon and Mass., is visiting Mrs. Jessie Lash.
__ ____________________ _________ in blast furnaces and rolling mills;
Maurice Chadwick is driving a new A aciantifically compounded ex
There will be special music; C.E. at 6. learn that he has so far recovered usual morning service will be omit Mrs. Verna Schofield were committee
~ ■ 12 in automobile factories; 22 in au- topic, “Why Is the Bible Worth from his recent serious injuries as to ted; Sunday School at 11.45; Epworth on refreshments. Wednesday evening Chevrolet coupe.
ternal application that ahould bo
! tomobile repair shops; 223 in ga Knowing?” will be in charge of the be removed Wednesday from Knox League at 6.30; evening service at the degree team was in Appleton
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo McFarland of in every homo. 8old only at
DR. MARY E. REUTER rages, greasing stations, and auto- devotional committee. Following the Hospital to his home.
7.30, with selections by quartet; La where they attended the district Damariscotta are visiting Mr. and
The Johnson Society was enter dies’ Aid meets Wednesday at the meeting and conferred the degrees.
Johnston’s Drag Store
! mobile laundries; 13 in construction 7 o'clock service in song led by John
Osteopathic Physician
Mrs. Wardell McFarland.
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Graduate American School of
and maintenance of streets, roads Reid the sermon subject will be tained Wednesday evening at the vestry: Thursday evening service at
Burnham
&
Morrill's
clam
factory
home of Mrs. Cora Upham.
7 instead of 7.30. Please note the
Sant Poet Paid on receipt of price
Osteopathy
\ and sewers; 14 on street railroads.
at
Pemaquid
Beach
has
closed
for
ROCKVILLE
“Filled With New Wine.” Remember
The date of the annual fair of the
7S canto
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 1233 i But if it looks that Maine women the Wednesday evening prayer meet Methodist Ladies’ Aid has been set change, for this week only.
Leslie Partridge accompanied by the season.
sits
28tf i are taking "men’s jobs," it should ing. Prayer still changes things.
Friends of Mrs. Ellen Parsons are
Vesper Hall, George Hall, C. P. Tol
for Aug. 5.
SPRUCE HEAD
______________________________ _ not be overlooked that only 227
man and George Tolman motored to remembering her with a card shower
The operetta “Aunt Drusilla's Gar
---------------------------------------------- i Maine women made their living by
Bingham Sunday.
The Central on the anniversary of her 85th birth
den,” to be staged by pupils of the
Mrs. A. J. Wilson arrived Sunday Maine Power Company's dam at that day, May 29. Mrs. Parsons’ address
I baking bread, pies and cakes, while
first six grades East side, Thursday
from
Norwell,
Mass.,
and
is
enter
1,205 Maine men work in bakeries
place is well worth taking the long is 39 Concord Square, Boston, Mass. At the PUBLIC LANDING Every
evening at Town ball promises to be
Albert Collamore went to Portland
1 Everywhere it is the men who are
a very pretty affair with the little taining a party of friends at her cot trip to see.
Sunday. Price One Penny For
tage
here
for
10
days.
The
Wilsons
I baking pies "like mother used to
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Sinnett were re Wednesday.
tots in costumes representing flow
Every Pound of Your Weight.
are
to
sail
for
England
July
2
for
10
► EMBALMING^ j make.”
The Consolidated, Capt. Dodge,
cent guests of Mrs. Sinnett’s sister,
ers found in the old fashioned gar
Curtiss-Wright Flying Service
Mrs. Burleigh Blaisdell in Stockton came in Wednesday from Yarmouth,
den. Many interesting numbers will weeks’ visit with relatives.
Leather industries claimed more
50-S-tf
MOTOR AMBUIANCI Maine
N. S., with 167 crates of lobsters for
Mrs. John McKenzie has returned Springs.
be introduced.
women than any other one
*
•
*
*
the
pound
here.
home
from
Wiley
’
s
Corner
where
she
Rev.
W.
J.
Day
and
A.
B.
Butler
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully manufacturing industry, 5,083 women
Rev. and Mrs. Lester W. Spencer
Complimentary Banquet Tendered has been living the past seven weeks were dinner guests Thursday of Mr.
served the families of Knox County i, usting this as their occupation, 5,054
and son Lester W. of Springwater, N.
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
The Girl Scouts who have just She resumed her duties at the post and Mrs. Dana A. Sherer.
of them in shoe factories. There
LADY ATTENDANT
Mrs. Marshall is visiting her daugh Y., have been visiting friends in town.
completed a course of instruction in office Monday morning.
were
last
year
4,087
Maine
women
1
Osteopathic Physician
Day Tel. 450
781-1
L. M. Neal, Jack Newbig and Willie
Miss Ruth Simmons was enter ter Mrs. C. A. Samson.
first aid under the tutelage of Rev.
workers in cotton mills, 2,526 in
Richards
are
building
a
saa
wall
in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
A.
Sherer
motored
talned
at
the
White
Head
Coast
Guard
F. F. Fowle tendered a supper to their
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
woolen and worsted mills, and 1,294
BURPEE’S
last Saturday to Augusta where Mrs. front of Mrs. Edgar Bosworth’s cot
instructor Tuesday evening at the Station last Saturday afternoon.
PHONE 136
I in other textile mills, so that the textage
at
Davis
Point.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Sherer
attended
the
annual
spring
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vincent
Daucette
and
Baptist vestry. The tables arranged
] tile industry as a whole led all manuconvention
of
the
Maine
Home
Eco

son
Earle
have
returned
home
from
in the form of a cross and decoratpd
( facturing in the number of Maine
LADIES
with Red Cross emblems presented 9 Rockland where they have been visit1 nomics teachers.
i women in the occupation.
Mrs. Helen Ames is recovering nice
very striking appearance, the color ing relatives.
4 RADIO EXPERT
Who Buffer from
I Only 21.4 per cent of the Maine
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Adams came ly from her recent ill turn.
scheme of red and white being also
COLIO PAINS
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
A
women and girls over ten years old
Miss
Mabel
Oxton
has
returned
from
Rockland
Wednesday
night
and
carried out in many ways. The
Find It valuable
reported a gainful occupation last
place cards were In the form of vials will occupy the Waldron farm for the from her motor trip to Boston and
VICE
Milton where she attended the very PraparadbyNorwayMadklnaCo .Norway.Ma.
year, as against 74.4 per cent of the
of various first aid requisites on summer.
Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper of Canton creditable recital of her niece, Edna
FOR 9 OUNCE JAR
which appeared the name of the
____ Xsk (oi ci'ii.?j/i’-.tfr s men. People reported "gainful ocYOUR MONEY REFUNDED
R. W. TYLER
party and the red cross emblem. The Mass., is at her summer home here M. Gregory w’ho is a senior at the If it fails to benefit you when used as directed oa
cupatlon" whether employed at the
the insidewrapper.T
hottie Sold by ulldealers
Faelten Pianoforte School.
menu consisted of boiled ham, potato for an indefinite stay.
509-513 Main SL Tel. 71« Rockland
siwwMWusKiHnnti*1 >“c °r not

1
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BAY STATE CIRCUIT

Former Rockland Man’s Sta
ble To Figure in Note
worthy Races This Season
An enthusiastic catch phrase
builder, styled running races the
“Sport of Kings” conceded to be fit
ting for the sport patronized by Eng
land's Kings and other crowned
heads of Europe, whence the thor
oughbred was first introduced into
the United States. But as a sport
made famous by standard bred
horses both trotters and pacers, a
breed originated and fostered by
Americans, the above title Is not fit
ting, and as it is an American sport
to a greater extent than in any other
country in the world, our choice oi
descriptive phrases is "Sport of
Americans,” according to Walter
Moore, veteran harness horse writer
in his annual forecast of Bay State
Circuit activities,.
Eighteen years ago, a number of
sportsmen and business men of the
highest order at the instance of the
late George P. Leonard of Boston,
organized the Bay State Circuit.
Early closing events worth as much
as $25,000 have been offered, satis
factorily staged, and decided to the
lasting benefit of the harness horse
sport in New England, and the bene
fit of the harness horse not alone
in New England, but all over the
United States for horses have been
shipped from California to New Eng
land to participate in the fine pro
grams of the Bay State Circuit
meetings.
The Bay State Circuit members
are in the "Heart of New England”
with one exception, that of Chatham,
N Y., the new membet for 1931, bub
bling over to outdo its brother
members in hospitality, liberality,
and new scenery for the visitor. The
circuit opens as noted June 9, at
Northampton, Mass., for a three day
session, the main purses for $1,000

PLYMOUTH
and D E SOTO
DYER
For

SALES

TIBBETTS
For

SERVICE

Fred C. Dyer Pearl Tibbetts
TEL. 1219
ROCKLAND
40 PARK STREET
44tf

each colt races, and a well designed
AS A GAME FARM
program. The “Man Behind the
Wheel” at Northampton is W. H.
"Mace” Dickinson, one of the Con State Department Receives
necticut River Valley’s leading to
Offer of 600 Acres With
bacco growers.
Modern Buildings
Sturbridge, Mass, follows, June 1617-18. This year’s program standing
An offer of 600 acres of land and a
out with two three-thousand dollar
features, and nine one-thousand dol group of modern buildings fully
lar purses The Sturbridge meeting equipped has been made to the De
is fostered by Tom Ashworth, who partment of Inland Fisheries and
spent liberally in improving the Game for its use as a game farm and
Cedar Lake Park track and grounds. deer refuge, Commissioner Stobie
The track is one of the best in the said Wednesday.
circuit Plucky setting a world’s rec
The donor who wishes to remain
ord of 2.0614 over it in 1929. Avon, anonymous until the State has ac
Conn, follows June 23-24-25 at the cepted his gift, plans the farm as a
"Pocket in the Hills” track. When memorial to his sister, a well known
Avon has finished her three day ses Maine woman who has been a great
sion you travel nearer Hartford to bird lover and protector of wild life.
Windsor, Conn. The dates are July
The farm is located in Sagadahoc
2-3-4.
County, 28 miles from the State
From Windsor the racing caravan House and is believed ideally situated
moves 25 miles to the Eastern States for the purpose. Mr. Stobie plans,
Exposlton track at Springfield. The however, to have the land viewed by
meeting July 7-8-9 is an appetizer an expert on game raising before ac
for the greater meeting during the ceptance is made of the gift so the
annual Eastern States Exposition in State can be certain the land is
September.
adapted for the raising of partridge
Greenfield, Mass., comes next on and pheasant.
July 14-15-16. The seven weeks
In addition to the wholesale rais
march through New England, thence ing of game birds, which will later
leads over Jacob’s Ladder, one of the be liberated throughout the State, the
East’s most noted scenic highways commission plans to establish a
towards Chatham, N. Y., a new mem refuge for “orphan deer” picked up
ber admitted this year. The dates in the woods by game wardens after
their mothers have been killed or
are July 21-22-23.
The Bay State Circuit is the mar accidentally shot. Every year, Mr.
ket criterion for colts sold at New Stobie says, the wardens find dozens
York sales, the flower of the land of the helpless little animals in the
going to New England to race in the woods and take care of them as best
Bay State Circuit, many of them | they can until they are old enough
to look after themselves.
later on World’s champions.
The Sagadahoc County farm has a
A commendable feature of this
year’s programs, never before given great deal of dense woodland which
is the amateur races. There are two would afford the proper cover for the
races, one for 2.19 trotters with 29 deer and where they could grow up
horses named and a 2.13 trot with 13 in conditions approximating the
wilderness into which they will later
horses named.
Of course the features of Windsor be liberated.
The 85tty legislature authorized the
are the two ten thousand dollar
purses, each for 2.12 horses. The commission to spend $10,000 a year
2.12 trot has 18 horses entered with out of its funds for the establish
Bennett Volo 2.04, the fastest in ment and continuance of a game
point of record. Allie Pluto 2.10 now farm and it had been planned to
owned by George R. Ford of Wind spend viritually all that sum the first
sor, Conn., winner of six straight year for the purchase of land. If the
races last fall and with the Jersey gift is accepted all the money can be
Giant, Charley Mabrey to pilot her spent on bird raising.
Allie Pluto will certainly be a factor. 1 It is planned to obtain partridge
Then there is Dora Ortolan 2.07 win I and pheasant eggs this summer and
ner of a dozen races last year begin the actual work of hatching
Walter E. Newbert’s Best 2.08% is next September, so that a sizable
another consistent horse to reckon quantity of fully grown birds will be
with, and in fact the field looks even liberated next spring. The law author
ly balanced, assuring split heats izing the establishment of the farm
fiery finishes and the sport that men does not go into effect until July 4. 90
look for. The stewards have an days after the ending of the legisla
nounced already that no excessive ture, and for that reason the com
scoring will be countenanced, also mission is not moving hastily.
If the land offered is found suit
that the weekly meetings will be pre
sented in a way pleasing alike to able for bird raising it will be ac
cepted by that time, Mr. Stobie said.
sportsmen and the general public.
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CUSHING

Memorial Sunday will be observed
A bee will be held next Saturday at
A heavy frost greeted the early
at Union Church May 24. All patri Pine Grove and the Quaker ceme risers Monday morning, preceded by
otic orders, Girl Scouts and Boy teries to clean up before Memorial a cold night having a tendency to
Scouts are invited to attend. The"e Day. There will also be a bee for the make It hard for the farmers to do
wii! be special music. The pastor’s ladies at Union Church the same day much early farming.
subject for the 11.30 service, will be to get that in condition for the Me
L. S. Miller is recovering from in
“Memories.”
morial Day services. Anyone who
All are invited to meet at the G. A. can help at either of these places, for juries ?uata‘ned ^en„his car "'as
R rooms on the afternoons of May all or part of the day, is invited to wrecked Friday, while he was on his
Friendship for the mail. The
28 and 29, to make wreaths for Me do so. There will be a free dinner way
served at the Grange dining room at!car was completely demolished and
morial Day.
noon.
he is to purchase a new one this
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Fifield have
Rev.
Mr.
Pendleton
of
Waterville,
week from the Ford plant in Rockreturned from Brewer.
State secretary of Baptist Churches, i land.
The service at Union Church next spoke at the Baptist Church here | Mr and Mrs H. L. Killeran were in
Sunday night will be conducted by Sunday evening to an appreciative Thomaston Saturday,
the American Legion Auxiliary audience. There was music bv the
A
i •
v nx
xu
assisted by members of the Legion, j orchestra and solos by Frank Me- *Jlew™ad ‘St± b“‘11 ,'r°m
The program will consist of solos, servey, Misses Chrystal Stanley and McKay Radio station to the main
tableaux and speaking. Committee, Faustina Brown and Mrs. Clarissa jroad’ „ , „
Gwendoline Greene, Hazel Roberts. Perry. While in town Rev. Mr. PenMlss Bernlce DorRy of Stonington,
Ida Libby.
dleton was guest of Rev. and Mrs. wLo *s attending Gorham Normal
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Malcolm of Watson.
i School, was at H. J. Marshall’s SatNew York arrived Thursday and are
There will be special exercises at urday.
at their home on School street for the Union Church Memorial Day atj B. S. Geyer and grandson Beverly
the summer months.
2 o’clock. Music, by the church or- Geyer motored to Augusta Sunday
Miss Fay Coburn was in Rockland chestra and a chorus. Everybody with Mrs. S. A. Miller and family ot
Tuesday.
welcome. Rev. L. E. Watson will be Thomaston.
MADE BY
Lowney Bunker is at Knox Hospi the speaker.
Mrs Margaret Lakeman of Thom
Mrs. Addie Robbins is in Burkett aston gave a party for her son Ed
tal receiving treatment.
ville
for
a
few
days,
guest
of
her
son
Housekeepers at Union Church cir
ward Sunday at her father’s cottage,
cle Thursday were Mrs. Bert Smith, Merle.
many of the little folks participating.
Mrs. Vivian Drew, Mrs. Ralph Rob
Mr. and Mrs. F. I. Geyer with Mr
inson.
GROSS NECK
and Mrs Burgess Simmons of Friend
The Washington Club will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Light and ship motored Sunday to Port Clyde
tonight with Mrs. Frank Mullen.
daughter Frances of Camden were where they were guests of another
SOLD BY
Monday evening at Union Church Sunday guests of Mrs. Light’s par  sister Mrs. George Robbins and
parsonage the T. F. Club entertained ents, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner. family.
their mothers with a musical pro
Harry Creamer was in Augusta re
A large moose has been seen here
gram, readings and pantomime. Re cently.
abouts by several persons, among
freshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Waltz were in them William McNamara, who saw
The members of the Economy Club Rockland Saturday evening.
the animal Monday prowling in his
recently gave a birthday surprise to
Mr. and Mrs. Trussell Wentworth field.
Mrs.
Herbert
Patrick,
who
was
also
and children of Camden spent the
DEER ISLE
Miss Edith Searcy, teacher in dis
remembered with a pleasing gift.
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Melvin trict 5, was in Thomaston Saturday,
Elizabeth Smith returned Wednes Genthner.
Mrs. Mary Pickering who has been
the guest of Miss Corinne Maloney.
Mrs. William Gross recently visit
with her daughter Mrs. Arthur C. day from Rockland.
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett was in Rockland ed Mrs. John Johanson of West Wal
Haskell and family in Brooklyn,
EAST WALDOBORO
Tuesday.
doboro.
N. Y. has returned home.
Mr.
and Mrs. George Coombs
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dewey
Winchenbach
Mrs. Alfred B. Greenlaw, who has
Clinton Dalzell arrived Wednesday
been spending a few weeks in Cam and is the guest of his sister Mrs. and two daughters motored to Misses Flora and Dorothy Coombs
and George, Jr., of Brunswick were
Damariscotta Sunday.
den with Capt. Greenlaw while he Clinton Teele.
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Winchenbach Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lestei
has been putting his yacht in com
The Big Six were entertained Wed
of Waldoboro were in this place Mank.
mission returned home Friday.
nesday by Mrs. Evelyn Patrick.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Reefer motored
Many Deer Isle friends regret the
Miss Carrie Pendleton arrived Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Rines and son from Manchester, N. H., Saturday
death of A. H. Newbert, long promi Tuesday from Brookline, Mass., and
Carlton of Damariscotta visited and spent the weekend with her
nent in O.E.S. circles, which occured is at her summer cottage.
daughter Mrs. Leslie Borneman.
in Rockland May 10.
George Strachan returned Wed Mrs. Annie Creamer Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Waltz were in They were accompanied home Mon
Mrs. Abbie Gove and little son of nesday from Long Cove.
day by Mrs. Borneman and son
State examinations were given Fri Wiscasset last week.
Eagle were guests of Miss Flora
day to pupils of the Eighth Grades
Mrs. Matilda Eugley spent Sunday Urban.
Philbrook a few days last week.
Mrs. Mary Creamer and Mr. and
with her daughter Mrs. Irvine
Mrs. Josephine Fifield of Bremen for entrance to High School.
Mrs. Philip Johnson left Tuesday Genthner of Broad Cove.
Mrs. M. G. Mank and son Kenneth
spent the weekend at her home here.
of Farmingdale were at L. L. Mank’s
Mrs. Eva Fifield of West Ston for Detroit, Mich.
Calderwood who has been
Sunday.
ington. district superintendent of theMaurice
SEARSMONT
guest of relatives in town went
Frank Newbert of Falmouth, Kent
Sunday Schools, visited the Deer Tuesday to Northfield, Vt.
Harry Miller went to Aroostook
Newbert
of Woodfords and Mrs.
Isle and Sunset schools Sunday.
* * ♦ *
over the weekend to buy seed pota
Mrs. Cora Thompson and daugh
toes, as he is planning to plant five Stella Newbert were Sunday guests
Successful Minstrel Show
of Miss Ellie Mank.
ter Miss Marjorie, who Rave spent
acres.
The event of the week was the
Mrs. M. A. Bowers spent Sunday
the winter in Boston, arrived home
The men are improving the road to
minstrel show, presented Thursday the lake, which will be very much ap at C. C. Bowers.
Friday.
Mrs. N. S. Reever, Mrs. L. L. Mank
The senior class of Deer Isle High night by members of Ocean Bound preciated and especially so by the
and Charles L. Bowers were callers
School chaperoned by their teachers Rebekah Lodge at Odd Fellows hall. summer visitors.
Friends and relatives in this town Saturday evening on Mrs. Alice Bur
started on an automobile trip last H. L. Coombs was director, Mrs. Cora
interlocutor. The circle regret the death of Mrs. Martin rows, South Waldoboro.
Thursday.
They visited Bangor, Peterson,
and endmen were black faced, end Black of Belfast, which occurred
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mank and son
Portland and Augusta, arrivihg men, Fred Chilles, Hazel Dyer, Ken
May 12. Interment was in Union, of Round Pond visited Mr. and Mrs.
home Sunday afternoon.
neth Amiro and May Lawry, whose where the family had formerly lived ! Fred Mank Sunday and they all enMiss Kate C. Buel of Litchfleld. jokes made many hits. The musical
Conn, arrived Friday, and will oc qumbers were very pleasing and the and where her youngest son Freeman i joyed a motor ride to Thomaston.
Black was laid to rest after the World
Mrs. Lucretia Kaler is visiting her
cupy the J. F. Banks cottage again solo dances exceptionally well done. War.
daughter Mrs. Addie Lawry in Rock
this season. Mrs. Christine Picker It was a most interesting' affair
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dunton, riding
ing will be employed there.
throughout and largely through the around the shore of Georges Lake, land.
Ralph Fitch and family of Water
George Brown of Eagle is the guest efficient work of the director H. L. Liberty. Sunday, noted 25 cars parked,
of his daughter Mrs. Vida Sylvester Coombs made a success. The pro and 14 boats on the lake fishing for ville were guests Sunday of his par
gram :
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fitch.
and family.
salmon.
Chorus, Down Where the Cotton
Mrs. John Witham of PleasantHenry E. Sheffield of Cleveland,
A.
F.
Barnes
has
been
re-elected
O. . is spending a few days at his cot Blossoms Grow. Carry Me Back to for two years as superintendent of ' vilIe visited her mother Mrs- Laura
Old
Virginnv.
Anchors
Aweigh,
Dixie,
tage here.
Searsmont School Union. Mr. Barnes [Orff Thursday,
Miss Margaret Hardy of Stoning Old Kentucky Home. Sweet Jennie is serving his eighth year in this dis-----------------Lee;
solo,
When
Your
Hair
Has
ton is the guest of her grandparents
,
NORTH APPLETON
Turned
to
Silver,
Hazel
Roberts:
Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Eaton.
duet, The Bird on Nellie’s Hat, Hazel
Jasper C. Eaton who has been Dyer and Dorothy Cassie; solo, Here nine played Appleton nine, 7 to 4 in ' Mr’ and Mrs’ Lelal'd Johnson have
They al<o i *een ™ovlng thair ?ouseh°,d goods
away for several years steam ship Comes the Sun. Fred Chilles; duet, favor of Searsmont.
from Searsmont where they have
ping is spending a few days at home. When the Chapel Bells Are Ring played with Liberty nine Friday 17 f'°T Searsmont where they years,
I made thelr h.ome the past three
Mrs. Helen Annis of Rockland ar ing, Gertrude Vinal, Kenneth Amiro; to 5 in favor of Searsmont
Eben Cobb is home from the hospi- 1 and ?re ag?’n °?CUPylng their Ene
rived last week Tuesday and will be dance, Violet Baum; solo. Tears,
and gaining every day
ment over the store’
employed by Mrs. L. C. Bruce this Eleanor Conway; tenor solo, Oh How taiWill
Woods and I ewiV Rnhincnn
Ice froze Sunday nightl and the
summer.
are
putting
another
ctnrv
oo°?h
ns
°n
heavy frost and northern lights madc
She Lied, David Ross; tap dancing,
Miss Emma C. Shipman and Miss Gertrude Vinal; bass solo, Oh Dem
?;• “ss »~°'m”
•»
Alice M. Young of Boston who have Golden Slippers , Alfred Headley; Q.innfehareet t„i„
at the middle of May.
Quantabacook
Lake.
been spending several weeks at Miss dance, Violet Baum, Kenneth Amiro,
Harry and Roy Carle of Camden
Young’s cottage on Bridge street, Fred Erickson, Will Williams; tenor
and Bernard Pitman attended the
NORTH
HOPE
left Thursday for Massachusetts. solo, Wabash Moon, H. L. Coombs;
Quincy Peabody was peddling Pentecostal services Sunday after
They expect to return here later in solo dance, Nina Ames; song. Let Me Warren fresh alewives Monday. noon and evening at Oakland. Elder
Call You Sweetheart, double quar
and Mrs. J. H. Lord are in charge of
the season.
Will Lawry. H. L. Coombs, Wil, These, either fresh or smoked, are the work at this place, and a fine
Capt. Nelson A. Thompson, a well tet.
a
favorite
dish
in
the
spring
menu
Williams. Clinton Teele, Thomas
spirit prevailed at both services. El
known and highly respected citizen Baum, Fred Chilles. David Ross, along with greens and rhubarb.
der Marshall of Massachusetts was
of this town, died at his home at Kenneth Amiro: finale, Anchors
Nathan Pease recently got his
speaker of the evening, and held
North Deer Isle May 15, following ! Aweigh. Mrs. Ola Ames was pianist fjand cut quite badly while playing } the
the attention of his audience from
an illness of several weeks. Capt ' and Nina Ames played the saxo baseball, necessitating a doctor's at- (start to finish. Fine instrumental
Thompson was twice married, first phone.
tention and two stitches being taken ' and vocal music was rendered at both
to Miss Lois Scott, by whom he had i In the younger set this circus was
The date set at a former meeting services, and all felt well repaid in
five children, two sons, Raymond and , recently given at the home of Leslie of the Farm Bureau to bring seed attending.
Ralph, and three daughters, Mrs ! Dyer, Jr., who was ring master and lings and any plants to the hall foi
Austin Simmons was in Rockport
Andrew J. Beck of Washburn, Mrs. I animal trainer; Burton Dyer and exchange js May 27. It is hoped this week.
Harry M. Beck of Deer Isle and Mrs. John Chilles jn a black face act; many will take advantage of this
B. A. Pitman spent Tuesday in
Ruth Webb of Framingham, Mass., Stanley Conway, acrobatic stunt; privilege.
Appleton the guest of his aunt Miss
Dyer, snake charmer;
all of whom are living. The mothei Carolvn
Leland Perry of Owl’s Head has Adna Pitman.
died several years ago and later Capt. speeches were made by Edith Roberts started a fish route through this
Thompson married Mrs Lucetta and Carolvn Dyer; hoop jumping by place and to other points and hopes
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Staples who survives him. He also Patches the dog, cat leaping by to be able to cover the same each
Fluffy;
romonica
solo.
Sonny
Ewell;
John
has had his house
leaves two brothers Augustus Thomp side show, Burton Dyer. Henrv Ewell Thursday. He catches his fish him wired byEakins
the C. M. P. Co.
son and Goodwin Thompson and a Jr., John Chilles, Edith Roberts. self and thus customers are assured
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Buker were
sister, Mrs. W. B. Pressey, all of Deer Carolyn Dyer, Leslie Dyer, Jr.: Maine of getting them as fresh as is possi weekend guests at G. A. Palmer's.
Isle. The funeral was held from the Stein Song, chorus. Candv and pink ble.
Mrs. Nellie Wallace attended the
home.
lemonade were on sale, $1.10 netted.
Mr .and Mrs Ford Davis with their district meeting of Rebekahs in
son and daughter-in-law of New Appleton Wednesday.
WHEN STATIC INTERFERES
Mrs. Clara Wallace of Union is
NOF^TH WALDOBORO
Harbor and Monhegan were recent
visitors of Mrs. A. I. Perry. Sunday ! visitln* Mr. and Mrs. Martin Colla|For The Courier-Gazette]
Mrs. Ora McFarland of Christmas The symphony Is soft and sweet,
callers were Miss Gladys Bennett of !
thls
.tJ
Camden; Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kelley ~The.Lad es A.id
,he M- ECove who has been passing two weeks Without a static stir.
When
all
at
once
there
crashes
ln
and Shirley Wheelden of Damaris-;
MnV27
wlth Mw’
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Al That horrid br-r-r.
vin Eugley returned to her home
VH1^:
Maw LeaCh Hf ,Sargant; I
*«d Mrs Archie Wallace have
With station tuned and voice superb
Saturday.
Rutland* Mr “Tu
°’ moved illto th? Carrle Winchenbach
The song ls coming in,
Mr. and Mrs. James Storer passed Until some near-by dynamo. <
Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Perry : cottage
Starts up its dreadful dtn.
Sunday with friends in Warren.
and two children, Owl’s Head; Mr.
p c. Winchenbach is working in
Several members of Maple Grange Of all the noise that man can hear.
and Mrs. R. L. Coose and daughter Friendship.
The
worst
ls
radio
attended church services in Aina last
i Mrs. Oliver Brown of Bath was at
When thunder-storms and stations clash. Frances, Searsmont.
Sunday.
The telephone is out of commis- Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchenbacli's
To mess and stop the show.
Lida Overlock went Monday to
sion at this writing, thus the news- 1 Sunday.
thousand fiendish Imps lt seems.
Friendship where she has employ Ten
radius is small. We suspect the trees 1
Pounding on pan and door:
ment at the home of R. L. Thomp Along with all of Afrlc’s beasts
being cut just above here is respon
RAZORVILLE
Let loose ln deaf’nlng roar.
son.
sible.
J.
D.
Clark
and son Ross of Venice,
Mr. and Mrs. James Storer enter The radio ls a delight—
A crew of men are cutting bushes Calif., who are visiting relatives here
It
entertains
and
cheers;
tained visitors from Warren Monday
along the sides of the road. This is and seeing Maine, were in Union
Infernal racket! Shut It off!
evening.
encouraging as it is a "prelude” to Wednesday calling on friends, all of
When static Interferes.
Henry Pelton Huse.
Isa Teague and family of Warren
the road construction work which whom were much pleased to see
North
Haven.
were at Laforest Mank’s Sunday.
will start before long. There is them.
Ralph Stahl and George Benner
about a mile more which will finish
Mrs. Edith A. Overlock who was in
are making repairs on Grange hall
the State highway to the Appleton Union during the winter months has
and stable.
INSURANCE
line just below the barn on Willow returned to her home here where she
Brook Farm. This is a favorite route will spend the summer, and will be
George Flanders is at work for E.
C. Teague.
Life
Automobile of travel to several towns farther in pleased to greet friends and relatives.
Fire
John L. Howard. R. F. D. man of
land and many are expressing the
Kendall Teague has a new Whip
pet car.
wish that Appleton will begin at this Union, was a visitor Thursday at his
N. Cook Sholes
section and continue the road for the old home here.
VINALHAVEN, ME.
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Howard
short distance left unfinished last
60-62
NORTH WARREN
are at the farm again after being
year.
Joseph Kalloch of Bangor was ir.
awa,v during the winter.
this place Monday and a caller at
Mrs. Clara Hibbert is at her home
Edwin Crawford’s. Mr. Kalloch re
for the summer, her son Irving from
sided in this place when a boy.
Windsor, Vt., being with her for a
time.
Frederick Lennox who has been at
Several from Union attended the
North Sedgwick the past two months
An
Old
Family
FOR
C0LDS
and
cough
time
play at Washington and report a
was an overnight guest of his friend
Doctor’s Favor
fine time.
Donald Mank last Monday.
ite Prescription
Miss Phyllis Snowman of Rockland
Householder (to applicant for
visited at Mrs. Clara Gracie’s over
rooms): "Yes, we have two rooms to
the weekend.
Time-Tried and Tested. Safe and
I let. $4 a week No cats, dogs, pianos,
Frederick Lennox went to Rock
Effective. Specific for All Ills and
; gramophones, loud speakers or chilailments from Inflammation. An
land Tuesday night to meet the
( dren allowed.”
Indispensable Household Remedy.
steamer Belfast on which he is to
Sold Everywhere in liberal bottle. ’
Applicant; “Do you mind if my Park
have employment for the summer.
boots squeak a bit?”

The Straw
for

All Occasions

famsort
<Wdybard

BURPEE & LAMB

CZ5

OLDSMOB ILE'S
NEW^/ez SECOND GEAR

GIVES A new KIND OF
ACCELE RATION
■5 < 1
r
1

/I

r

oZ

Pour-Door Sedan

SWIFT • SMOOTH • QUIET
You can’t appreciate how
much a really quiet sec
ond gear adds to driving
enjoyment until you take the
wheel and try the new Oldsmobile.
For this feature, one of many
important new ones now offered
in Oldsmobile, gives a new kind
of acceleration. It is unusually
swift, to give you the lead in
traffic. It is remarkably smooth,
to give added test to fast getaway.
And it is almost unbelievably
noise-free—actually rivaling highgear performance in quietness.
These unusual advantages of
Oldsmobile ’• new Quiet Second
Gear are given the highest pos
sible degree of utility by the
famous Syncro-Mesh transmis
sion. This feature enables you

to shift smoothly and easily
through all gears without clash
ing. And this applies not only to
the shifts from low into second
and from second to high, but also
to the change from high bac\ to
second. This shift... so difficult
with the ordinary transmission,
and so useful for a quick burst of
speed in traffic . . . can be made
easily and silently, without re
ducing car speed.
The new Oldsmobile is a great
car to drive for many reasons.
And not the least of these is its
new Quiet Second Gear—trans
forming Oldsmobile’s smooth, in
creased power into keen, fast,
quiet acceleration . . . and con
tributing new pleasure—new
satisfaction—to driving.
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MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY
21 Limerock Street

Rockland, Me.
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IN BIG DEMAND JUST NOW

Ballard's Golden Oil

Rockland Garage Co.
Tel. 700
& Union Sts. Rockland
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CAMDEN

THOMASTON

In Everybody’s Column

;

Advertisements ln this column not to

FOR SALE

♦ !

TO LET

I

Mrs. John E. Walker and Mrs.
Members of Arey-Heal Post, A.L., exceed three lines inserted once for 25
three times for 50 cents. Additional
••••♦•••♦ ••••*••***•********* *•*
Richard Elkins of Waldoboro mo
and the Ladies of the G.A.R. will «.t- cents,
lines 5 cents each for one time, 10 cents
TULIPS
for
sale
for
Memorial
Day.
New England's Most
MODERN
apartment to let, five large
for
three
times.
Six
words
make
a
line.
tored to Bath Wednesday and spent
tend the morning service at the Bap
TEL. 866 .
62*64 rooms and bath, central location. Apply
Famous Beverages
the day there and in Phippsburg
tist Church Sunday.
55-tf
IF YOU WANT real dry wood, buy of 52 MASONIC ST.
for Over Fifty Years
with friends.
The Camden-Rockport Lions Club
the man wiio dries his wood under cover
FURNISHED ROOMS for light house
H
*•*
••**•**••
■•*
*•*
*•*
*•*
*••
*•*
*•**♦**•*••*
H
for a year before he puts lt on the mar keeping or a small tenement to let. in
The annual Memorial service will
will broadcast from 9.30 to 10.15 over
ket. O H. CRIE. Tel. 122-2 Thomaston. outre at 35 CAMDEN ST.
62 64
be held in the Congregational
WLBZ at Bangor next Thursday eve
A load will convince you of thc quality.
SIX ROOM rent to let. five on first
Church Sunday evening. Rev. Hu
Wood fitted. $14 cord.
60-tf
ning.
floor, modern conveniences, rent reabert F. Leach of the Federated
••• •«. ••• •••
•••
The funeral of William O. Roberts,
TULIPS? at 85c a dozen as long as they sonable; with or without garage. 102
W L. BLACKINGTON. 516 Old UNION ST. Tel. 1049-J. _____ ___ 62*64
Church will deliver the address. The
72. who died suddenly Tuesday morn
BROWN MIXED TWEED OVERCOAT last.
County
Rd.
____ 62*64
lost between St. George and Rockport.
churches will unite in the services.
FURNISHED apartment to let three
ing at Newport, was held at Camden ROY
SMALLEY. Rockport.
60-62
BLACK SHEEP for sale, shears 8 lbs. rooms, adults only
Inquire LILLIAN
Mrs. Walter Johnson and Mrs.
Thursday and interment was in
wool. My pet, but will sell cheap. MRS. BICKNELL. 82 Limerock St.
oa
W. BURNETT. 37 Pine St. Tel. 953-M
Chester Johnson of Evanston, Ill.,
Mountain Street cemetery. For 13
TO LET—5-room fiat, all modern. 23
62-lt
motored to Thomaston in the for- j
years the deceased was an employe
Fulton St. Inqutre ROSE PRESCOTT
TWENTY-FOUR FOOT MOTOR BOAT
_________ 53-tf
mer's car and are guests of Mrs. I
of thc Mt. Battie Woolen Co. ai.d
for sale at a bargain, suitable for fishing 240 Broadway.
Katherine Simmons. Knox street.
APARTMENT to let, six rooms and
when the mill shut down a year age
or pleasure use. P. O. address E. V- SHEA.
>«. ••• ••• ••• ••• •*•»*•*••••> 9? Spruce Head, Mc. Tel. 853-11 Rockland. hath, at 104 NORTH MAIN ST TelF. H. Jordan and Miss Margaret
he went to Newport. He was a 32nd
_________ 54*60-tf
62-64 27-M.
Jordan who spent the winter in
TWO GOOD WILLING SAU<OR men
degree Mason, a member of Amity
BUNGALOW with five rooms, lights,
EXTRA early tomato plants for sale,
wanted
for
Sell
Wm
Bisbee,
willing
to
Florida have returned and opened
Lodge of Camden. Claremont Coni- work cargo. I. L. SNOW & CO.. Rock 25c a dozen. ERNEST L. STARRETT. ettv water. Rent very reasonable. Applv
their house for the summer.
62-lt EVA AMES. 28 Elm St. Tel. 1293. 61*63
mandery, K.T., of Rockland and of land.
62-lt Warren. Tel. 1-13.
FURNISHED apartment, three rooms,
Clarence Henry and Mr. Peterson
SELECTED Darwin tulips for sale.
Kora Temple of the Mystic Shrine in
POSITION wanted as housekeeper, or
general housework. Good plain cook. Orders taken by MALCOLM CREIGH to let at 57 CRESCENT ST. All modern
who recently visited the Knox Me
Lewiston.
61*63
TON. 19 Gleason St.. Thomaston.
61-63 Improvements
TEL.
CAMDEN
2236.
62*64
morial have returned to Massachu
At the Comique Theatre Saturday
FIVE-ROOM furnished apartment to
LUMBER for sale. Save. Direct from
YOUNG
BUSINESS
WOMAN
would
like
setts. Mr. Peterson will be here
night the attraction will be Lew/- youftg woman to share furnished apart the manufacturer to the user. Fitted let. lights, gas, $6.50 a week. V. F.
60-tf
POULTRY HUSBANDMAN
again next week. The foundation of
Ayers in "Doorway to Hell;’ Monday, ment with her. A real home for tome wood $14. junks $10, 4-ft mill slabs $6.50. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080
one. Write H. S.. care The Courier stove length $8, shims 15 bundles $1.
ROOMS, also garage space, to let at 60
several of the pillars under the ve
Dorothy Mackaill in "Kept Hus Gaztte.
Delivered. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D.. BROAD ST
61-63
_____ 61 63
Through thc Extension Service the bands;" Tuesday. Ruth Chatterton in
randas was disturbed by frost and
Thomaston. Me.
61-tf
WASHINGS wanted; called for and de
OARAGE and storage spare to let. V.
newly organized poultry association Unfaithful;” Wednesday. Nancy
will be relaid.
WHITE AND SABLE pedigreed collie F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080
llvered. Tel. 1132-M. ESTHER ROBI
60-tf
Miss Helen Carr who was one of the of Knox-Lincoln County has planned Carroll in “Stolen Heaven.”
SHAW.
60*62 pups. GRAND VIEW FARM. Warren.
Tei. 5-6 Warren.
61-66
guests Thursday of the Speech an all day poultry- meeting to be held
TWELVE HORSES for sale by GEORGE
STORE ON MAIN STREET to let. InMr. and Mrs. Oliver W. Holden and
TEN
H.
P.
twin
cycle
outboard
motor
M SIMMONS, 23 Tillson Ave. Tel. 4
qulre of A. LEVY, 286 Main St.
61-63
Readers' Club in Portland returned in the Town hail, Waldoboro, June 10. children of Braintree, Mass., arc Rockland.
60-62 for sale. Never used. T. S. GOSS. 87
TENEMENT of five rooms will be Jet
home Friday.
Broadway.
________ 61*63
The speaker for this meeting will be guests of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Modern.
Tel.
TENANT WANTED for 5 room tene
or unfurnished.
Mrs. Edward Andrews and children
FOR SALE or exchange for suitable furnished
C. L. Young.
61-tf
ment on Grace St. CALL 630-W. 53-tf
1013-J. 85 MASONIC ST.
coin
of
tlie
realm,
one
kitchen
range
of Plainfield. Vt., are at thc home H. L. Shrader, senior poultry hus
Miss Helen Duncan has returned
CHILDREN wanted to board for sum (no coal Included I also bed room set (no
FOR RENT, to let or you can hire a
of Mrs. Andrews' parents Mr. and bandman of the U. S. Department of from Hartford. Conn., where she mer, pleasant surroundings and good bedroom included), stands, chairs, et 4-room flat with modern conveniences—
care.
MRS.
ALBERT
BURTON.
Spruce
electric
lights, toilet, water, window,
cetera.
700
MAIN
ST..
Rockland.
Tei.
Mrs.
Ward
Grafton.
Brooklyn Agriculture. He will speak on poultry spent the winter.
Head.
55-66 315-W.
60-62 doors and stairs. Can partly furnish at
Heights. They were called here by breeding problems. This will be a fine
suitable
increase
In remuneration. Ap
Stirling Hastings is driving a new ; wanted to board elderly person or
TULIPS for sale at $100 per dozen. ply 700 MAIN ST. or telephone 315-W
Delightful treats, any time —
the illness of Mr. Grafton.
, seml-lnvalid. Write MRS. E. p. COOK. MRS. ARTHUR MARSH. 79 Broad St.
opportunity for Knox-Lincoln poul Chevrolet coupe.
60-62
Ladies of the G-A.R. will meet with try breeders to obtain some real in
,
60-62
The C.C.H. Club met Thursday I spruce Head._____________________ 51-62
anywhere -- Drinks that make
TWO OR THREE room apartment to
Mrs. Susie Newbert next Wednes formation on breeding of poultry.
I
WANT
to
sell
my
Ice
cream
business.
veiling with Mrs. A. W. Rich It was
LAWN MOWERS to sharpen and re, .
..
e
pair. Prompt service. Will call for and Established and sound. Good bargain. let; also sunny front room with break
you glad you’re thirsty!
day. Sewing is planned for the day,
H. L. Richardson, poultry spe the last meeting of the season.
| deliver, crie hardware co. Tel. 791 MRS. ELLEN PERRY. Tel. 277-W 60-62 fast if desired. 14 ORANGE ST. 60*62
with a picnic supper. A business cialist of the Extension Service,
ROOM to let at 150 Limerock St. Tel.
47-tf
The seniors of the C H S. will pre- Rockland,
STRAWBERRY PLANTS. Senator Dun
Their strikingly distinctive
60-tf
meeting will be held in the evening. will present a new breeding plan for sent their annual play at Rockport [
lap and other varieties, $1 per hundred. 506-R.
ATTRACTIVE 6 room house on Orove
A H ROBINSON. 12 Wadsworth St.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Barnes and the county.
flavors and superb ‘quality are
town hall June 4.
Thomaston. Tel. 41-13.
60-62 St, all modern, garage Available Im
daughter of St. George were visitors
This will be an all day meeting,
Misses Emma and Anne Alden
Apply DR. R. W. BICKORD.
due to a perfect blend of the
ONE SINGLE hayrack, single farm mediately.
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mossman starting at 10:30.
60-62
have arrived from Boston and
wagon, single horse sled, hay fork, fall Tel. 611-M.
Thursdayevening.
TWO
COWS
about to freshen: two new
and pulleys for sale, all In A-l condition.
opened their home on Main street for
FINEST of carefully selected
*•* *•* '•* *•**••••*•*-••-••-•••••«•••••••••
Cheap for cash. Call BRENNAN'S SERV milch cows; 10 heifers and a bull for
Services at the Baptist Church
WARREN
the summer.
WILL CARE FOR CHILDREN evenings, ICE STATION. Cor. Broadway and Park sale. GEORGE M. SIMMONS. 23 Tillson
ingredients -- and pure crystalSunday: Church school at 9.45: morn
60-62
60-tf Ave. Tel. 4. Rockland.
Mrs. Frank Rossiter entertained 50c per evening. References. Apply at St. Tei Rockland 310.
ing worship at 11, topic "The Mod- i Rev. and Mrs. Emerson Herrick and the Twilight Twelve Thursday eve 12 EDWARDS ST.
t»2’64
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, stoves, reNO. 1 WHITE HEMLOCK SHINGLES
clear SPRING water.
ern Noah's Flood.” This church will | family of New Harbor were overnight ning at her home on Bay View street.
CAPABLE WOMAN and girl wanted for refrigerator. Vlctrola and lots of records, $4 per M delivered. 14 tn. split hard
housework for summer months. dishes, bedding, etc. Sale starts Mon wood. $7 50 per cord at mill; 16 in soft
unite with the Federated Church in' guests Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs
Be inquisitive!
The next meeting of the Camden general
___ 59-tf wood slabs. $2 ner cord at mill: 4 ft. hard
PHONE 367-2L _
____ 62-64 day. May 18. 18 RANKIN ST.
the evening service.
Charles Wilson.
$6 per cord at mill. Delivery
Garden Club will be held at the Con
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale, large lot wood.
POSITION AS PRACTICAL NURSE
Know for yourself the de
prices very reasonable. SIDNEY HUMES.
The baseball game Saturday will' Mrs. Ilda Russeil is slowly improv gregational parish house Tuesday wanuea.
MRS. C. G. FERNALD. Lake garage. Thomaston St. V. F. STUDLEY, Washington. Me Tel. 6-5.
_____ 60-62
59-tf
not be called until 3.30 o'clock. A | ing from an attack of grippe.
Ave. Tel. 864-W.
62-64 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
at 2.30 o’clock.
lightful refreshment that is your
APARTMENTS ln Naum Block. Main
number of the Thomaston players I Miss Eliza Swan of Rockland is
DAHLIAS,
choice
kinds,
for
sale.
15
GIRLS—18 to 25. full or snare time,
Tlie Young cottage at Lake Megun
St, four rooms and bath; three rooms
dignified work. Apply 9-12 noon, mixed. $1. Many beautiful varieties and bath; also a store. Apply at NAUM
good fortune by
have to go to Belfast this room spending the week with her sister. ticook was the scene of a very at clean,
423
Main
St.
C.
B.
LEIlfuit.
t»2’O4 Send for price list of other offers. MRS. & ADAMS. 220 Main St.
59*64
ing to take a test in the scholarship Mrs. Mary Richmond.
A. I. PERRY. Willow-Brook Dahlia Gar
tractive party Monday evening when
ASK
simply asking for
wanted to take half inter dens. Hope, Me.
SUNNY UP-STAIRS 6-room apartment
58*63
Monday evening the Auction Club the hostesses. Miss Katherine H. estWEIRMAN
contest
at
the
University
of
Maine.
in weir which has been very profit
'simpson]
remodeled. Knox St,
HARD WOOD for sale, fitted. $14. to let. Newlv
Miss Emma Stackpole is house of Waldoboro was entertained at cards Bennett and Mrs. Florence Gray en- able in the past. Eight room house on
EVELYN PEASLEE. Gonia's
SIMPSON SPRING
limbs, 10; junks, $12; long. $10; soft Thomaston.
.SPRING,
store.
Rockland.
Tel. 710.
57-tf
keeper fcr Mrs. Katherine Simmons. at the home of Mrs. Everett Cun pertained in honor of Miss Gladys
wood, fitted $8. delivered. T. J. CAR
Rockland Produce Co.
55-tf
THREE ROOMS to let for light houseWilliam Kelley is spending a few ningham. a former member of this
Ca,LdS Wer? enJ0Jcd l*nt’ , POSITION wanted as working House- ROLL. Tel. Rockland 263-21.
Beverages.
keeolng, bath. gas. range, lights, water.
Distributor? for Rockland
weeks upon his farm tin Waldoboro club. The occasion was the wedding 1030. when the guests assembled in keeper Write or telephone. F. o G.
SEEDS of all kinds for sale. Our stock MRS.
CARL OLSON. 19 Myrtle St. 60-62
recuperating from a recent severe anniversary of Mrs. Cunningham and the artistically decorated dining care C. E. Fernald. West Rockport. 61*66 of seeds are all from reliable growers
FOUR ROOM furnished apartment to
and strictly new stock. C. C. TIBBETTS,
the guests had brought as a gift, a room, the color scheme being peach
practical nurse of experience, 288
illness.
Main
St.
55-tf
let.
566
Main St. NELSON B. COBB
,,
......
ui« pewter salad dish and also the re- and blue. A miniature pond in which wUl take patients at home, or act as
the same as in other years. At 10
56-tf
MissEtobcth
Washburn
and_MiSs,
freo;iments LOnsisting of jce cream ♦ i
USED KITCHEN RANGE for sale, price
NORTH HAVEN
r.,,41
tchousekeeper for gentleman. MRS. S. E.
o'clock pupils of the school will Christine Moore are attending the
floated tiny sail boats made ,up the brown. 259 Middle st. .
60-62 $20. L. W. McCARTNEY. 61 Limerock St.
FURNISHED HOUSE. 5 rooms, to let.
In connection with the church march to the ferry landing for brief 50th anniversary exercises of Dana cake and brownies. Those present center piece of the table and a dainty
54-59 Modern improvements. Other rents of
CAPABLE WOMAN would like post Tel. 1255-R.
here there is a fine group of young exercises after which flowers for the Hail in Wellesley, Mass. They are were Mrs. Annie Thompson. Miss An placard hanging from the chandelier tion
in small adult family, or to care for
FARM for sale tn Lincolnville. 150 all descriptions. ROBERT U. COLLINS.
gela Perry. Mrs. Medora Perry, Mrs asked the question, “What will my semi-invalid.
people. The past two weeks they sailors will be scattered upon the alumni of that institution.
Address E D. 14 Dunn acres, modern buildings, pastures, hay, 375 Main St. Rockland. Me. Tel. 77.56-tf
St.. Thomas’-t. Tel. 25-21.
60*62 i apple orchards, pulp wood, good market
William Labe. Mrs. Willis Crowell.
have been making and hanging May water. Services at the church will
A. D. Davis who has been ill was at Mrs. Harold Smith, Miss Ellen Smith. ship bring in?" At each place was
H P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
EIGHT ROOM HOUSE to let. on CamWOMAN v.-ated lor general house MRS
baskets and 30 of the sick and shut- be at 2 o'clock. Address by the his place of business Friday.
a toy fishing pole with a small mag work.
43-tf din St, near Maverick square. Large
CALL 675
58-tf St.. Camden. Tel. 2597.
Miss Marcia Blaney, Mrs. W. H. Flint
spot and yard, garage if needed.
ins have been remembered. This pastor. The orchestra will furnish
Miss Arlene Newbert opened the Mrs. V. B. Hagerman. Mrs. A. E. Boggs net. When thc guests had guided
SIX-ROOM house for sale. Georges St, garden
small payment down, price Rent reasonable. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
means much. The chairman of the music.
season at her cottage in St. George all of Waldoboro. Bridge prizes were their ship to port, they found a fce ••• ••• *•* *•• ■•»*••••«••- ••• •••
56-tf
I* Thomaston,
$500.
V.
F.
STUDLEY.
69
Park
St.
Tel
committee has been Alice Woodman.
i 1080 .
SIX ROOM tenement to let. modern,
The library premises are being this week with a beefsteak fry. with awarded Mrs. Flint and Mrs. Thomp- message announcing thc engagement ♦
52-tf
of
Gladys
Fernald
and
Forrest
Mabel Bray and others assisting.
unfurnished,
at
9
Suffolk
St.
Apply
MILIsrael
Cutler
of
Oldtown.
Mrs.
Louis
fixed up by Mr. McDonald. A new
iI
i son. consolation prizes were awarded Young. A delicious lunch was served
55-tf
.»•
•«.
IP TON M. GRIFFIN. 25 Oconn St.
The afternoon boat to Rockland i flooring to the porch with supports Cook of Rockland and Warren Ken Mrs. Crowell and Miss Blaney.
»• •
j
after
which
each
guest
received
a
gift
TWO FURNISHED rooms to let for
ie
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
-a
$.
leaves at 4 o'clock, standard time.
I Those attending the meeting of presented in a humorous manner.
, has beer, laid by Henry Duncan and ney as guests.
light housekeeping. E. N. SYLVESTER,
FOR BETTER TRADES in Used Cars, ♦
Saturday evening Dr. Crie attended District 15 of the Rebekah Lodge at
Edw. York went to Rockland Wed 1 appearances in general have been
23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
55-tf
MILLER'S GARAGE. Rankin St..
the monthly meeting of the Maine Appleton Wednesday evening were Those present were Mrs. Doris Lank- visit
nesday afternoon.
♦
Rockland
60-62
FIVE ROOM modern apartment to let.
greatly improved.
•••
•••
ton
.
Mrs.
Evelyn
Norwood.
Mrs.
Coast Osteopathic Association. Drs.
furnished or unfurnished, at 8 Summer
The Westport began its six days
Not for a long time have we lis Kent and Scariott were hosts. The Miss Doris Hyler, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Charlena Dalzell. Mrs. Florence
55-tf
SIX ROOM NEW house, excellent loca St. Call MRS. FROST. 318-W.
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
a week schedule May 19. It comes tened to such a broadcast and broad- program included moving pictures on JQowers, Miss Mildred Waltz, Mrs Grey. Miss Helen Dougherty Miss copies
The Courier-Gazette, with the tion. all modern conveniences, to be sold
SMALL cozy tenement to let; also fur
Laura Erackett. Miss M. Grac ‘ | Katherine MacDonald. Miss Gladys home of
Sunday morning and returns Sunday ide of hcld-ups, murders, suicides surgery and two fine papers.
news, at the Old South News at once. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. nished rooms by day or week. Apply at
Walker, Mrs, Alice Mathews. Mrs Fernald and Miss Kay Bennett.
61-tl W> LAUREL ST.
Agency, Washington St., next Old South Tel. 1080.
55-tf
night.
and other crime reports as came
Mrs. Andrews and daughters of
Church; also at M. Andelman’s, 284 Tre
SEVEN BOOM house for sale, improve
HOUSE at 180 Main St.. 6 rooms, bath,
A big day is expected at the church over the air Thursday morning at Tenant's Harbor were visitors of Mrs. Herbert Waltz and Mrs. Eugene Durmont st.
ments, furnace, fine cellar, excellent gas. electric lights. MRS. E. C. GRANT.
gin.
Sunday.
5.15. America needs a religious Andrews' sister, Mrs. A. O. Keene,
condition throughout, on Linden St. V. 184 8outh Main St. Tel. 526-M.
57-tf
SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. Emerson Perkins, who has been
F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
Plans for Memorial Day will b? awakening.
this
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. North
_ week.
„
.
...
ill several years, died May 21. Funeral
61 tf
Main St., rent reasonable. P. L. HAV
Tls
| services will F? conducted from the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gardner of
SMALL FARM for sale in Jefferson, 6- ENER. Tel 792
60-62
Worcester Salt Co. of New York at iate home Sunday afternoon at 2 Rockport* were visitors at O. A. Cope
room house, garage, woodshed, hen pen,
SIX ROOM tenement on Warren St.
their refineries. Silver Springs. N. Y. o'clock standard, by Rev. Howard A.
apple trees. An Ideal place for summer
land's last Tuesday.
TO SETTLE ESTATE
home. Beautiful view of lake. Few to let. gas. electricity, toilet. Apply 12
Mrs. Demmons is visiting her daugh Welch.
53-tf
minutes drive from Beach Farm Tea WARREN ST. Tel. 577.
E. C. Cutting was overnight guest
ter who is a student at the Lesley
Room and Maine's best bathing beach.
The Grange Circle with Mrs. Mary
Homestead Property of thc late
FURNISHED TENEMENT to let. on
F.
R.
COWING.
Jefferson,
Me.
Box
73.
Kindergarten School in Cambridge, Pease as chairman will hold a social Wednesday of his mother Mrs. Rosa
Oak St. E. C. DAVIS. Fuller-CobbGeorge H. Hart, Lake Avenue.
61*63 Davis.
Cutting.
54-tf
Mass.
at the Warren Grange hall next TuesFor Title Deeds and further infor
Mrs. Calista Orne of Friendship
LAND AND BUILDINGS for sale at
Mrs.
Susie
Newbert
entertained
at
APARTMENT to let. furnished or un
. ,.
....
Af evening. Supper served at 7 visited Mrs. Mary Orne Wednesday.
mation, apply to
Vinalhaven. known as J. Emery Ladd furnished. three rooms or single room,
bridge Thursday evening Mrs. Lena : o clock standard. Those not solicited
place. Write BOX 277 or phone 468 all modern. HILL DANE. Tel. 427.
Mrs. Annie Page ar.d Mrs. Rose
Merry, Mrs. Georgie Robinson, Miss ' please bring pastry.
Rockland.
61-63
.
51-tf
Charles
T.
Smalley
Marshall
were
at
Rodney
McIntyre
’
s
Mary Hanley. Mrs. Robinson reClifford Overlook found a camera
SEVEN ROOM house, four acres land,
FIVE room apartment to let, on Orient
for
sale,
also
6
room
bungalow,
6
room
in
East
Warren
Wednesday.
Mrs.
Attorney of Administrator
ceivcd first prize and Mrs. Merry the Thursday while on his way to East
St. Apply NELSON B. COBB, or Louise
house, farms, summer cottages, building Williams at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
54-tf
McIntyre is engaged in the making
second.
| Warren.
R cklancl, Maine
lots and general real estate service of
TENEMENT to let, seven rooms, bath
Mrs. George Potter and children
Cap:. A c Batchelder of Damari- of hooked rugs for a firm in Rock
all kinds. ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375
62S68
Main St.. Rockland. Me. Tel. 77.
55-tf room. electric lights and gas at 9 Union
Joan and Clark Potter of'Needham, scotta Mills and daughter Miss land and has just completed one
St. Apply BENJAMIN MILLER. 26 Ran
MUST BE SOLD at once 7 room house kin St. Tel. 692-J.
Mass., are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Clif- Pauline Batchelder of Boston spent 10x14. She is given a sn. d picture
61-63
with bath, furnace, fine cement cellar,
; ford Clark. Leslie Clark and family . Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs C S of the design wanted, from which she
UPSTAIRS APT. to let. 12 Cedar St..
garage, near Pacific street. For quick
I of Portland will arrive today to be | Coburn.
sale price $1800, $500 down and balance 4 rooms, toilet, electric lights. Inquire
makes an enlarged pattern then
mortgage. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park S^. MRS J. A. JAMESON, 40 North Main St.
weekend guests in the same family. I Oscar Starcett and George New- transferring it to the burlap. She is
44-tf
46-1 Tel. 456-R.
Tel. 1080.
The annual flower sale of the Fed- ' comb are attendihg the Maine Con- quite an artist and has several pic
MODERN apartments to let. $14.50
FOR SALE—Modern house. 6 rooms
DORY WITH SAIL OR
erated Church w:.l be held in thc sistory of the Masonic Lodge in Port- tures which she has done in water
and bath, garage. A. B. HIGGS. 140 Tal per month up. See MIKE ARMATA at
Congregational vestry May 29. There I land, planning to return today
bot Ave. Tel. 711.
53-tf Men's Shop, or call evenings 286-R. 44-tf
colors and possesses considerable
will also be a few perennial plants, i The new store being put up by natural ability, never having taken
SMALL MOTOR BOAT
FIVE ROOM tenement. lights, toilet,
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
: cooked food and household linens.
Benjamin Davis is nearly completed
cottages for sale and rent, attractive gas. Vacant May 1. DR. BARTLETT.
any
lessons.
53-tf
Ideal loactlons. tea houses, and
The following students from Thom- and Wilder Moore and crew are pamtREASONABLY PRICED prices.
The following ladies attended the
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart
$6.50 Value
aston High School, having obtained ing thc outside. It will be equipped
Maine.
53-tf ments to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel.
Farm
Bureau
Wednesday
at
thc
the highest rank in their classes in : With Frigidaire.
156-W.
41-tf
M. A. STILLMAN
the State-wide tests offered by the I Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs Ben- pleasant home of Mrs. Virgil Pay.»• •••
•••
••• •••
W
Umversity of Maine, motired to Bel- j jamin E. Watts Thursday were Mr son: Laura Copeland, Alice Copeland,
4
4 6^ *♦«••••••••• ••• ••• *•• ••• *•*
172 PALMER STREET
I fast today, Saturday, to take part in j and Mrs. William Barrett and Mrs E Nettie Copeland Rosa Cutting. Rose
ARLINGTON, MASS.
Marshall and Annie Page. They re
the district contest with the winners s b. Clark.
G2Ut
in other high schools in this part of ' Motorists are asked not to park ln port a very profitable and pleasant
••• *•* *•• *•• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• *•* *•* *•*
the State. The winning senior in the ! front of the postofficc during the session
If you have a cottage to let or
Othcr Suitable Electric Equipment at
district obtains a scholarship at thc | times the mail arrives as lt incon
Mrs. Inez Page and children of
desire summer boarders advertise the
NOTICE-After
this date. May 23. 1931.
fact in thl.A paper where thousands
University. Senior tests, Thomas ; veniences the messenger
GUARDIAN’S SALE OF
Bangor were guests Thursday at
pay no bills except those contract
Sensationally Low Prices
will read of it.____________________ _ Iedwill
ln person. RICHARD DYER. Rock
Sweeney, Arietta Maloney, Edith
william L*vry has been spending Frank Page's.
PERSONAL PROPERTY
A SIX ROOM COTTAGE at Crescent land.
62*64
; Stevens; American History, Editn the week with Mr. and Mrs. J S,
Good Will Grange gave another
I have for immediate sale the
Beach to rent for July and August. Ap
, Stevens, Arietta Maloney; English MacDonald.
MEMORIAL DAY ROSES- Orders taken
plv to MRS. ALBERTA ROSE. 26 Claren
of their birthday suppers to mem
household Furniture at 64 Ran
l Mechanics III, Russel Morgan. Janice
don St. City.
______ 62-65 for hand made roses for Memorial Day,
An A. & P. truck went through the bers born in the month of May last
kin street. Kitchen Ware, Oil
75 cents per doz. MRS. V. F. HiLLS.
Pillsbury; English Mechanics II. platform in front of a building be Thursday evening, to which the fol
THE LONE PINE." four room cottage Tel. 1-3 Warren.
and Gas Stoves, Chamber Sets,
56-64
will be let furnished. Near salt water,
j Charlotte Dyer, Florence Whitehill; longing to R. J. Andrews next to the
Rugs,
Linen
and
Antiques
are
lowing
responded:
Fred
Maxey
Annie
one mile from village. MRS. FRED R.
OUTSIDE PAINTING of all kinds by
MASONIC TEMPLE BUILDING
English Mechanics I. Lucille Dolliver, Masonic block Wednesday morning,
included in this sale. Every
WHITMORE. Vinalhaven. Mc. Tel. 48-22. spraying system, good Job, low price.
Barbara Achorn; English Literature when the brakes wouldn't hold on Davis and Muriel Coffin. Birthday
60*63 FELIX PAJUNEN. Box 54. R. No. 3.
thing must he sold before next
sketches were written by Esther
III. John Singer. Donald Beckett; Buxton hill.
Union. Me.
54*62
Saturday. The house will be
COTTAGE to lot at Crescent Beach, all
Newbert. Nettie Copeland and Nor
English Literature II, Richard Spear,
MARCELLING, 50c; shampooing, 50
modern improvements. LENA K. SAR
Fifty had thc opportunity to man Whitehill. Visitors were pres
open until thc sate ends, but not
GENT. Tel. 990-M or 994 .
61-63 cents. Evening appointments a specialty.
William Keefe; English Literature I, listen to John M. Richardson's talk
later than next Saturday.
191’.
Charles Stackpole, Woodrow Verge; during the social hour following thc ent from White Oak and Wessawes
NEW COTTAGE for sale, two rooms, MADELYN McCABE. 20 Oak St. Tel.
56*61-tf
Per
order
of
Probate
Court,
pantry, fine shore lot. dock. Furnished.
Ancient History, Richard Spear, monthly supper at the Montgomery keag Granges.
WHOLESALE
RETAIL
E. W. PIKE, Guardian.
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
$350. Or will rent for summer. JOHN
Charlotte Dyer; Algebra I, Esther rooms Thursday evening. Mr. Rich
GORDON. Port Clyde. Me.
60*62 Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
62-63
I Harjula, Charles Stackpole. Miss ardson cited some interesting facts
47-tf
“Highest Quality Feeds At Lowest Prices”
COTTAGE
to
let.
four
sleeping
rooms,
HOPE
Seeber and Miss Smith accompanied in regard to the newspaper and ex
PAPER HANGING. Painting and ma
kitchen and living room, fire place, near
son
work
of
all
kinds.
A.
W.
GRAY.
NOTICE
OF
FORECLOSURE
salt
water.
Completely
furnished.
V.
F.
the students.
hibited some type from the linotype
Full gospel meetings at the Hope
57-tf Contractor. Tel. 33-M.___________ 45-tt
Whereas John Q. Adams Qf Searsmont STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080 .
A union memorial. service will be machines. The newspaper world is
In the County of Waldo and State of
LADIES—Reliable stock of balr goods
SUMMER COTTAGE for sale or to let.
| held in the Congregational Church divided into two parts, the metro Corner schoolhouse Sunday nights Maine
by
his
mortgage
deed
dated
the
at Ingraham Hill, on the shore, bath at the Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St.
HOLMES STREET, NEAR BROADWAY
Sunday evening at 7 o'clock. The Le politan, and the country, The Cou at 7.30, beginning May 24.
twentieth day of June ln the year of our electric fights, city water, all modern, Mail orders solicited. H. C. RHODES.
Lord one thousand nine hundred and completely
53-tf
gion, Women's Auxiliary, Coast Artil- rier-Gazette coining in the latter
furnished.
Inquire
at Tel. 519-J.
A STRICTLY ROCKLAND CONCERN
twenty-seven, recorded in Knox County CROCKETT’S BABY SHOP. Rockland.
1 lery. Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts will class. Mr. Richardson compared the
MARCELLING AND SHAMPOOING by
Registry of Deeds, Book 213. Page 529,
NOTICE
55-tf appointment.
KATHERINE SMALL. 18
j be present. Other services for the two and raid that thc rural paper
STOVER’S PRiDE FLOUR
Notice is hereby given that the part conveyed to T. E Gushee of Camden.
for sale or to let for season Gay St. Tel. 737-M._______________ 48-tf
Federated Church: Sunday school at was undoubtedly great help to a com nership existing between Arthur W. Pay- Knox County. Maine and R A Gushee atCOTTAGE
Cooper’s Beach; 6 rooms, electric
ELMORE FEEDS
of
New
York.
County
and
State
of
New
LET
E.
A.
KNOWLTON
your saws
.9.45 a. m.; morning service at 11, sub munity. In his talk he said that the son and W. George Payson of East Union York, a certain lot or parcel of land ln lights, fireplace, nice water, garage; 10 and repair your furniture die
at 216 LIMEMaine, doing business under the name
WASEO FEEDS
minutes from Rockland. MRS. L. E. ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
ject, "Unfulfilled Ambitions.”
Appleton,
in
the
County
of
Knox
and
53-tf
World War changed the papers be and style of Payson A- Robbins, has been
BLACKINGTON. Tel. 178-R.
51-tf
of Maine, bounded as follows:
OPEN WEEK DAYS 7.30 A. M. TO 5 P. M.’
cause of the increase in the cost of dissolved, and the said Arthur W. Payson State
Northwesterly
by
the
county
road;
FURNISHED
Cottage.
Bayside,
Northtaken over the assets of the firm, and
SOUTH THOMASTON
materials and workmanship. Where has
northeasterly by the line between ranges port. Me., to let. water, lights. Two' mins,
has assumed Its liabilities.
Wc Solicit Your Patronage—Give Us a Try
I am Ready to Build or Repair
All persons owln" said co-partnership No. 17-18; southeasterly by the fine be from P. O.. stores, tennis court and golf
as there were about 20.000 of the
tween ranges No. 16-17 embracing all links. A. W. GREGORY. 416 Main St.,
will
please
make
payment
to
the
said
country
newspapers
before
the
war
I
Last
Friday
evening
Mrs
Joseph
that
part
of
the
third
lot
ln
thc
17th
Rockland.
49-tf
WHARVES
Arthur W. Payson, and ail persons hav
Quality
Service
Price
range which lies south of thc County
Baum and Mrs. John Pierce gave a this number decreased to less than ing claims against said co-partnership road.
SUMMER COTTAGE. Seven rooms.
Can
furnish
best of references
present them to him.
1107
OFFICE TELEPHONE,
garage at Owl’s Head. 3 miles from
birthday party in honor of Mrs. Clif- 10.000 at the present time. National will
Also another lot ln said Appleton 2-car
Dated this twenty-first day of May
LEON HALSTEAD
Rockland. To let for the season. NEL
1105
MR. PENDLETON'S PHONE,
i ford Dennison at the Dennison home. advertisers made a survey recently 1931.
being a part of the third lot in the 18th SON
B COBB
53-tf TEL. 570
range, bounded as follows:
ROCKLAND
243
ARTHUR W PAYS* I
MR. BEVERAGES PHONE,
Refreshments including two large finding that more goods were sold in
Northwesterly by land of John Whit
W. GEORGE PAYSON
towns
and
small
cities
than
in
55*59-65
birthday cakes were served and Mrs.
more; northeasterly by land of Wm
62*lt
McLain; southeasterly by the countv
I Dennison was presented with a fern- great centers with the result that the
smaller newspaper gets more adver
southwesterly by land of Wm. Me
| ery from the guests, Mr. and Mrs. tising. The Courier-Gazette is the COSMOPOLITAN FIRE INSURANCE CO. road;
THC
Lain, containing 11 acres, more or less.
And whereas the condition of said
Ralph Stickney and Mr. and Mrs. only three issue a week paper in
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930.
mortgage
has
been
broken,
now
therefore,
euGfeNe
Fred Jordan of Rockland. Mr. and the State. A piano solo by Mrs. H. I. Stocks and Bonds ............ ....$2,450,620 19 by reason of the breach of the condition
Mrs. Joseph Baum, Mr. and Mrs. Drewett and vocal solo by Chester Cash in Office and Bank ...... 275.825 31 thereof, we. the said T. E. Gushee and
Agents’ Balances .................. 363,973 40 R. A. Gushee claim a foreclosure of said
Harvey Crowley and Mr. and Mrs. Wyllie was also much enjoyed at this Interest
MeTHOD
and Rents .............
5.820 84 mortgage.
The two large buildings recrr.'.'.y occupied by Hall Lumber Co, Bel
John Pierce.
time.
All other Assets .................... 235.081 05
Dated May 5. A. D. 1M1.
la the rcnlle
fast one of the best busine-s locations in city; lumber lot about 30
T. E. GUSHEE
method of pemiaGross Assets .......................$3,331,320 79
acres Belfast IVi story store building at Stonington; grain separator
ELIZABETH C. NEWBERT
nent waring —
APPLETON
Deduct
Items
not
admitted
....
691.294
76
Atty, for R. A. Gushee
with tiny jeta of
and eicvator. 2 trucks, low j:;/- ', h'.'.h jigi.'T. paints and oils, 7‘,
10% Off on All Wal Papers.
STATE OF MAINE
elean white ateom.
h p motor. 15 h. p. motor, office fixtures in excellent condition, 3
Let mc show you samples
Admitted ............................. $2 640.026 03 Knox. SS.
May 12. 1931
Aak na about iu
The new Pentecostal Church will
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
sets scales and various other articles of equipment. All must bc sold
Personally appeared the above-named
Net
Unpaid
Losses
................
$123,633
00
Reasonable Prices
T. E. Gushee, Elizabeth C. Newbert by
bc dedicated Sunday, May 31, serv
immediately,
Unearned Premiums ............. 852.523 99 power of attorney of R. A. Gushee and
MABELLE
ices forenoon, afternoon and evening.
All other Liabilities .............
46.586 02 made oath that the statements con
RALPH I. MORSE
FRED
FERNALD
Cash Capital ........................... l.ooo.ooo oo tained in the above notice by them
Rev. T. S. Seamons will have charge
BEAUTY SHOPPE
ROCKLAND, ME.
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 617,283 02 signed are true.
Assignee
with several students from the Mrs.
483
MAIN
ST.
TEL.
683-W
Telephone 575-R After 5.30
Before me.
Belfast, Maine
Gibson Bible Institute of Provi
60-62
D. G WENTWORTH
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2 640.026 03
60-tf
62-64
59-S-65
Justice
of
the
Peace
56-S-62
dence, R. I. as helpers.

; LOST AND FOUND \

♦
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WANTED
;

;

SITUATIONS

Ask For

BEVERAGES

WELCOME

Refreshment!

;

AUTOMOBILES

K

REAL ESTATE

FOR SALE

Ideal for
Slimmer Cooking

EXCEL
ELECTRIC
COOKER

WANTED

; Summer Cottages ’ \ MISCELLANEOUS \
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Central Maine Power Co.

Economy Flour & Feed Co., Inc.

PAINTING
WHITENING AND
PAPER HANGING

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE

.CIGAR?

JfamesFi

I
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Every-Other-Day

KIRMA’S FAREWELL
This His Last Day At Park
Theatre—More Questions
Answered

BBHHUBMMUBaH

THE REALM OF MESIC

Money in the Bank—

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

The Great Kirma concludes his
week's engagement at Park Theatre
At the bridge party given under the today, and the management reviews
auspices of the BPW Club Thursday with satisfaction a series of crowded
evening honors were, won by Mrs. houses, when standing room has been
We always rejoice in the accom been through John Powell, renowned
Adelaide Butman, Mrs. Streeter Web at a premium.
a close friend.
plishments
of our own home mu pianist,
ster, Mrs. W. H. Anderson, Mrs.
Meantime, after giving up composi
The
Courier-Gazette
’
s
mail
was
sicians,
and
today
I
have
two
to
tell
Thomas McKinney and Mrs. Grace
tion as a hopeless task in his student
Mrs. Evie Perry acted swamped with questions yesterdav you about.
days, an interest in it began to de
Under the auspices of the Methe- Blanchard.
and
Kirma
has
answered
the
first
lo
as hostess. There will be a party thus:
The first concerns Edna M. Greg velop again after’Mr. Harris had
besec Club Mrs. Maud Andrews Lin next Thursday evening.
ory. the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. passed his 30th birthday, and Mr.
coln of Augusta will give a reading
L. M.—No. I do not advise the trip William W. Gregory, who on the Powell encouraged a renewal of the
which
you
have
in
mind.
You
would
of A- pasellas Play. "Death Takes I Mrs. George W. Phillips and son
i evening of May 15 gave a very
.
__
suc- work. For 15 years Mr. Powell has
aHoliday'
at theUniversalist
ves- George have returned from a week's ! 1101 be granted thc possibilities you cessful an^ delightful pianorecital
watched over and assisted Mr. Harris.
tryWednesday afternoon at 2sharp. 1 visit in Boston. "Young George" saw are expecting.
as a (ea(ure of tne completion of her Schirmer published a piano suite and
Members of the’ Rubinstein Club, four of the major league ball games.
0 B—Marriage to this man would work in the college course at the , about 10 songs some years ago. Last
Progressive Literary Society and the
-------; be quite successful. I do not suggest \ Faelten Pianoforte School,Boston. | January Mr. Powell played a very
Shakespeare Society are invited and
Mrs. Flora Fernald of Birch street, i ‘bhat he make the change of employ- j Her numbers were:
pretentious piano composition of Mr.
each member of the Methebesec Club i was hostess to the Chummy Club ment however.
Sonata Op. 10, No. 2 ............. Beethoven ! Harris’ in New York, “The Ballad of
Allegro
the Questing Beast," and recently a
is privileged to have one guest. Wednesday evening. Honors in
H. S.—Your condition is not seri
Prestoett°
trio f°r violln- 'cello and piano in one
Mrs. Lincoln, a graduate of the bridge were won by Mrs. Emerson ous, but I do advise that you con- ■
Prelude, op. 3, No. 2........BachmanlnoU ! movement has been done at the State
Emerson School of Oratory is one of Sadler and Mrs. Frank Fields. Re tinue treatments.
M. Y.—The article will not be re- [ Clair de Lune .............................. Debussy1 Choral Festival and Convention of
the foremost artists of her line in the freshments were served.
State.
covered and I do not feel that your ^5am‘Jor..::::z=::::::..Mo,cS Music embs at chanottesviiie.
Rhapsody. No. VIII.............................. Liszt' Th»ec years ago Mr. Harris was
Mrs. Annie Dubois who has been suspicions are correct.
Classmates, including Irene Young made music-critic on the Richmond
Jerry Smead, accompanied by an the guest of her daughter, Mrs. W.
O. G.—I see improvements in your
of Thomaston, gave an opening per- Times-Dispatch, which position has j
airplane pupil, has been in the city H. Wincapaw, Lindsey street, ls re business.
of “Invitation to the provided wonderful opportunities. I
WOULD RUN BUSSES
for a few days, coming from Bangor. turning to her home in New York
H. A. A.—It will be necessary for !i fcrmance
Dance,
”
an
arrangement of Advance articles on what is to be
you to continue for sometime, to hold Weber's wellensemble
today
known composition by performed at each concert, historical Eastern Steamship Lines Asks Per
"The Crowd" enjoyed a progressive
the bonds.
; Dresel. In the closing number “Con- and analytical, are done, together
mission
To
Carry
Between
dinner Wednesday evening which
Mrs. David L. McCarty entertained , D.
C.
—
You
could
be
very
success, .
, ,
. ,
,
. certo, Op. 15," by Beethoven, Miss with articles on general musical sub
Bucksport and Northeast Harbor
proved a most delightful feature. at bridge
I
suggest
Wednesday
evening.
ful in your study oflaw.
Gregory was assisted by George Pratt jects. Reviews are done on music,
The first course was served at the
| Maxim of the faculty at the second art and travel books.
The Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.,
home of Mrs. C. A. Palmer, Union Honors were won by Mrs. S. E. Wil that you enter this field.
Mr. Harris is on the board of gov has asked the Public Utilities Commis
O. T. K.—This man will not keep piano-forte, and by four classmates
street, the second at the home of lard, Mrs. Donald Perry and Mrs. J.
ernors of the Musicians’ Club of sion for permission to operate an au
his appointment with your husband, [ jn ensemble.
Mrs. Charles Hewett, Rankin street, F- Burgess,
neither will he advance the necessary ' Miss Gregory is a member of thc Richmond, and is intimately associ tomobile route to carry passengers for
with Mrs. Frank Marsh assisting;
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Freeman and money for this deal.
, graduating class, the exercises to take ated with the Federation of thc hire between Bucksport and North
thc third at the home of Mrs. John
W. W.—You will not be successful I place in Steinert Hall, Boylston Music Clubs of the State, having to east Harbor.
G. Snow. Orange street, with Miss son Richard, Mrs. Marguerite MacAl
Gladys Blethen assisting, and the man and Mrs. Harry W. French leave in selling your property this year. I street, Boston, June 12. Her work at judge contests and do all sorts of odd i Ellsworth, Bar Harbor, and Seal
Harbor would be served, but no local
fourth at the home of Mrs. J. M. by motor tomorrow for Boston where see a disposal of this property during Faelten has been marked by excel jobs at the convention each year.
passengers would be carried between
Pomeroy, Talbot avenue, with Mrs. they will be for the week as guests the fall months of next year however. lence, showing steady progress and
At the meeting of thc executive Ellsworth, Bar Harbor, Seal Harbor
A. J. Murray assisting. Bridge at the of Mr. and Mrs. Harold McDonald,
G. R.—Your eyesight will never bc consistency.
A paragraph at the foot of thc pro- board of the Maine Federation ol or Northeast Harbor in either
home of Mrs. Murray developed Mrs. Allston.
totally recovered. Through treatMusic Clubs at Gorham, Miss Caro direction, the petition said, adding
ment it will be possible for you to > gram attracts attention. It reads:
Frank Marsh ahd J. M. Pomeroy as
Miss Celia Brault entertained the partially recover from this condition.
winners.
"The Faelten System is a complete line Fenno Chase, of Augusta, Mrs. that operation of the machines Would
j choir of St. Bernard’s Church at her
S J-Your father-in-law will re-; wurse of Musical Instruction which: S Merritt Farnum of Lewiston, Mrs. not be in competition with any othcr
Miss Laura Richards entertained ’ cottage at Crescent Beach, Wednes- turn to his wife sometime during the Systematizes advantageously
the Guy P. Gannett of Cape Elizabeth established transportation system.
A public hearing on the petition
Tuesday evening at a lobster supper ( day evening for a beefsteak dinner next month. Upon his return, he will study °/ music; develops practical re and Mrs. E. F. Berry of Rockland
at the home of her sister. Mrs. Luda 1 and bridge. There were 14 present. remain for only a short time, after suits; leads pupils to an intelligent were appointed by Mrs. Gannett, was ordered by the Commission to be
■ position
... - appreciation of music, and makes president of the Federation, to work held in Augusta next Monday at 10 a.
Mitchell, Oak street. Bridge fol Honors were won by Mrs. Anastasia, which he will return to -his
lowed. there being three tables, with 1 Hannon and Robert McCarty.
in Michigan
I them Independent Musicians. Pupils with the committee from Aroostook m., standard.
honors going to Mrs. Ethel Philbrook,
E B —I do not advise that your son who have studied music elsewhere arc Ciubs in pMnning for the annual
An American tourist walking down
Mrs. Della Peaslee and Miss Helen
Tuesday evening a birthday party take up aviation. It will prove to be not put back when entering the convention of the Federation at
Burns.
was given by Marion Marshall. The a waste of time and expense as he will school, but are credited with what Caribou in October. These plans will a street of a large town in Scotland
ever correct musical knowledge and be formulated the coming months for noticed a sign over a shop door:
guests w’ere Barbara Orff, Mildred ever be a success ln this field
Tlie annual Ivy week festivities at Payson, Barbara Jordan, Dorothy
j j n —I do not suggest that you skill they possess, and are graded so , the two-day sessions, being held for “Portmanteaux, travelling bags, over ]
Bowdoin College opened Wednesday Flanders, Eleanor Payson, Margaret discharge this man. He was not re- , as to insure rapid progress.”
[ the first time in the fall as a result land trunks, etc.”
evening to continue through the re Johnson, Mary Paladino. Emma sponsible for this accident but rather 1
Thinking to take a rise out of the
, • • .
J of a vote of the Board earlier this
mainder of the week. Mrs. Ernest A. Pierce. Frances Pettee. Marion Oinn. iBQhieldine another Your son.
spring. Heretofore the convention shopman, he went in, and the follow
p
“
-S3
yo
”
“
'
X
A
£
Robbins of Camden is one of the Rose Moody. Bernice Lindsey, Lydia
has been held in the spring at the ing dialogue ensued:
chaperones for the Alpha Delta Phi Leighton and Vivian Mullen. Games
close of the club season, and it was
American: “Have you got an over
"
“
"
k
-I
,
settlement
"of
this
Mrs.
Justin
L.
C,.»
She
Is
fraternity house, and among the vari were played and refreshments were
felt that a change to the fall would land trunk?"
D.
ployed
in
New
York
while
becoming
ous guests are noted these from served.
Sandy: "Yes, sir.”
“^tharyou ViU be'disappointed with acquainted with the musical layout be beneficial to all clubs.
Rockland: At the Psi Upsilon House.
American: “Could you please
see
that,
you
win
oe
charmed
her
Miss Margaret Hellier of Rockland
Little Walter W. McAuliffe is ill your share.
We are gratified that a Rockland su"nlv me with an underland trunk?” I
J
hearers
when
appearing
as
a
soloist
and Wheaton College: at the Kappa at his home with congestion of the
Sandy: “Yes, sir. Here. Frank show
musical club is to be represented in
Sigma. Misses Alice Flanagan and lungs.
Miss Margaret Hellier was one of in a music week concert presented by the series of broadcasts under the this gent to the coffin department.”
the
Parent-Teacher
Association
of
Faye Hodgkins: at the Sigma Nu,
the three designers of costumes for
auspices of thc State Federation.
Miss Helen Moulaison.
The Y.P.B. met at thc home of Miss the recent May pageant given by Sea Cliff. L. I., May 5.. Her songs Tomorrow’afternoon at 2.30 over Sta
were
"Within
the
Little
House,
”
by
Vivian Chaples with good attendance. Wheaton College. The costumes
tion WCSH, the Rubinstein Club will
Mrs. Maynard Crockett left yester A very interesting program on were of great beauty, showing much Bennett, “A Blackbird Singing," by present Mrs. Helen Wentworth, so
Head, and “Wake Up.” by Phillips; prano; Mrs. Lydia Storer, contralto;
MON.
day for Boston where she will be the “China” was presented by the local
and she also appeared in two duets Miss Bertha Luce, violinist, Miss Al
guest of relatives and friends for a leader. Miss Alena Young.
The originality.
TUES.
with a Miss Rosana Hicks, contralto cada Hall, pianist, and Mrs. Ethel
few days.
speaker was costumed as a mandarin
Mrs. Leola Rose entertained the
and impersonated a native Christian Contract Club Thursday afternoon “O That We Two Were Maying" by Lee Hayden, accompanist.
The
Nevin and “Nearest and Dearest" broadcast should be one of pleasure.
Mrs. Minnie Miles, who underwent J worker A small but interesting ex
i Tuscany Folk Song).
a surgical operation at the Dea hibit illustrative of Chinese life was at her home on Union street.
* * * *
Miss Cross is a graduate of the New
coness Hospital in Boston last Tues shown and real Chinese refreshments
The Viennese composer and theo
Mrs. Edward Gonia entertained at England Conservatory of Music, hold
day, is reported as gaining in a satis were served.
a small bridge tea Wednesday after ing a post-graduate diploma, and her rist, Dr. Hans Weissc, comes to Mew
factory manner. Her address is “care
York next year to teach at the David
of Deaconess Hospital, Roxbury,
The condition of Mrs. C. E. Gilley noon at her apartment on Talbot sweet voice and charming personality Mannes Music School. He is the
Mass.” and letters and cards will be who is ill at her home on Broadway avenue when honors were won by are treasured by her friends.
pupil and disciple of Dr. Heinrich
very welcome.
* • e •
Mrs. A. M. Moody. Thursday Mrs.
shows a slight improvement.
Schcnker. considered by many lead
Gonia entertained at a bridge
ing musicians as the greatest theorist
AN OLD SONG
Mrs. W. A. Hartshorn entertained
luncheon
at
which
Mrs.
George
L.
Mrs. Fred Collamore goes Monday
at bridge Thursday afternoon at her to Portland where she will remain as St. Clair and Mrs. Harry Brown won Author's name not known—From an old of our times. Although Dr. Weisse is
scrap book
only 39 years old. he has already
home on Talbot avenue. The guests the guest of friends until Thursday, the highest scores.
You laugh as you turn the yellow page accomplished nctable work both as
were Mrs. Kenneth Spear, Mrs. R. S. going thence to Boston to remain
Of that queer old song you sing,
composer—his music has been played I
And wonder how folks could ever see
Sherman, Mrs. A. J. Murray, Mrs. E.
Miss Arlene Newbert entertained A charm In the simple melody
throughout Germany and Austria—
L. Toner. Mrs A. B. Higgs. Mrs. J. M. until Tuesday.
Of
such
an
old-fashioned
thing.
with a beefsteak fry Monday evening
and teacher. In the latter capacity
Pomeroy and Mrs. C. A. Palmer.
Rev. and Mrs. Frank Luce who at her camp at Caddy’s Grove, Wiley's That yellow page was fair to view.
he is known to many American stu
quaint old type was fresh and new, dents who attended his private semi
The
Mrs. Herbert Hall of Summer have been at the Luce homestead, Corner, among her guests being Mr. That
That simple strain was our delight
Famous
street is the guest of her mother, Camden road, for the week, leave to and Mrs. L. B. Cook and children of When here we gathered night by night, nars in Vienna. He will teach com
And
thought
the
music
of
our
day
position,
theory,
analysis,
and
inter

Play by
Mrs. Marson, In Pittston, for a few day for their home in Dorchester, Rockland.
An endless Joy to sing and play.
pretation at the New York school,
Willard Mack
Mass.
days.
and
Rive
courses
of
lectures
there
Mrs. John Clayter of Camden en
In our youth, long, long ago.
A Joyous group we loved to meet.
and elsewhere. This announcement
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Hamlin and tertained the Thursday Auction Club. When
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
hope was high and life was sweet holds interest for us in that Frank
Veterans will conduct a bridge party daughter Althea of Bangor are week Playing was preceded by dinner. When romance shed its golden light.
Bibb who summers at Camden is
Tuesday evening at Grand Army hall, end guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Honors fell to Mrs Fred T. Veazie, That circled, ln a nimbus bright,
O'er Time's unwrlnkled brow.
head of the voice department of thc
with Mrs. Elizabeth Murray as Moran, Jr., Chestnut street.
Mrs. Perley Damon and Mrs. F. E.
A Paramount Picture
hostess.
Follett.
The lips are mute that sang these words: David Mannes School.
♦ ♦ * *
with
The hands are still that struck these
Mrs. John M. Richardson enter
chords;
The Sewing Circle of the Auxiliary tained at bridge luncheon Wednesday
Augusta will offer in her next
Miss Mary Neilson who has been
The loving heart ls cold.
CLARA
BOW
of Winslow-Holbrook Post A. L evening at bier home on Granite spending a few days in thc city with From out the circle, one by one,
community concert course the CherREGIS TOOMEY
meets Monday afternoon at 1.30 at street. Honors were won by Mrs. Mrs. Almon M. Young. Purchase Some dear companion there has gone.
niavsky Trio, considered one of the
others stay to find how true
I,eaion hall. The Junior Auxiliary Carl Freeman, Miss Margaret Nutt street returned Friday to Vinalhaven. While
world's most famous instrumental
WYNNE GIBSON
That life has chord and discord, too.
will meet at 3.45. this organization
t.rios, three brothers who have toured
And
all of us are old.
AiDDED
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Barbour.
embracing all members of the unit
the world several times and have j Cartoon
Ethel Quinn Grecly with husband 'Tls not alone when music thrills.
Comedy
News
under 16 years of age. The regular
played
in
almost
every
country;
,
and
children
is
visiting
Mr.
and
power of thought profound that fill
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Wadsworth Mrs. George Quinn on Rankin street , The
meeting of the Auxiliary takes place
Grace Leslie, outstanding American
The soul! Tls not all art!
NOW PI AYING
in the evening at 7.45. Members are opened their camp at Pitcher's Pond at The Highlands. Mr. Greely will The old familiar tones we hear
contralto, and Robert Goldstand. the 1
BUCK JONES in
not upon the listening ear;
asked to be at Legion hall Sunday last Sunday for a delightful all- return to New York in a few days DteThey
19-year-old
Viennese
pianist,
the
new
vibrate ln thc heart.
“SHADOW RANCH"
morning at 10 o'clock to attend in a day outing. Among their guests while Ethel and the children will re
sensation in the piano world.
And now you know the reason, dear.
body the Memorial services at the were Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Perry, Mr. main for probably a month.
Home of Paramount Pictures
Why I have kept and treasured here
and Mrs. A. M. Moody and Mr. and
Congregational Church.
This, song of bygone years.
At this season of the year we make
Mrs. Ralph Trim of Rockland, and
Isaac Berliawsky and Mr. and Mrs. You laugh at the old-tashloned strain; all forms of automobile insurance our
Mrs. Ray Eaton entertained at Mr. and Mrs. John Clayter of Cam Benjamin Mildwoss (Lillian Berliaw It brings my childhood back again,
specialty. Te). 675. Roberts & Veazie
And fills my eyes with tears.
bridge luncheon Tuesday afternoon den.
sky) arrived here Friday from New
Inc. M. F. Lovejoy Mgr., Masonic
at her home on Lincoln street. Mrs.
York. Mr. and Mrs. Mildwoss will
Temple.—adv.
46-S-tf
Lena K. Sargent carried off highest
The local summer music colony
Rev. W. J. Day was the guest of remain here for a short visit.
honors.
is to have a new comer this season—
Mrs. Frances Ryder while in the city
to speak before the Baptist Men's
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent's Crescent George Harris of Richmond. Va..
Mrs. I. J. Shuman was hostess to League. He returned to Winthrop, Beach cottage was the scene of a jolly who holds a personal note of interest
the Corner Club yesterday afternoon Mass, yesterday having greatly en picnic yesterday, participated in by for many of us ln that he appeared
MON.-TUES.
the students and faculty of the Rock as soloist at a Maine Music Festival
Miss Doris Hyler. president, Mrs. joyed every minute of his stay.
several years ago, singing in Verdi's
land
Commercial
College,
to
the
Exie Perrv. Mrs. Mona McIntosh,
The Girl with the
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Frost and son number of 25. Cards were in order “Requiem." Mr. Harris is a musician
and Miss Ethel Payson, as delegates;
in the afternoon, the tables being set of note, and we feel very proud that
Eyes of Love I
Mrs. Emily Stevens, Mrs. Agnes Lou Sherwood who have been in South out
doors. Honors were won bv he is to be an addition to thc ever
raine and Mrs. Bertha French, as Boston for the winter are expected Missof Alma
growing music colony. He is to have
Seavey
and
Edward
alternates; Miss Helen Burns. Mrs. home today.
Barnard. Picnic supper was served. "The Pines" at Ballard Park, which
Elizabeth Gregory, Mrs. Ethel Halli
is being put in readiness for his occu
Miss Dorothy Lovitt of Portland is
day, Mrs. Clara Johnson and Mrs.
Thc Knoweachother Club held its pancy about thc latter part of June.
Evie Perrv, of the local BPW Club visiting Miss Margaret Robertson, annual
Mr. Harris had his musical train
spring luncheon yesterday
are attending the annual convention Lake avenue.
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Julia ing in Boston under Clayton Johns,
of thc Maine Federation of BPW
beginning when, he was 11 years old.
Mrs. Robert W. Hussey and son Murray, who was assisted by Mrs. and lasting until graduation from
Clubs in Augusta on Friday, Satur
Robert, left Thursday to attend the Nan Higgs. Mrs. Alice Spear and Mrs. Amherst in 1906, w’hen he went
day and Sunday of this week.
nurses' banquet and graduation at Eva Toner. There were 14 members abroad. He went to the Boston Sym
The Star of
Mrs. Cyrus Gross was hostess to Portsmouth, N. H. They planned to present. Tho new officers are: Presi phony concerts regularly and heard
dent, Mrs. Murray; secretary, Mrs.
“Eody and Soul"
the Jolly Six Thursday afternoon.
remain several days.
Toner; treasurer, Mrs. Bertha Green much other music in Boston, growing
up in a musical atmosphere.
Mrs. Walter Boggs of Waldoboro
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gonia and law, and chairman of programs, Mrs.
Piano had been the thing until
is at Knox Hospital for treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton F. Morse plan Ida Hartshorn.
graduation, when it was felt his voice
to attend the International Lions’
Mrs. Walter Wilson of Dorchester, was promising, so he went to Paris
At 2.30 tomorrow afternoon (Sun Convention ln Toronto next month.
Mass., is the guest of her mother, and studied for three years with Jean
day) over Station WCSH the Rubin
de Reske. His debut was made at thc
stein Club of this city will be pre
The benefit bridge given by the Mrs. Addie Allen.
Worcester Festival and met with
sented in the series sponsored by the Elks Wednesday evening, proved
■ , r.
i Mrs. Linwood Rogers arrived home varying success later. While never
Maine Federation of Music Clubs. most successful
there being 14 tables , yestertjay from Fort Fairfield where what is considered a popular singer,
The reDresentatives will be Mrs. In play. Buffet lunch was served.
won much recognition from mu
Mayfair at her fect—
Helen Wentworth, soprano; Mrs. The prizes donated by the members she spent several days with her hus he
sicians.
Scotland Yard on her trail,
Lydia Storer, contralto; Miss Alcada were particularly attractive, and band, Dr. Rogers.
He
sang
at
Bar
Harbor
a
great
deal
P
but her love belonged to
Hall, pianist; Miss Bertha Luce, vio went to Mrs. Wilbur Senter, Jr.,
Mrs. A. J. Huston of Portland is and had such things as two tours
her victim. A daring game
linist, and Mrs. Ethel Lee Hayden,
with
the
St.
Paul
Orchestra
out
Harry
Cohen,
Mrs.
Olive
Sylvester,
making
a
brief
visit
with
Mrs.
Leola
of hearts and diamonds
accompanist. The program; Con
through the far West. There were
tralto. Don't You Mind the Sorrows, Mrs. Harry Brown. Mrs. Sumner Rose.
ADDED
many
recitals
in
New
York
and
Bos

Cowles; On the Shore, Neidlinger: Perry, Mrs. W. H. Anderson, Mrs.
“KID TIIE KIDDER”
WINNING PUTTS
Mr and Mrs. Albert Cables cele- ton. and he s,ang also with the choral
violin. Meditation from “Thais" Anna Webster, Dr. Perley Damon
PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS
with JOHNNY FARRELL
Massenet: soprano. The Mazy Dance, Mrs. M. S. Dick, Mr. Dick. Harry brated their silver wedding last eve- societies in Boston, Providence. Chi
Ewing; Romance, Debussy; piano. La Berman. C. W. Proctor, Mrs. Austin ’ ning at their home on North Main cago. the Maine Music Festival, etc.
NOW SHOWING
Media Noche, Stoessel; Prelude. Lia Brewer, Mrs. Thomas Keating, Mrs. | street. There were about 55 neigh- Later Mik Harris took up as a side
B°u«!uets line translating texts of foreign songs,
dov. Mrs. Guy Gannett, president of F.,E. Follett. Mrs. Hattie Davies, bJ«an<’je Bt‘v«
“SIN SHIP"
and
taught
more
or
less.
War-work
comthe Federation, will give a brief ad Miss Louise Harrington. The com
 ! °f beaj‘ •‘1 « and pinbs
with
B
disposed
about
the
rooms,
together
which
for
him
took
the
shane
of
sing

dress. and Mrs. Wentworth and Mrs. mittee in charge consisted of Mrs. A.
MARY ASTOR. LOUIS WOLHEIM
with
a
few
potted
plants.
AU
enjoyed
ing
for
men
in
camp
about
New
;
Storer will sing one verse of the State C. Jones, chairman, Mrs. Thomas
a pleasant evening. Cake and punch York rather affected his general
song.
Keating, Mrs. Harold Burgess, Mrs. were served. Mr. and Mrs. Cable' health, ar.d Immediately afterward
A Paramount Publix Theatre
Ralph Trim. Mrs. C. O. Perry, Mrs. were recipients of some very nice illness in his family and the death t
Tel. 892
Steamship tickets to all parts of E. H. Larrabee. Mrs. C. W. Proctor,
silverware, as well as other presents. of both narents in the winter of
the world. We attend to all details
Shows 2 03, 6.45, 8.45
Mrs.
Wallace
Spear,
Mrs.
Sumner
They
received
many
congratulations.
1921-22 almost brought his singing
including passport and visa. Phone
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
675 for details. Robert & Veazie. Perry and Mrs. Perley Damon. The Among those present was a cousin. days to an end. It was at that time
Daylight Time
next
activity
on
the
calendar
Is
a
Mrs.
Walter
Wilson
of
Dorchester.
he decided to go to Richmond to live,
Inc., Masonic Temple. M. F. Lovesupper dance scheduled for June 10. Mass.
his introduction to that city having
Joy, Mgr.
36-tfi

Is the surest indication of material
prosperity. It denotes thrift and
self-denial which arc inevitable at
tributes of successful men and
women everywhere. It helps to de
velop character, promotes progress,
enables you to take advantage of
business opportunities. Why not
open an account here today?

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE .......................... 770 or 794-W

A SIGN OF

PROSPERITY

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Rockland, Me.

You Can Have A

Home
You want a home. You ought to have a home. You can
have a home.

Twelve hundred people here in Roekland

and vicinity want you and many others to have a home,
and they arc ready to help you get one. They bring us

several thousand dollars each month and ask us to loan it
to you and others towards buying homes.

Wc let you

have it for 6%. You pay the interest and a smal amount

on the loan in easy monthly payments, about thc same as

you now pay for rent, and in a few years the home is yours.
Isn't this just thc arrangement you want? Wc can't tell

you all the advantages in this advertisement, but if you
will come in wc will gladly show you that this is the best

plan ever devised to assist people lo own their homes,

Rockland ™ Association
Rockland

18 School Street,

59Stf

I

Prices Reduced
on all

Popular Sheet Music

35c; 3 for $1
MAINE MUSIC STORE

Now

Rockland, Maine

“KICK IN”

i„ALVAYS

GOODBYE

30 POINT
ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATOR
Let Us
'
Explain Its
30 Features
To You—New!
House-Sherman, Inc.

Every-Other-Day
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VACATIONING IN HAWAII-LAND
Hilda George Describes Some of the Life Experienced In
the Pacific Wonder Island
[Begun at Koku, Kanai, finished
later in Honolulu, April 4.1
Thursday evening saw three of us
getting on the "Waialeale” in our
knickers and with our blanket rolls,
etc., by the steerage gangplank, with
all the Filipinos and Japs. Steerage
was mobbed and when I saw the
women’s cabin with the canvas bunks
in three tiers, I was glad it was not
pouring outdoors. There were about
80 of the Reserve Officers Training
Corps boys from Ponnahou on board
and their captain had made arrange
ments for them to go up on the stern
of the 1st class deck and he promised
to take us up with him. Believe me
we were grateful for that, for there
was an awful bunch of steerage pas
sengers, noisy, low type people on
board. So after we pulled out of the
harbor and got underway we went
above where we had a nice piece of
deck allotted to us.
It was brilliant moonlight and the
view of Oahu was beautiful indeed.
As always there were the bright white
clouds on the hills. We went past the
Waianai mountains too. for Kanai
lies to the northwest. After a while
we stretched out in a blanket on
deck among all the boys. And then the
fun began. Golly, that ship tossed
like a peanut shell. I felt a hearty
sympathy for the lad who remarked
the next morning that “had I lifted
my head one foot from the deck, I
couldn't have stopped until I made
the railing." That passage was the
roughest they've had for two years,
they say. Not until we got right be
hind the breakwater at the landing
did we stop tossing.
• * * *
Approaching the great black head
land of Kanai with the pounding surf
below, all eerie in the light of the
setting moon and gray dawn, was
thrilling. I wouldn’t have slept in a
cabin for anything. The fresh air
blowing over us was all that saved
Helen and me. But we were a weary
bunch by the time they finally got
the car off, etc. We had breakfast in
a charming little hotel at Lihue. We
can none of us remember a thing
about the ride to Waimea where we
stopped for groceries and got in touch
with the man whose cottage we were
to have. He piloted us up into the
mountains to Koku, a group of
cottages by a stream in wooded high
lands near a Ranger cabin. To get
there you drive up a 16 mile ridge
from sea level to 3700 feet and in
spots you look right down into a
magnificent canyon. It really reminds
one #f the Grand Canyon. It is almost
more scenic for it has more colors
( greens especially) and has such
fascinating deep long canyons run
ning into it from all angles. We stop
at the various lookouts every time we
go back and forth to town and of
course the lights and shadows are
an everlasting joy.
We were too sleepy to take in much
the first day. The cottage is very
nice and new and clean. We have
running water and even a hot shower.
We are in a little hollow of the
mountains.
Was it cold though!
But the invigorating freshness of it!
I feel like a different person up here.
We slept the first afternoon awav.

Saturday we didn't get a very early
start but finally went off in search
of the "barking sands." These are
some immense sand dunes by the
shore. They were a lovely colorpastel shades of cream, soft tan, and,
as you kicked them up, a suggestion
of terra cotta. But they didn't bark.
Only after a dry spell do they per
form. That is, when you walk on
them, their consistency makes them
slide with a "woof, woof” sound.
Although the day was too overcast
for striking effects, the great break
ers on the coral shore, the dunes and
the high cliffs of the northern steep
shore line, were very lovely. Florence
found some interesting shells on the
rocks but Helen and I preferred to
sit on the dunes. It was sunset when
we returned up the canyon and the
views were so much more stunning
and unreal than in the daytime. By
that time we could also see the island
of Nihau out toward the northwest.
• • e •

mountains, saddles, humps and but
tresses made us gasp with joy. The
kukui trees have a light green foli
age which gives an illusion of spring. I
The tree ferns have leaves ranging
from a purple brown to luscious new
green. The lehua trees not only have
some red leaves besides their beau
tiful scarlet blossoms but in certain
stages their new leaf buds are a soft
gray green lavendar. Young mango
leaves are a rusty brown.
The remnant of a stream at the
bottom of the canyon showed up in
dark green pools or white foam leap
ing over and around the rocicy bed.
In a few places there were undercuts
such as we encountered along thP
Taos canyon section of the Rio
Grande.
• • • •
Here and there we heard the rush
of water where some natural cave
only partly blocked up revealed the
presence of the harnessed waters in
the veins of the very mountains.
The glorious songs of the Chinese
thrush, the glimpses of the Alaskan
plover, an occasional owl, of a beau
tiful white tropical bird which in
habits the cliffs of the islands—a!l
these things kept us spellbound
Sometimes the mists floated down to
us—liquid sunshine is the only name
truly applicable for it is not wet,
neither does it blot out the sun. It
does not fall but Just trails to «a;th
We walked about six or seven miles
to one of the two remaining water
falls and there had our lunch. How
we were lured on to see what lay be
yond the next turn! Oh, to have had
the time to follow clear through to
the last tumbling unhampered water
fall from the very heights of the
island range! It would have been a
perfect horseback trip.
The following day. after a most
restful sleep in the cold crisp air of
our temporary home, a half a mile
from our nearest neighbors, we tock
a hike of four miles to Kalaiau Look
out. This was a foot or horseback
trail which started right up near us,
climbed another 300 feet to the 4000
foot level and ended at the brink of
Kalaiau Canyon on the north coast
of the island. The trail was quite dif
ferent from any of the others we
took. It was through woods entirely
and it was often times ankle deep in
mud where we would slip and slide in
a most grotesque manner. It wound
up and down and around. We sepa
rated enough so as to feel all alone
and be able to take in quite undis
turbed all the intimate details of the
vegetation around and above us.
The many ferns and vines the
strange fungi and parasites, the
masses of dead and dying trees in all
their grotesque shapes, the freshness
of the young blossoming and budding
ones were all most interesting.
(Concluded In Next Issue)

Increased Sailings to
boston
BANGOR
BAR HARBOR
BROOKLIN

CAN SHOOT TEN MILES

THE SEA BREEZE
A Complete and Official Description of Big Gun Lately
Received By Battery E

Mrs. James Gregory

- - i i - - i................
Went on a cruise up in the woods
_ . ..
.
: today, so thought the Nature Cranks
During tne past week the local unit, moves backward through the cradle might like to hear about it. Found
of the 240th Regiment. C. A., has a piston is forced through oil. At the cowslips and lady's slippers, some all
been busy at Rockland Garage mak start of the movement little resist budded, so dug up a few and broughtI
ing ready the new home for the gun ance is met, but as the piston moves them home to set out in my wild
and tractor of Battery E. As this backward the passages for the oil be- flower garden. Black flies were i
new outfit is open to visits from the come smaller and the recoil is slow- quite numerous but no mosquitoes
public a short description seems in ly stopped without shock. To return | yet
order.
the gun to its firing position the 1 Came to an old cellar where once
This is an American made reproduc counter-recoil mechanism is provid- there used to be a home. The lilac
tion of that famous French 155 mm ed. As the gun moves to the rear a bush and garden lilies are still grow(G.P.F.) The letters G.P.F. refer to piston in the counter system moves ir“t there, years after the people who
the carriage of French design and compresses gas contained in the ‘ °"CP livp51 on^he place are gone, and
forgotten. They still keep
"Grande Puissance Filloux” which, gas chamber of the counter-recoil [
translated very freely, means gun system. As soon as the recoil to the
h„iij <n ~v
and carriage of great range or power, rear is stopped this gas expands ano bjrd bouse j can
them from
Filloux being the name of the in forces the gun back to the propel the kitchen wlndow A robln has
ventor.
pos.tion for the next shot.
built be, nest ln a spruce tree jn the ;
This strange monster of a weapon . During this recoil and counter- , field. She built on the side next to
is of rugged design, the complete unit recoil and while in the firing posi- :
road, where cars, teams and peoweighing about 15 tons. The gun tion, the weight is supported by the i p]e are going by near enough to'see
has the extremely high muzzle ve- I carriage wheels through the axle, the nest, if they were looking that
locity of 2400 feet per second, a rate and by the trails, the thrust to the ■ way. I told her she w’as foolish but
of propulsion that throws the 95 1 rear being taken up by the trails ' she seemed to think that was just
pound projectile 18.000 yards or a 'lit and spades. During marches the the place to build. The best part of
tle more than ten miles.
gun is placed in the “traveling posi- the year comes now. Everything is
The wheels of the carriage have a tion.” The trails are closed and so beautiful.
I think I must be in the Boze class
double tread of solid rubber tire. By raised to the limber, and the carri
an ingenious arrangement a cater age is raised and springs attached, all right, as I went to school to F.
pillar tread can be applied to the thus giving the gun a four-wheeled O. Young the winter term 1878-79. I
have a diploma with some of F. O.'s
wheels in a few minutes whenever vehicle to ride upon.
beautiful shaded writing on it. I also
soft ground is encountered.
went to singing school to him that
The main part of the unit is the
This traveling unit is pulled by the winter, and I was thirteen years old,
gun proper which rests in the cradle.
10 ton tractor. This is an American so reckon up and see. N. C. C. 7
The cradle contains the recoil and
vehicle of the track laying type and
Vinalhaven
counter-recoil systems, and is at
of the Holt design. The tractors re
tached to the top carriage by trunceived here were built during 1918 were made in the United 8tates 800
ions. The top carriage is pivoted
and supported on the bottom carri by the Chandler Motor Cai- Co. and of these guns and carriages. Oi
age which in turn is supported by the have been in storage at the Erie these only 16 were shipped to France
carriage axle and trails. Movements proving ground since that time. and 216 were bought in France for
to the right and left are made by a They are practically new as their units of the United States Ctaast
traversing system which turns the mileage is less than 50, and that was Artillery manning 155 mm guns, and
gun, cradle and top carriage through for test purposes. During the World their outstanding records of effici
60 degrees, permitting a large area War the United States purchased ency clearly shows in their histories
The Second Battalion of the 240th
to be covered by the fire of the gun 2014 of these tractors, of which 628
were shipped
to France.„ The..makers
„
,, C. A. is indeed fortunate in having
• • • •
were Holt. Chandler. Reo. Maxwell, recejved these guns and such assignMovements
in
elevation
are i Federal Truck and the International ment renects tbe credit given past
through the elevation rack, causing Motor Co
Derformances of the Knox County
the gun and cradle to turn at the
The World War record of 1d5 mm 3atteries. Battery E. commanded by
trunions, giving elevations (ranges)
»CaP‘- Richard F. Saville, and Batfrom 0 to 35 degrees. The full war time ordnance productions,
was
............
p commanded by 1st Lieut.
powder charge weighs approximately a struggle to translate French plans Warren P Eldridge, will use the local
25 pounds, and this gives a range of and blueprints into the detailed guns for training purposes and will
about 18.000 yards when the eleva plans and prints necessary for the fire their annual target practice with
tion is set at 35 degrees. In order American plants. The guns were 155 mm guns now assigned them at
to increase the useful life of the gun made by Bullard Engine Works, the Fort Williams. Dates for the camp
target practice is held with a smaller carriages by the Minneapolis Steel this year are July 4-18. Drill at
charge, weighing about 18 pounds. * Machinery Co, and the recoil and Rockland is held Tuesday nights, but
This gives a maximum range of 15,- , counter-recoil mechanism by Dodge
Garage is open at all!
000 yards without doing much Bros.
times and visitors may inspect the
damage to the bore
.
The difficulties of plans can be best | gun in its firing position day or
During firing the burning of the judged by the fact that there are 479 '
propelling charge of powder causes parts to the carriage. The mechan- j
____________
the projectile to move forward and ism made by Dodge Bros, consists ol ..Julia has invited me to her golden
MRS. McNAMEE’S BROADCAST
the gun to "kick” to the rear. To 372. parts and. required three months 1 wedding!”
Graham McNamee, widely known overcome this “kick" (recoil) the re.,jat war time production speeds to : -Rer golden wedding?”
radio announcer, has been served in coil mechanism is attached to tha-f complete the cycle of manufacture ' “Yes, she is marrying amilliona suit for separation by his wife the under side of the gun. As the gun for one unit. In spite of this there aire.”
former Josephine Garrett He added
that he did not know where his wife
was, but that the separation was not
bv mutual consent. “I was served
about the first of May with papers in
a separation suit brought by my wife
I don’t know what charges she
makes," he asserted. “I have not seen
all of the papers."

Faster Sunday we were awakened
at dawn by the greatest chorus of
birds: nuthatches. Chinese thrushes,
mynah birds! I just couldn't stay in
bed. We managed to get away by
eight o'clock. Again we had the treat
of Waimea canyon. This time I
tried some pictures. Then we drove
to Olokele canyon. First we went
through miles of sugar cane, on a red
dirt road, the sea behind us, the
mountains becoming ever more in
triguing ahead of us. With the fields
behind us, we covered several miles
of weird barren lands with red dirt
and a deep gully cutting through it.
Then we suddenly rounded a curve
and had a view into an enormously
deep and narrow canyon suggesting
perhaps Taos canyon only with more
jagged and picturesque mountain
tops.
For four miles we drove along an
exciting road—just wide enough for
one car. very rough, hilly and on the
very edge of the canyon with a drop
of 1000-2000 feet below us. The
Ranger told us later that he has
known women to faint dead away on
that road. The curves around prom
ontories certainly kept you on the
“qul vive." We were in sunshine
most of the time but the crags and
crannies were a fleeting pageant of
greens and purples with occasional
veils of soft grav mist lending a
Japanese effect to the distant heights
At the end of four miles I was glad
to relinquish the car at the "ditch
man's" house. I must explain that
the great sugar and pineapple inter
ests have chained all the beautiful
waterfalls of the mountains bv
blasting conduits and tunnels for
miles
through
the
mountains.
Everywhere you see the marks of
erosion caused by former waterfalls.
It must have been Paradise!
From the ditch man's house we
continued mountainward by a foot
path that was perfectly charming,
sometimes leading into dark cool
groves of kukui. mango and lehua
trees, with an undergrowth of tree
ferns, prickly pear, cactus, passion
flower vines and many other lovely
Nilo's Repair Shop. 8prlng street,
flora we were unable to identify;
sometimes coming out around a cor will be open Saturday nights here
8-tf
ner where ever changing outlines of after.—adv.

and way landings
S. S. BELFAST and S. S. CAMDEN
in commission on Boston-Bangor Line

S.S. WESTPORT and S.S. SOUTHPORT
in commission on Bar Harbor and Brooklin Lines

Sailings from Rockland for Boston daily
except Sunday, 8 p.m. (Daylight Svg.
Time) due Boston 6 a.m., following
morning. Sailings from Rockland for
Bangor daily except Monday 5 a.m.
(D.S.T.) due Bangor 10:15 a.m.
S.S. WESTPORT sails from Rockland for Bar Harbor and war land
mgs daily except Monday 5:15 a.m. (D.S.T.)duc Bar Harbor 11:15
a.m., returning, leaves Bar Harbor 1p.m. (D.S.T.)daily except Sunday,
due Rockland 6 p.m. S.S. SOUTHPORT sails from Rockland for
Brooklin and wav landings daily except Monday at 5:15 a.m. (DS.T.)
due Brooklin 8 45 a m., returning, leaves Brooklin 2 30 p.m. (D.S.T.)
daily except Sunday, due Rockland 6 p.m.
For reservations apply ROCKLAND WHARF

EASTERN
STEAMSHIP LINES
cial attractions In the vicinity of Bos
ton over the holiday, at smAll cost.
added feature of this excursion la
According to its usual custom, the An
the fact that tickets will be good In
Maine Central will operate anothar Pullman cars (at regular occupancy
special excursion to Boston from rates) or in coaches.
State of Maine points over Memorial
Day, weekend tickets to be sold May
28, 29, 30. limited for return to leave
Boston not later than 930 p. m.,
June 1st, The return tickets will
however, be accepted on trains from
Portland leaving on or before 7.50
a. m., June 2nd.
Sea View Garage, Inc.
There are numerous attractions in
TEL. IBM
the "Hub" over Memorial Day and 689 MAIN ST.
it will give an opportunity for State
ROCKLAND
of Mainers to witness Big League
M-tf
baseball games and many other spe

EXCURSION RATES OFFERED

S FEED LINES
why TYROL

Gasolines are
99n&% Gum-Free
1. SELECTED CRUDES
Crudes selected for their cleanliness are “multi-fractionated”
l>y super-refining equipment
costing millions.

2. “GUM-TAPPED”

Ancient and modern treasure
chests
In the old days people kept their valuables in solidly con
structed, locked boxes which were called treasure chests.
They were usually cumbersome, too expensive to be

In towering fractionation stills
of the most advanced type, the
gum-carrying gasoline isdrawn
off for re-distillation long be
fore the refining process is
completed.

3. GUM-FREE BLENDING

but TYDOL Gasolines
are 99
Gum-Free

Tide Water’s exclusive, secret
blend of gum-free gasolines
creates the super-power, hightest. anti-knock qualities of Hitest TYDOL.

within reach of everybody.
The modern treasure chest is a safe deposit box in the
vault of some convenient bank. Solid steel, masonry,
electrical devices give a much greater degree of protec
tion than was obtainable in tbe treasure chests of old.
And the cost of the modern safe deposit box is within
the reach of all, approximately one cent a day. If your
valuables are not enjoying the protection that one of our
safe deposit boxes affords we suggest that you come in
and make arrangements to rent one.

CUM ... black death to motors

For Hi-test TYDOL Gasoline is

... rides in every gallon of im

99nra% GUM-FREE.

properly refined gasoline that

you buy . . . Strangling feed
lines. Fouling and sticking

valves. Stealing power . .. Up
setting performance and invit
ing repair bills.

You may run into gummy gaso

Rockland
National Bank
<•

lines any time . . . and where

ROCKLAND, MAINE

cause a gasoline is clear doesn't

you least expect them. Just be
mean that it's also gum-free ...

Make sure you’re playing safe.
Rockland’s Oldest

Side step the dangers of gum.

Banking Institatloa

Use Hi-test TYDOL.

A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP OF BANKS

Financial Institutions. Inc., is a Maine corporation owning a majority of the Capital Stock of 15 Maine
banks having total resources of more than S'Ri.OOC 000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock ot
Financial Institutions, Inc., is owned by Maine capital and the corporation is managed by Maine men
who have had long and successlul experience in banking and financial operation.

TUNE IN ROY ATWELL'S TIDE WATER INN...
6:30 to 6:45 P. M. Eastern Daylight Saving Time, every
Monday, Wednesday, Friday . . . Columbia Network.

TYDOL GASOLINES

TYDOL

This anti-knock, high-test, super

power gasoline is made today
with finer equipment.. . with

greater precision.
Millions have been spent to give

you extra power. Extra balance.
Extra purity.

Extra economy

. . . And at no price premium,
why be without it? Fill up with
TYDOL today.

Tide Water Oil Sales
Corporation
27 Main St. So. Portland, Me.

GASOLINES

O»nS,% GFM-FREE . . . VEEDOL MOTOR OIL... 90. 1% CARBON-FREE

